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sad stories of financial embarrassment | Miss Hooper is stationed at Midnapore,
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with a view to work among the poor
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not
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"THE
of our own lives.
women and children. Miss Millard, now
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,
THE HEBREWS,
vote an hour per day to study and mon to the ears of the people, he would
A
GOOD
EXAMPLE.
Murs. Lawrence, will of course be lecated
ISSUED BY
THE
On
Friday
evening
we attended services at
thought 7 We do our round of duties, have been a bold detective who would as+ Mrs. Mary Toothaker, of Phillips, Me.,
Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, and then ho! for the street, the hall, or sume such an explanation of the death of at Midnapore. Miss Hattie P. Phillips is
the Hebrew church on 6th Street. Another,
died
not
long
since,
leaving,
by
her
will,
stationed at Dantoon, the new station reknown a8 the “ Jewish Reformed,” is situated
Rev. I, D. STEWART, Publisher,
A thousand questions force Mr. Barron. Of course, I do not know
of. the party.
cently opened twelve miles north of Jel- one thousand dollars each to the Home on 8th Street. Theirs is a singular tradition,
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lasore. Miss Julia E. Phillips will be lo- and Foreign Mission Societies, ‘and five and they constitute a wonderful phenomenon
tion
them zealously aside, and so, for lack of take him to be innocent of the alleged cated there also for one year, so as to be- hundred dollars each to the Education in the history of nations, Overcome by seven
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nurture, lose the rich harvest of growing charges until something more definite than
Dover, N. H.
gin work for the women without further Society and Storer College. She had or eight powers, but never completely annihilife. The thoughts of the great and good what is now given is made public. And
:
delay. By the aid of the map, the reader before given one thousand dollurs to the lated, they have survived themall, even Rome,
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the
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souls of the past are stored up in books, on this just judgment, I repeat, it is a
will readily understand the distribution Maine Central Institute. ‘We call this a Scattered throughout the world, with no
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ready for our
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good
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worldly affairs. It is a fitting acknowledg- through exile, transformed into a mercantile
IN ADVANCE, $32.20. See the Sth page of would have every man and woman set even the humblest of its members, but Jellasore, my dear parentsatDantoon,and ment of the fact that the good hand of people.
this paper.
Dr. and Mrs. Bacheler and Mr. Lawrence
The edifice is small and unpretentious. Over
aside some moments for higher reading often there are special cases of injustice
at Midnapore as heretofore. With these the Lord has been upon one. It isa the door is the legend, ‘Erected in 5636.”
which
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not
and better thinking. Study and contemgood
example
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it
is
one
safe
to
additionsto the working force we should
The tworsexes sit apart,—the women in the
plation are what make people other than that we have become so accustomed to
imitate, and one which quite a good many gallery, the male. portion in the body of the °
be able to push on with fresh courage.
see
persons
acting
from
base
motives
that
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mere organized masses of sensation and
But that other mag for whom I looked of our brethren and sisters can imitate if hall, with their hats on, and faces invariably
it does not seem outrageous to take into
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1879. | passion,and these are what suffer hurt and consideration such motives in the unrav- long in vain while in America is very they will. This good woman had no lack turned to the east, looking for the coming.”
are so often utterly killed out by the thirst
much needed in Orissa. I have no doubt of relatives to whom she might have left The services are conducted entirely in their
eling of mysterious tragedies.
own peculiar language.
The Rabbi, in the old
These
and rush for outside excitement.
PATIENCE.
that
the Southern brethren will make a her property, nor did she fail to do so, Mosaic habiliments, with his back to the conES
on hn on
cesses
l
solitude
thoughtfu
and
studious
of
hours
in
a
proper
and,
probably,
a
sufficient
Every lily in the meadow
strong plea for a new man for that section
MISSIONARY LETTER.
gregation, chants the Ritual, to which the men
make up the manly and womanly powWaits in patience for the rain;
CAMP DHABANI, MIDNAPORE,
{
of the field. Surely,he is greatly needed, manner. The thing we wish to commend ‘respond, in the monotonous but not unmusishadow
the
in
daisy
especially
is
the
fact
that
a
portion
of
her
Every
er, give purity to the heart, strength to
INDIA, Dec. 28, 1878.
cal jcadence of the Hebrew tongue.
Their
and I heartily wish he might come a year
Waits till sunshine comes again;
property, such a portion as in her judg- customs are emphatically their own, and come
tis
and hope to the life.
the intellect,
Thank
God,
we
are
once
more
in
the
hence.
Mr.
Burkholder’s
location
lay
beEvery birdie in its home-nest
was, when she was done down to this day from, the old Mosaic Laws.
corrects Santal jungles.” My tents stand ‘where tween the Santal country and Orissa, but ment was proper,
which
this self-communing
Waits for food, nor waits in vain. 5 ®
The Hebrew
Sabpath is from
sundown,
wrong ways, tones down disturbed ideas, they have often stood before, under this it was believed that the claims of the San- with it, given ,to the cause of God;
Friday eve, until sundsgyn the following evenreturned,
we
may
say,
to
the
service
of
hs,
Dearest Saviour, it is written,
and produce magnificent banyan tree. Eleven schools tals stood first, as they had been so lung
prunes vicious outgrowt
ing, or until three stars are visible, The new
+ Be ye patient,” in Thy Word;
a depth and earnestoess of character have been brought together here for their put aside for the Hindus. Time only will Him from whom it was received,by whose year came in on Sept. 28, 1878, and this is the
lily,
Make me patient as the
which tha practiced eye may easily discern. annual examivation. Nota girl in one prove the wisdom of this decision. But I blessing it was gathered and kept. This year 5639, according to their calendar.
Or the daisy, or the bird.
The day of the Atonement is the ‘one most
No one who ' has experienced the joy of them! . We must begin the warfare can not conclude this letter without once was , by no means, the beginning of her
(iive me, Lord, Thy tranquil spirit,
gifts to our various denominational en- celebrated, wherein all true Hebrews abstain
which comes to life, and the steadiness afresh in behalf of the poor, ignorant and
Never by a passion stirred.
more putting in my plea for Orissa. She
bgoO
Se gm dn 4
imparted thereto by an hour of quiet self- neglected girls, and ‘push it, too, until has special claims upon us. It has pleased terprises. She had been a frequent and entirely from food and drink during the
communing would ever forego the most these teachers at least shall understand God to grant us much good fruit in Orissa willing contributor to them all through twenty-four hours, and services at church are
THE INNER LIFE.
impressive.
precious privilege of aman, or thereafter that we mean that the girls shall know and now that some of the laborers there her lifetime. It is a good example, beMeat, butter and milk are never eaten: toBY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.
sacrifice upon the mammon altar of something as well as the boys. But the are in failing health,we should supply the cause her will was made in ample season, gether, and a period of three hours must interAre we afraid of ourselves, or without outside excitement,
the moments inestima- work of breaking up old ideas,—of setting lack with promptness. Who among our carefully drawn and properly executed. vene before milk or butter can be partaken of
confidence in our own resources ? If ble for private and undisturbed thought.
aside sacred superstitions and of planting young men will answer this call? We If one can do so, we believe it is better after meat, and vice versa. The same dish is
there is any one thing we seem purticu“Chere is a fascination and wild joy in nev institutions in such a land as this—is must not suffer Orissa to lack for efficient that he should be the executor of his‘own never used to cook certain different articles in;
each dish being appropriated
to its
particular
larly toavoid,itis being alone. To passthe the struggle of life, yet the real strength by no means easy. However, by dint of
laborers, and however much we gain will, dispose of all he can himself, put it use. No bird or fofil that does not fly, no fish
time away from, other persons is the bete for the contest comes from within. There
with
his
own
hand
where
he
wants
it
to
patient work we hope to see women as ground in future, we must not lose that
and its kind without scales, and no animal or
and the horror of the
noir of the fashionable,
be ; but where this can not be done, then, -cloven-footed beast that does mot chew the
reading God's we have already gained.
‘is pleasure and great good derived from well
intelligently
men
as
El
average society msn. Most people seem mingling with, end contemplation of ,the
by all means, let the will be drawn by cud is eaten by the orthodox son of Abraham.
word in these Santal jungles. We can
to have adopted as theircreed, ‘‘allthings changing, boisterous scenes of business, hope for but little so long as woman re- |
competent hands, in ample season and Those appointed appointed to slaughter ancome to us from without,” and apart politics and society ; yet the state of our
:
| under circumstances which will insure imals are selected with care and thoroughly
mains ignorant.
trained. The knife that is used must be of keen-of external
from the whirl and change
inner life conditions the effects of the
‘We may believe, then, that the people the faithful execution of its provisions. est edge; a single flaw in it of the minutest proMy last letter was written on the
life ** is nothing to be enjoyed which is outer, as the color of the glass through Ganges, and posted in Calcutta, The may be trusted ; for freedom will either We hope the example of this sister will
portions, if discovered at the time, renders theenjoyed.” The whole system of frequent which we look
tinges the landscape. past month has been a busy one, and has find them fit to enjoy its blessings, or be imitated by scores and hundreds in our animal unfit for use. No nation or people exmake them so.— Christian Register. .
concert, party and club, the periodic re- Thoughtful solitude is the nurse of inner
gone so quickly. Reaching Midnapore on | Surely our people need a large infusion | churches, -and--the--world—will--be—the ~ercise-such care inthe preparation and use of.
turns of theater, opera and strolling. Jife. How many of us will prefer it? the evening of the 4th inst., we had little
animal feod.
richer for their wisdom and generosity.
In business they are shrewd and avidious,
circus, the. endless “ goings ont” to chat And as many as do shall be conscious of a enough time to get settled before the of the spirit of faith in God's power to
THE RE ENFORCEMENT.
save not one or two, but thousands of
mingling little in the general tide of life and
and be chatted with, the whirl of® socie- new
hidden source of Yearly Meeting began on the 8th. Our our
and hitherto
perishing
race.— Examiner and
Letters froin India show that the arrival society, being more seclusive among themty and fashionable excitements, all bear strength, which shall shed itself about party received & most hearty welcome Chronicle.
selves.
g
:
we
of the missionary party in the field has
, witness to the faithfulness with which
their lives, and make them steady and from both the missionaries and the native
Sensationalism
in
the
preacher
is
genTHE
STALWARTS.
keep this article, and the tyranny it exer- beautiful. As the devout worshiper; who Christians and it was particularly pleas- erally a confession that the preacher real- infused new life and vigor into the hearts
There is no denying a certain sign of the
cises upon us.
:
in the inner temple has bowed low before ing to see how happy our native people izes his own poverty of ideas, and his in- of the dear, hard-working, much-endur- times underlying these receptions given to
We do not for a moment deny the in- the unseen and Holy One,goes out there- were to see the new missionaries. There ability to make the common themes of the ing brethren and sisters who have so returning, so named, ‘‘ Stalwart” Senators. A
‘Gospel interesting to his hearers.—Star bravely * held the fort” for these many very enthusiastic company the other evening
fluence of surroundings, nor their possi- from with a strange and hopeful light have been changes during our absence, in the West.
great
The
years. And well it might. The return greeted the Hon. Matt. Carpenter, just returnble valuable teaching power.
upon his countenanc:, so, from the cham- and I miss some who were prominent in
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty. of skilled workers, tried and proved, with ed after an exciting struggle for the Senatorsky
blue
of
wealth
its
with
nature
of
world
bers of quiet self-communing and thought- our community. The Europeans whom And when these enemies of freedom, these
ship of Wisconsin.
The point, that the Reand shining orbs,and fleeting fleecy clouds,
ful study, shall we pass into the crowded we knew in Midnapore have nearly all Jesuits, the curse and pest of society, of renewed strength and zeal ; the greeting publican party must go forward to the fullest
rising
and
plain
the broad expanse of
ways of the world with nobler purpose gone away and new ones have taken their government, and the human race,succeed of dear ones, kindred in the flesh and sense in their known principles and mission,
majesty of blue hills, the river, lake and and a firmer step.
places. 1 hope some of these may take by their cunning and impudence in get- fellow-helpers in the truth; the arrival of was not more vociferously applauded, than the
ting legal authority for their craft, it
sea, the ever-varying change of season
as great an interest in the work of preach- is the duty of the people to rise in their much needed recruits, having the dew of mention of General Grant’s name for the conprovoke
or
and circumstance, these find
ing Christ to the perishing heathen as.did enlightened wrath, and wipe out, not the youth and the vows of consecration fresh fest of 1880. Great preparations are being
be-and
sympathy,
upon them, must needs have stirred the made to greet Logan, Chandler and others
answering
in us an
sinners, but their sins,—N. Y. Observer.
some of those who have gone away.
avowedin their zeal to press this movement. BY KIM KYTE.
sides exciting in us peculiar and pure
The session of the Bengal & Orissa
The idea of a woman, a gentle, modest, hearts of those veterans and over-burden- Vicksburg and
Appomattox are magical
joys, mold our being, give form to our
If you should ask me who are the most Yearly Meeting, that closed on the 15th Jeautiful woman, standing up before a ed workers. No wonder the Yearly names :(—we are drifting forward into a
character and habits of thought. So also theoretieal of the people whom I see out inst., was not so largely attended as for-1 congregation to speak, or to preach, es- Meetingat Midnapore, when all the band, necessity,and 1872 may be repeated over again.
From the very commencement of the unthe myriad sighis and circumstances of of my window, I should reply that they mer sessions, owing to the prevalence of pecially from a pulpit where that great old and young, veterans and recruits, were
civil life,the unions and groupings of State are the men and women who are known fever at our southern stations. Some of being, man, has so long stood and poured assembled together, was an occasion of fortunate struggle betweén the President and’
forth such torrents of moving eloquence,
Senator Conkling over the N. Y. Custom:
and Church and society, the expedients
on the street
asgthie practical workers of our oldest and best workers were unable would be to shock all his noble sense of the deepest interest and great enjoyment. House appointments, it has been deprecated by:
Let us thank God that it is possible for the better sense of the country. The machinery
of song and
scenic representation and the town; the people in whom a super- to leave home, and their presence was propriety.—Alliance.
eloquence, the centrivances of art and de- ficial observation does not detect a trace much missed in the meeting. The reports
It would be some comfort to the little them to have, now and then, such an ex- of N. Y. politics is tremendous; great odds
vices of literature, powerfully attract our of day-dreaming.
I have a fancy that it from all the churches, save one, were part of the world where the severest Cal- perience in their work; and if we had are at stake; that is why the nation at large
attention, rendering each its quotato the is these who have hidden away in their cheering. The past year has been one of vinism once flourished, to have one sect any hand in making it possible, let us has looked upon the contest with such interest.
to which it could point and proudly say:
Upon no other ground can the Senator claim
wants of our social or mental nature,and
minds the mast visionary, absurd ‘and
considerable spiritual prosperity in the s¢ Behold the invincibles! Such as they thank God for that, too.
The marriage of Miss Millard to Mr. such a public recognition of the conditions and
‘building us up in a certain sympathy superstitious notions that it ever entered mission. The report of the committee on are,such was orthodoxy once.” As things
his position. Who is a Senator, that he should
with, and likeness to, themselves.
We
Lawrence,
soon after the arrival of the combat the whole power the Executive ?
the heartof man to conceive. The chambers
revivals indicated real growth in our na- are going, we soon will not have enough
would have no person forego these, or of their imagination,never aired, become,
Not. to refer to the personal conditions of the
The plan in- “of the original article to sample with.— pariy in India, is an event on the occurtive Christian community.
7
bé bereft of anything in them which is not only musty and dank, but also give augurated several years ago of holding Universalist.
rence of which the partiesand the mission affair, it should be gratifying to the Republican
Mr. Talmage said one night that God force are to be congratulated ; the former, party that the matter is conclusively settled,
beneficial.
rise to a malaria, breathing which the special meetings for a week or more in
liked
the Chinese physiognomy so well because it is the consummation of pur- and that the Democrats, by their votes, in doBut there is another domain, less ex- person sees strange sights and sounds;
each church, has been continued to great
had made four hundred million poses, the realization of hopes, long ing all the mischief they could, have nothing
he
that
plored, less evident to eye and ear, often some spectral as the nether world, and advantage, and I have no doubt that our Chinamen
in particular to rejoice over.
and only one Kearney. Proless attractive,and yet of infinitely greater others as mystically glorious as any opi- people will appreciate these revival serv- ceeding according to the same system of cherished intheir hearts,and the latter,beAPPROPRIATIONS.
importance. . There is a region lying um-éater’s dream. On the other hand, ices. more and more, as they come to logic it appears that the same Power has cause it makes possible the establishment
The necessary appropriation bills stand now
quietly and unobtrusively out from the the theorizers of the world, from Socrates perceive the good results that accompuny created some thousands of preachers in of another home, another Christian house- very much behind, and by that we mean those
America, but only one Talmage; consebusy sights and sounds of our more ac- (who was accused of**follies”and“‘absurd- them.
absolutely required to carry on the functions
.
quently—but the answer fails to be com- hold in the little circle of brethren and
tive bustling life. In it, we spend much ities)” up and down the pages of history
It was my pleasure to report to the plimentary to the Brooklyn Boanerges.— sisters bound together by common sym- of the Government from fiscal year to year.
Only three, and they among the less imporof our time, and from it may draw our
pathies and labors. We know every friend tant,have become laws—the military academy ,
and tradition, are those who have lived meeting the success that had attended the N. Y. Herald.
larger inspiration and purest delight.
of the mission will join usin the hearti- consular and diplomatic, and pensions. Eight
the most healthful lives as regards day- effort to establish a Bible school in the
Let us not confound sensationalism with
No strife of political wrangling, no disdoevery
done
have
would
It
Mission.
earnestness and an intelligent use of the est wishes and most fervent prayers for more, the most important, must pass both
dreaming; and also are those whom mantractions of business,need euter therein,
kind has sooner or later crowned as the nor’s heart good to see the joy and grati- best modes to reach and move our fellow- their future and long-continued happiness houses, with all the delay of conferences, etc.
nor the surging waves of the world’s
‘
Already the plans for within the next twenty-three working days.
and prosperity.
tude manifested in the countenances and men.—Zion's Herald.
most practical of its workers.
ceaseless rivalry ever disturb its peacework
are
broadening
and the execution We predict an extra session, or a great many.
words of the brethren. A vote of thanks
The anti-Chinese bill ¢‘is against all
night sessions and much confusion.
ful shores. 1t is like a summer isle which
The selfishness of nations is imitated by to the many kind friends in America.
was our traditions and history; and the genius of the same is under way. There is every
THE PENSIONS BILL.
lies nestled within some retired cove, the corporations which are said to be moved by Jacob Mishra, one of the native and spirit of all our free institutions. It prospect that the new members of the
is
in
direct
violation
of
our
treaty
with
It
is
a
mooted
question how the Government
over which soft airs wander, and a sunny
force will rapidly acquire the language
without souls. The greater part of the preachers, and the entire“audience rose
atmospheve spreads its warm glow, but world believes that this characteristic is to its feet, thus unanimously expressing China, and consequently an act of bad and speedily prove the wisdom of their is to meet the payment of the Arrears of Penfaith toward the Chinese Government,
sion bill. The bill introduced by Mr. Burwhich is far away from the beaten track essential to nations and corporations, yet its gratitude for the school.
Some pre- as well as of oppression toward its sub- appointment. God is plainly calling us chard, of Ill, in the House, calls for the issue
where the greatships of commerce pass
:
to larger things, to greater work, to of $40,000,000 of four per cent. bonds to be dethat does not make it, any pleasanter to liminary steps have been taken, and it is jects.”—dAdvance.
to and fro, and the terrible storms-blasts
hoped that this school will be opened in
The child mind is keen enough to see nobler sacrifices. The responsibilities are voted wholly to this {purpose. On a motion
contemplate. The jealousy with which
wrestle in their rage. This is the quiet the mouarchies of Europe regard the suc- March, at Midnapore. May the Divine the folly of much of the reasoning of his upon us. We can not evade them. We do for an immediate action, the vote stood 140 to
seniors. The danger is not that too early not wish to. We accept them joyfully. The 81—not two-thirds—for the necessary suspendomain, and realm of the inner life, pass,cess and prosperity of the republic in blessing attend it from the very beginning,
ed at home and in thoughtful solitude, France is only matched by the complacen- making it a power for good in the Mission. the needed training will be begun, but, that good hand of the Lord-is upon us. We can sion of ‘the rules, but showing a decisive:
which holds for us the choicest treasure, cy with which business America looks upon Surely, all who have aided in its endow- it will be delayed too long.— Religious and we will.do something worthy of the majority for future action.
Intelligencer.
RELIGIOUS CASTE,
and yields us a fund of strength and hope the commercial and financial distress in ment will not fail to pray for its success.
The husband or the wife who continu- grand opportunities opening before us.
In view of what> should be the legitimate
of which none of us are fully. conscious. England,and sees in the greatly enlarged
, The new missionaries have been loca- ally commits acts of ‘discourtesy in the
results of Christian civilization, and the fullest
* THE ANNUAL REPORTS.
In this we would have each one spend products and manufactures of our own ted as follows: Mr. Burkholder is assign- privacy of the home circle, or: indulges
freedom of men, the following occurrence, at
some considerable portion of time, face to country a prophecy that the commercial su- ed to the Santal work. He will remain habitually in cross words, or who persists
“The Reports of our Benevolent Societies this late day, is not a very creditable transacface with his own soul, solving the
tan- premacy of Great Britain is doomed. Let chiefly at Midnapore, while acquiring the in thoughtlessness or neglect, is guilty of for the last year, have, after an unusual tion to those concerned. The Young Men's
equally with one who breaks the Sabgled problems, analyzing the perplexing us allbope and pray that before scholars Bengali languages, then select some cen- sin
Christian’ Association of this city had invited
bath, and perhaps in the eye of God has and unavoidable delay, been published ’
the teachers of Negro Sabbath-schools to attend
motives and .contemplating the better get through tinkering at political econo- tral point in the Santal country for a new
and
are,
or
soon
will
be,
in
the
hands
of
committed the deeper wrong.—Alliance.
lately given by them. Differences
possibilitiesof life. This is the peculiar my, some one will rise up to the magni- station. A knowledge of one of the Hindu
Out of these they a Reception
Our own honest conviction is that the all our ministers.
a letter was sent to one of the colorand
arose,
and precious realm of each man or ‘wom- tude of the occasion and put a little soul languages is considered indispensable for responsibility for this weakening of relig
will be able to gather a great deal ' worth ed teachers, in, which, among other things, it
an. Theexternal we have in common into this scignce. I am inclined to venture every missionary, because so much of our ious belief is chargeable, in no small de- ‘presenting to their congregations in some was stated that ¢ a question had been raised as
with others, this is our own; that is the opinion that one great hindrance to- work is for the Hindus. Besides,athorough Frce 0 the heavy strain which Romanism form. We shall soon call attention to to the expediency of inviting both our colored
upon the growing intelligence of
were led to befleeting, inconstant and occasional, this wards gainingan axiomatic character for knowledge of Bengali will serve as a ouras pat
some things to be learned from the Re- and white brethren;wasthatnot they
age,
and
which
has
caused
a
wide
refor attemptripe
yet
time
the
that
lieve
is ever the same in its great desires and
political economy lies in the fact that it good introduction to the Santal language. volt from religious dogmatism,and driven ports. Meanwhile, let pastors, and, so ing a social union gathering of this kind; that
e
use
the
Bengali
characters
in
writing
hopes and yearnings, ever with us, is, has been so generally regarded as a soulfar as may be, people too, get them and it would not be the part of kindness to expose
Zap
Santal, so that there is no new alphabet vast multitudes into utter infidelity.—
ou to the unpleasant remarks and unpleasant
in fact, ourselves.
!
)
we
read them, meditate upon them, thank you
less study. Selfishness is suicidal the to be learned. The Santals study both tist Weekly.
action that some might take should the AssoDo you support your minister as you God and take courage.
We plead, then, for less outside excite- world over, no less so in the world of lot languages in their schools and some have
ciation attempt to carry out such a programine.
of
Will you, therefore, forgive the discourtesy
expressed the opinion that in the course ought, financially? Do you give him
O-6-O-0ments, and more quiet, thoughtful hours ters than in the world of men.
* +o
asking you not to distribute the invitations ~
Bengali may completely sup- suough to maintain himself and his famithe
time
of
teachyour
to
of solitude, not that we may therein
which you obtained at our office
o neglect: a faithful servant of the
Rev. V. C. Hart, Methodist missionary, ers,
the Santal. Our English brethren ly?
but to quietly let the whole matter drop.
There is a serious thought growing out plant
brood in stupid silence, or soar in airy
laboring among the Santals to the north Lord Jesus Christ is no small matter, for reports 15,000,000 of people already dead Ever fraternally yours,” etc.
fancies, or dream in wanton viciousness ; of the facts and suppositiens of the detect- of us use the Roman character, and it is the Bible declares it to be equivalent to in China, and unnumbered millions mor e
‘And this in thé Capital of a free country and
in the face of the manifest destiny of things.
the blessed Master himself.—
but in a serious way commune with our ives in regard to the late cashier of the possible that we all may yet agree upon neglecting
ELLIOTT.
on the point of starvation.
Evangelical Messenger.
savings bank in Dexter, Maine. If the using only that.
own hearts, and come to an understand-
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READINGS.

Ps. 2:1-—12,
Ps. 43:1—17.

The office of Christ. Is. 61:1—11.

The length of Christ’s reign. 1 Cor. 15: 13—28,
Parables of the kingdom. Matt, 13: 24-52.

GOLDEN TEXT: * God hath made that same
Jesus, whom ye have crucified, both Lord
and Christ.”—Acts 2:30.

Psalms 2: 1-21.
Notes and Hints.
The psalms that mention the coming
Messiah of which this is the first are gener:lly called Messianic psalms. The second psalm is ofton quoted in the New
Testament as prophesying of the Christ.
Heb.

1:5;

5:5..

In

‘style it is highly dramatic, picturing the

natural opposition of rulers and nations |
to the anointed One, his sure triumph
and reign, and ending with an appeal to
them to be reconciled to him.
In this

our Lord.
Notice, also, shat this psalm
makes the Messiah the Son of God.
« Whydo the heathen rage?” Outwardly
and noiselessly rage as in a great tumult?
The psalmist has a vision of a popular
eommotion. By heathen is meant those
not Jews, * The people.”
The nations,
rather than any one nation. ‘ Imagine.”

his

mind

went

JESSIE'S SIN.
BY

MISS

WINNIE

WESTON.

But Jessie was a Christian,

willing to

be

Sabbath-school

And Jessie studied the lesson,

Those

from

the richest nor the smallest:

So,

teachers.
and

hunt-

She was not
Indeed, she

was older than any other child in the infaut class. They were supposed to go into a class of older girls when they were
ten, but May was now almost twelve. She
was rather slow and shy,and so had been
allowed to stay with Jessie month after.
month.
She loved Jessie with all * the strength
of a warm-hearted child, and the loving
looks Jessie bestowed on her pet were

Much

bands

vefers ty “ the Lord and
Mis
inted.”
These three verses the apostles thought to
Pilate,

loved

the life possessed before the birth, So in the

analogy—no one is to be baptized, or to be
buried with Christ; no.one is to be put
under the water of regeneration for the
purpose of procuring life, but for the purpose of enjoying the life of which he is
possessed.” ‘ All that is done in us before regeneration (using regeneration to
express the consummation),
God our
Father effects by the word, or the gospel
as dictated and confirmed by the Holy
Spirit.” ¢ There are three kingdomsand

and the

me from

being baptized?

Under such

circumstances
faith
appropriates
the
promises that connect baptism with Christ.
Baptism stands last in the confession of
faith and putting on Christ not from its
superior importance, but as a symbol of
all

that Christ

has done,

can do

in the

new life here and in the life hereafter.
The type of the new life and the resurrection from the dead can never be of little
importance.

The

formal

profession

of

forgiveness, regeneration, remission of
sins, and life in Christ szould never be
neglected. But we can not believe that
if the sincere soul fail to comprehend the
mode, that failure imperils the soul
through lack of regeneration.
oO

0-0

SEEMING OONTRADIOTIONS.
BY

A..F,

H.

Truthisdivine thought which may or may

not be expressed. Milton’ssublime thoughts

or the main

idea of the author,
we might

of this chapter clearly

John in the

passage,

as

verses

7 and 9

show.

In verse

pregnated by the Word, and born of the
water,

etc.

Now,

as

before,

a disciple is

soon

as, and not

begotten
of God, is

born of water, he is born of God or of the
Spirit. Regeneration is therefore the act
of being born.” ‘Whatever the act of
faith may be it necessarily becomes the
line of discrimination between two states
before described.

On

one side,

they are

of the two girls.

sometimes call immersion,

their

earnestness,

half
-

regeneration,

edge of the deep things of God comes by
seeking. Success is notaccidental. Truth,
like anything else valuable, must

be

ob-

tained by honest toil and the reward of
merit.
:
Our Author could so have expressed
truth that there would be no possibility

of mistake ; but as in temporal things, so
in morals, we must earn our bread by the

sweat of the face. The realm of emanant truth is like the surface of the globe,
of which we see, as we remain in one
place, but a fraction. To see much of this
fair earth men must travel weary miles,
and to gather much treasure from the
realm of thought we must set out and
explore. Men dig into the mountains

lected, and surrenders its robustness, and,
like the stream cut off fromits source, dries

up, aad
rugged
erase.
tice of

is enly known by the
channels that time will
The effect of the study
truth on a community or

remaining
somewhat
and praca nation,

is like cultivation of plants in a garden,by

therefore, his truth is to spread,his

h

The

opposition of nations to Christ he will
break, but not by the sword. His weap-

““

Yes.”

;

God grant she anderstood and meant it.

Just in the part of the church-yard that
Jessie sees whenever she glances from
her class out through the window is a
little headstone marked with May’s name

and the words, “ Trasting Jesus,”

And

every time Jessie sees it, it tells her to
be taithful in her work with the others
in her class, und to aim always to bring
eible spread of Christ's reignis a reason | them to Jesus.
Bhd
May this true story help some other
‘for glad submission to him,
In that
Sabbath-school teacher to Hoe the lesreign men should rejoice, for his reign is son
Jessie is learnin
s
heaven, and before him should tremble, terrible suffering. g, without Jessie'
:

ons are not carnal, though mighty.
“ Rejoice with trembling.” The invin-

conscience, but

the‘ body has

not been

washed in pure water, not to wash

away

the filth of the flesh but as the answer of
ugood conscience towards God by the
resurrection of Jesus Christ. The teach-

will save the sinsick soul, but

out faith in the great Physician. He

who appear to have

4:

8.

Second. That they had fellowship with
God while practicing iniquity.
1 John
1:6;2: 4.

Third. That all evil is exclusively in
the body, the flesh ; that the soul,thé ‘man
proper, is immaculate, and tonsequently
we have no sin (to be cleansed from),
“have not sinned,” and do not need the
cleansing blood of Christ.

The first error is refuted in 1 John
1-3.

1:

hi

The second is

exposed in chap.

¢¢ Whosoever abideth in him sinneth

understood fo

say,

If Wwe

depravity

exists

only

from,

in the

we

is not in

us.

seducers

these

do, that we have not sinned, wee make
him a liar, because he has declared ¢ all

have sinned and come short of the glory
of God.” Thus it is easy to see that the
apostle’s words all harmonize when rightly understood. May it never be said in
truth of any who read these lines, ‘Ye
do err, not knowing the Scriptures nor

the power of God.”

MINISTERS’ SALARIES.
A correspondent (C. F. Potter)—a lay-man, but who has made close study of the

subject of ministers’ salaries, is convinced
that the article by T. J. Waful does them

injustice.

He says:

The average salary paid to country
ministers does not exceed $450.00. How
i one can support a family; in very
¢«

fine style” on

that amount,

is

beyond’

my comprehension. It will not even buy
the necessities of life. Ido not know
of a country minister who is not obliged
to do some sort of manual labor in connection with his professional duties in
order to get a living.
The statement, * They demand and receive a yearly income fully equal to the
yearly income of thirty years of prosper-

ous farm labor,” must

have caused all

the readers of the article to smile.
If it
be true, how is it that we rarely find a
minister who has been able to lay aside
anything with which to support himself

and faraily ina declining years? * Does the

but the form of putting on Christ in public eonfession of discipleship is not completed. The seekers have the Spirit of

those who have received the like precious

due.’

disciples in fact,

Christ which is the Holy Spirit in their self-denying lives, it is the Christian minhearts and we can not forbid water to istry, and deem it wortliy of the deepest
respect.
* Honor to whom honor is

and

It was a day

of

tragic scenes of the French revolu-

beautiful queen, the rise of the Corsican,

his
unprecedented military successes,
and elevation to power, the clashof arms,
the conquest of nations, until nearly all

Europe’ was at the disposal of the new

sovereign, were events crowding rapidly
upon each other.
Our. own country,
though not directly invelved
in the

shock of arms, was deeply affected = by
these conflicts. Our commerce was crip-

pled, nearly crushed,

business

prostrate,

all industrial pursuits greatly depressed.
These, indeed, as well ax others, were
times that tried men's souls.
The F. Baptist denomination was just
struggling into being. For more than

twenty years a few earnest men had been

striving to raise the standard of pure and

spiritual r ligion in the midst of prevailing

apathy, formalism,impiety and immorality.

The Methodists were entering on their

great career.

Randall and his faithful

compeers were contending with fearful
odds, but already crowned in their labors
with much'success. The statistics of 1790
showed’ twenty churches,

preachers, and seven

eight

ordained

unordained.

One

Quarterly Meeting, number of members
not given, the growth of the first ten
years.
The second decade, 1800, brings us our

statistics,

ome

Yearly

Quarterly Meetings,

Meeting,

six

fifty-one churches,

twenty-eight ordained and twenty-two unordained preachers,members estimated at

two thousand.

So the good work

on. Randall was traveling and

went

preaching

incessantly in New Hampshire and Maine.
Powerful

revivals

John Buzzell

attended

his

labors.

was an earnest,

devoted

and efficient ministerial helper;
also
Aaron Buzzell, David Knowlton, Pelatiah
Tingley. Others well known in subsequent history, came forward near the close
of this period.
;
While the Eastern world was rent with
convulsions, and this country was sorely
| depressed, God was in various sections

ing to theggeross of Christ.

Powerful

re-

ligious awakenings were experienced in
the new West, especially in Kentucky and
Tennessee. Revivals of deep interest and
power were spreading in various parts of
New England, New York and other
States. In some respects it was a day of
small things, yet the beginning of a
mighty work of spiritual renovation that

rapidly extended over the land.
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[Tobe continued.)

REV. HOSEA QUINBY. D. D.

PREACHING THE GOSPEL.

BY PROF, J.J, BUTLER.
PRELIMINARY.

BY

Alargeclass of men,on passing away
from earth,leave no precious record behind
them. While living, they were not a
blessing, and when gone, their memory
soon perishes. ¢¢ The righteous shall be
in everlasting remembrance.” What a
catalogue of illustrious namesis preserved
inthe eleventh chapter of Hebrews. How
we cherish and honor the great and good
of succ:ssive ages, who rest from their

REY. 7.

:

MOXLEY.-

The preaching of the gospel involves
unteld responsibilities. When the Spirit
of God speaks to the heart in tones which
can net be misunderstood, * Son of man,
I have made thee a watchman unto the
house of Israel ; therefore hear

at my

mouth,

and

give

the

word

them warning

from me,” and
the soul, feeling a consciousness of its weakness, cries out, with
Paul, “Who is sufficient for these things?”

labors, and their works do follow them. and again, the Spirit's voice is heard sayEvery good man, however limited his ing,”** for I have appeared unto thee for

say,

deceive ourselves, and the truth

Also, if we say, as

fis,

they who, through gifts, graces, and opportunities, are extensively and highly
useful, have, of course, a larger place in
the regards of posterity.

that our

body,

who
he

sphere,

as these deceivers do,that we have no sin
at all in us to be cleansed

believe that

with-

not;

whosoever sinneth hath not seen him,
neither known him.”
Respecting the third error, St. John
would be

must

not

8:6.

gentleman mean to charge them with
prodigality ? Iam glad to say that the
majority of Christians with whom, I um
acquaintéd
consider themselves above
bringing any such unjust charges against
the Christian ministry.
They believe
that if there is a class of men in the world
wholive honest, upright, conscientious,

ing of Jesus has made

comes to God
ete.

once had a standing in the church (1
John 2: 19), were teaching heresies corrupting in their tendencies. These were
First, That Jesus Christ had never

of the century, in 1804.

his work, and sinners were flyas imperishable as God him- reviving

must know that St. John is here exposiog
the errors of a class of persons whom he
calls * Antichrists. Chap.2: 18;2 John

1 John, 2; 22;

David, * Know ye not that there is a
prince and a great man has fallen this
day in Israel #”
Hosea Quinby was born near the dawn

tion, the execution of Louis XVI. and his

clear understanding of these passages, We

come in the flesh.

of multitudes

in the language of

Though truth is revealed so plainly
that he who runs may read, yet our knowl-

Now, of course, St. John does not con- self.’
tradict himself in the 8th verse, by saying |. Some persons,no doubt,are constitutionwe can not be cleansed frofa our innate ally skeptical; but the antidote for the
depravity, and believing that we are so disease is revealed truth; when taken accleansed is self-deception. Inorder to a ‘cording to Divine prescription.
Truth

7. These persons,

might be expressed

great events. ‘That year, Napoleon was
crowned, Emperor of France. The strange

nature. | irivincible
and

inward depravity of our “moral

was announced, the feeling

and Angelo's genius would not have been
a whit diminished if the one had never
written a poem, or the other painted a
picture , but the expression of thought by
the pen of the former,and the brush of the
latter, has been a blessing not only to the
artist but to the world.
|

To the casual reader of the Scriptures
there sometimes appear to be contradic- after gold,and the divers go to the bottom
tious between different passages of God's of the sea for pearls, so with him who
he must
Word. Of course none do exist ; but our will obtain spiritual treasure,
limited knowledge sometimes proves the seek it.
We can best understand the value of
cause of much stumbling as to the actual
meaning of the divine word. As an expressed truth, by its effect upon him
example (and one of great importance),
who receives it. Acquaintance with the
we will notice 1 John 1: 8. ¢* If we say we | thoughts of God lifts man above the mahave no sin, we deceive ourselves, and terial, and inducts him into the spiritual.
the truth is not in us.” Taking this pus- A knowledge of truth paralyzes evil.
sage without reference to its connection Abs orbed in divine study, passion is neg-

from the water, and one from the grave.
Weenter a new world on and not before

laughable in their motherliness, when
there was so little difference in the ages

May's mother was a busy over-worked woman, supporting her five fatherless
dittle ones by
keeping a house full of
boarders.
She was glad that May was
getting so interested in her Sunday-school,

gospel to be preached, his reign to ex“ Break them with a rod of iron.”

now say, Here is #ater, what doth hinder

three salvations ; one from the womb, one

conversion.”
‘For if immersion be
equivalent to regeneration, and regeneration be of the same import as being born
again, then being born again and being
she said ; and she took care that the little immersed is the same thing.” *¢ The Holy
girl studied her lesson over once during Spirit calls nothing regeneration but the
the week, and laid her best hat and
‘act of immersion.”
‘ When a person is
those who seek to throw off the divine white dress and black sash on the bed for immersed for the remission of sins, it is
her
every
Sunday
morning.
She
hoped
Jesesutrol.
““Displeasure.” God condemns
sie would teach little May to be a Christ- just the same as if expressed in order to
- the wicked ; that condemnation is not an. ian, for she wanted her children to beobtain the remission of sins.”
“¢I assert
expression of literal anger, but of disap- come Christians before they grew up and
that
there
is
but
one
action
ordained
or
went out into the world,
She, poor careprobation.
commanded in the New Testament to
worn
soil,
bad
scarcely
time
to
pray,andso
“ Set my king.” David regards himshe hoped vaguely that her children would which God has promised or testified that
selfas appointed to the throne by the somehow be brought to God, but scarcehe will forgive our sins; this action is
Lord. The language is true, also, as ap- ly ever had time to talk to them about it.
Christian
immersion.”
And Jessie,surroundel by the little closeplied to Christ.
*¢ Holy hill of Zion.”
The
above
statement would lead to the
ly
clustered
circle
of
heads,
that
always
Zion was the name of the highest point of
Lane rab his hands with content,
rebaptism of all Baptists and Pedo-baptists
Iand inJerusalem. It was captured by madMr.
chatted of Bethlehem
and Nazareth,
Buvid from the Jebusites, and on it, prior Jordan and Bethany, until the children who have not been baptized in order to
%o: the building of the temple, the taberna- seemed to see the places; told them of a obtain remission of sins. Perhaps the
“cle stond. The worship of God there loving Saviour who blessed little child- doctrine of the Regular Baptists, and of
Freewill
Baptists
is as well
sanctified the spot.
The temple was ren; of a pitying Saviour who cured the many
sick; of an all-powerful Saviour who stillbuilt on Meriah, but Zion outranks Mo- ed the waves; of a forgiving Saviour who expressed by Alexander Campbell, when
riah as a suggestive name.
‘ prayed for his murderers; but never told a Baptist, in his debate with Rev. W. L.
“ I will declare the decree.”
This is them of a redeeming Saviour who died for McCalla, page 135, edition printed at
spoken in an exalted prophetic state. them personally, who lives and loves and Buffalo, 1824. ‘Now we confess that
wants little children to give him their
The speaker i3 the anointed one. Proba- hearts now. Sometimes indeed she said, the blood of Jesus Christ alone’ cleanses
bly David claims for himself what is here ¢ Wasn't He loving to die on the cross us from all sin. Even this, however, is a
The efficacy
said, but designs it in a higher sense to for sinners ?” or * We must all try to be metaphorical expression.
of
his
blood
springs
from
his
own dignity
good
like
Him,”
but
she
never
went
any
apply to the Messiah.
* Thou art my
son.” This has been said of David.
In further. And so poor little May had no- and from the appointment of the Father.
body to lead hes to God.
:
The blood of Christ then really cleansesus
Ps. 89:27, it is said, “I will make him
By and by came a Sunday when May
my first-born.”
In 2 Sam. 7:14, God was absent. One of the other children from all sin. Behold the goodness of God
says of Solomon,
‘ I will be his father, said she was sick. Jessie,attending school in giving us a formal proof and token of
and he shall be my sgn.”
The phrase all the week, found no time to call on her it by ordaining a baptism ' expressly for
:
the remission of sins. The water baphere applies to David as the type of scholar until Saturday.
¢¢ She will not know you,” - said the
€hrist. Heb. 5:5.
tism
then formerly washes away our sins;
mother. ¢ She is past that.”
“ This day have I begotten thee.” Christ
“ O Mrs. Stanwood,” said Jessie with the blood of Christ really washes away
lips, ‘ you don't mean—it our sins. Paul's sins were
pardoned
i called Son of God because of his whitening
that she—"
when he believed, yet he had no solemn
Messianic office, but especially because can't be
never understood what pledge of the fact, no formal purgation of
he was in his incarnation begotten of the wasMrs.the Stanwood
sharpest pang in Jessie's grief.
Holy Ghost.
But Christ was, in the be- She'never knew of
the pleading prayers sins until he washed them away in the
;
ginning, with the Father.
Hence, the for her child that Jessie sent np to Heav- waters of baptism.”
meaning of ‘this day have I begotten en within the next three days.
Now we are convinced that baptism in
“0 God, I have sifined. I have -negthee” is, ** this day haye I declared thee
lected my duty. Oh, I pray thee let not the Scripture is in some sense connected
0 be my Son.” That day, Paul says,was my sin be on this child. Pardon me, my with the remission of sins through his
the day of resurrection. Rom. 1:4.
Father, and spare her until she shall be name.
We are also persuaded that our
baptism was not for the purpose of pro+ Ask of me.” Another way of declar- thine, for Christ's sake.”
On the third day, little May died. Jesing the intention of God to give this sie cherishes one little ray of hope for curing spiritual life. The incompleteness
world to Christ.
‘* The uttermost parts her. She did awake to consciousness for a of that life is not one of fact but of form.
- of the earth.” Has Christ ever had in little while, and the good minister stood The soul's relation is changed but it is
possession India, China, Africa?
¢« AJl by her bedside and prayed for her, and not fully expressed. The body is Christ's,
asked her if she would trust herself with
people, nations and languages shall serve | Jesus. And she looked up with fast dim- but has not put on Christ by profession.
The heart has been sprinkled from an evil
him,” says Daniel.
For generations to ming eyes and answered,

tend.

fessed with the mouth unto salvation, and

infer (and many do, I think), that it is
impossible for us to be free from sin, and
asserting that we are is self-deception.
Now this can not be the meaning of St.

pardoned, justified, sanctified, reconciled,
adopted and saved ; oxi the other, they are
in a state of condemnation.
This act is

half touching ‘in

Jewish rulers put Christ to death and opposed his apostles. Acts 4:24—28.
‘ Shall laugh.” The Lord views these
assaults on him and his Christ and smilés
at them. He sees these efforts to be puny
and. impotent.
‘‘ In his wrath.”
God
willl defend his own, and visit evil on

come,

Christ and are now to be baptized into
him, or into the profession of faithin him.
Like the Eunuch,they have believed with
the heart unto righteousness and con-

;

bits ot paper.
She
each birth, the present animal life at the |.’ he says : * But if we walk in the light as which theyare madeto grow vigorously,
gave rewards, she held the attention of
he is in the light, we have fellowship one absorbing elements from the soil that
the children in every possible way. Jes- first birth ; the spiritual or the life of God
sie’s class was always prominent in the ‘in our souls at the second birth ; and the with another; and tte blood of Jesus would otherwise give rankness to weeds.
‘Truth not only liberates from vice,
concerts ; and Mr. Lane rubbed his hands life eternal in the presence of God at the Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.”
as he marked the punctual attendance third birth. And he who dreams of enter- 9th verse. * If we confess our sins, he is but it defends virtue. In every age,
and thought Jessie * answered very
faithful and just to forgive us our sins,and truth bas been the rare friend of characing the second kingdom, or coming under
well.”
For noble deeds; whether performthe second | to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.” ter.
She had one favorite scholar.
Was the dominionof Jesus without
that wrong ? I think not. Had not Christ birth, may,to complete his error, dream of St. John expressly declares in these ed in homes of the poor,orin the dungeon,
a favorite disciple ? If Jessie's love for enterring the kingdom of glory without a verses that, on complying with certain or on the battle field, truth has always
May S'anwood had made her partial to
conditions,
we are cleansed from ‘all sin,” given her verdict of approval, and this
her, or unjust to the others,it would have resurection of the dead.” His idea of the “all unrighteousness,”—<unrighteousness approval has given intrepidity to the marbeen wrong, but it did wot.
Only May new birth is further explained in Chris- here meaning, of course, the same as sin
tyr and robbed death ofits sting. If power
and Jessie herself knew which child was tianity Restored, page 206:
¢¢ Persons
truth must remain
best beloved. May was not the brightest are begotten by the Spirit of God, im. in the 7th verse, both terms meaning the is known by resistance,

which held the nations tributary. ‘STheir”
be fulfilled when Herod,

or new creating man. This process may
consist of numerous distinct acts. By the
faith of regeneration (baptism) is not
meant the first, second or third act, but
the last act of regeneration, and is therefore used to denote the new birth.” (See
Christian System,pp. 273, 277.)
“All the
_| means of salvation are means of enjoyment, not means of procurement. Birth
itselfis not for procuring,but for enjoying

her lead pencil on

1 Sam. 24:6, 10; 2 Sam. 1:16.

* Their bands asunder.”

indicates the whole process of renovating,

ed up storiesand pictures to illustrate,and
drew tiny ¢ black-board exercises” with

more, then, was opposition to the Messiah, the anointed one, opposition to the
Lord.

J.C.STEELE.

them to speak for themselves through their
ablest exponent, Alexander Campbell.
He
says:
‘ Regeneration
literally

few in that little country church who were

when David himself was the anointed.
king; he viewed the attacks of the heathen
on himself as attacks on the Lord.

REGENERATION.

of the word is unseriptural. We will allow

uni-

S-0-O+40b

the events of his reign to those of Christ,
his promised heir to the throne of Israel.
The language here denotes a confederate
opposition.
* Against the Lord, and against his
anointed.”
David regarded Saul as a
sacred person because he was the Lord's
anointed, and assaults on Sanl were scholar, nor the prettiest.

“viewed as assaults on the Lord.

moral

children and was a fine scholar, and Mr.
Lane thought ¢* she would answer for the
infant class,” especially as there were so

-4¢ The kings of the earth sei themselves.”
This psalm is supposed to have been
written in respect to some rebellion of the
mations subject to David, or in respect to
the resistance of hostile nations to the
growth of his kingdom.
Consult 2 Sam.
case,

the

verse.
Practical Lessons.
(1) The psalm
teaches that Christ will 1eign by overcoming the opposition of wickedness. (2)
That all plans to destroy the reign of
Christ in society will fail. (8) That
Christ is the Son of God, representing
God, ruling and receiving the homage of
men as God. (4) That his kingdom 1s to
embrace all nations, and therefore the
church can work in hope. (5) That itis
wise, and blessed, and safe, to be at
peace with him.

tion.

Devise, or plan to do that which will have
no success, and so prove ‘ a vain thing.”

Ia either

with

Jessie had a Sabbath-school class.
There was nothing wrong in that. The
very worst one could say was, that the
superintendent was injudicious in putting
so young a girl in so responsible a posi-

psalm the Hebrew name Messiah which,
in the Greek, is translated Christ, and in
the English, Anointed, is first given to

8.

BAPTISMAL

The sacrifices and idols of false

science, with men,

BY REV.B.A. SHERWOOD.

God and received faith in our Lord Jesus

of the one

BY REV.

' Unsearchable judgments. Rom. 11: 19-36.

13:33;

hand

gods were kissed as a token of devotion,
Freewill Baptists and Disciples are not
submission and love. Hosea 13:2. ‘Lest
he be angry.” Because submission 10 his agreed as to baptismal regeneration, but
holy, rightful will is not given. *‘Perish the controversy would be very much narfrom the way.” Perish in the way, or by rowed down if the two parties fairly unthe way, or simply perish, which is the .derstood what the other means by the use
of the word regeneration. Freewill Baptists
| meaning.
“ Wrath is kindled.” Wrath is likened in common with most religious bodies,
to a fire that blazes up suddenly.
We use the word to express the work of the
must not forget that wrath, anger, veneance and other terms of like passionate Holy Spirit, through or in the truth, upon
1uport are not literally true of God. the soul of man expressed in the words
They are terms that express the negative ‘* being born of incorruptible seed by the
side of God's love of goodness.
word of God,” * born ot the Spirit,” ‘born
“ Blessed are all they.”
Happy are of God,” ete.,but Disciples claim sucha use
all they, for they are right with con-

J. A. HOWE.

+ The reign of the Lord. Zech. 14:1—9.

Acts 4:25;

the

and well known throughout our ministry
and membership; and when his death

TRUTH EXPRESSED.

gift with ourselves. Or they have been
pricked to the heart, repented toward

Communications.

19:18.

\

is a benefactor.to

his

race.

But

As Freewill Baptists,we love the mem-

ory of fathers and brethren, who, under
God, have been the founders and builders
of our beloved denomination.
Through-

outthis body of churches,
and far beyond its
bounds, there live in sacred memory, and
ever will live though passed away from
earth,such men as Benjamin Randall,John
Colby. David Marks, Elias Hutchins,
William Burr, George T. Day. Others
still surviving, some past their threescore
and even fourscore years, yet flourishing
and fruitful ; others younger, and more
vigorous, bearing many burdens,and ren-.
dering most effective service forthe Master, have scarcely a smaller place in the

affections of the people.

Truly the office

work of the Christian bishop is good and
desirable.
We propose, in a series of articles, to
gather up some items with reference to
him whose name appears at the head of
this insertion. This service has already
been done by others, with regard to some
portion of his life. It is’ desirable that

a

fuller

account

should

be

given.

this purpose to make thee a minister and

a witness, both

of those

things which

thou hast seen, and of those things in the
which I will appear unto thee,” then the
spirit trembles.
$
Thank God, we have strong men who
shine as stars of the first maguitude, and
churches should be thankful who enjoy

their labors.

But as we

look over our

Zion, we see, here und there, churches dying
forthe want of faithful ministers to break
to them the bread of life. And it looks

as

if some of the churches were themselves
at fault by refusing the aid of good work- .
ers for Jesus, men whose hearts are as
true as. steel in their Master's service,
because, forsooth! they may not be as
able and accomplished rhetoricians as some
of their more forward brethren.

And so we are famishing for lack of
knowledge. Now true wisdom leads both.
ministers and churches to make the most
of our opportunities, and to use the most
efficient

instrumentalities

within

our

reach ; and be sure to work while the day
lasts, for the

night

man can work.
OS

cometh in which no
--O-0-b

REV: JOSEPH HALLENBECK.
‘Rev. Joseph Hallenbeck {iedat his res-

idence in Corning, N. Y., Dec. 20th, aged

69 years.

He came to Corning about
very thirty-f
ive years ago,and had been more or
for a
less identified with the building interests
necof the village. He had built many of the
recol-’
lection of his associates and friends, who stores now standing and not a few of the
will know much more of him than can be dwellings. Although wantingin capital
supplied by these sketches. I can hope his industry, energy and integrity always
found him backers
to present little more than a gencral out- tract or commencethewhen he took a cond erection ofa buildline, which many can fill out {or them- ing. The past fifteen years he has devoted a large portion of his time, during
selves.
Lad
As a
Mr. Quinby was eminently arepresent- winters, to the cause of religion.
preacher, his fervor, earnestness
ative and denominational man.
During miliarity with the Bible, made up and fafor his
the lust half century he was identified lackof education, and he rarel
failed in
with the life and history of the denomina- Making converts at his revival meetings
tion, as perhaps no other man was. He which he held in the more remote neighwas a delegate to our first General Con- borhoods, A few years ago he, with the
late Elder Rollins, organized the Free
ference in 1827, and was elected its standBaptist Society in Corning, purchased the
ing Clerk. He was also a delegate to old Chi
fn meeting-house, repaired
our last General Conference in 1877, and itand has held regular meetings most of
bore in it a prominent part. During all the time since. He was a worker in every
this long period, he was very generally good cause, and did his part to benefit
is fellows.
:
Mr. Quinby kept no diary, and left
little in manuscript serviceable
biographical sketch.
It will be
essary, therefore, to dépend on the

FEBRUARY

Selections.
FAITH.
of Hope has grown so feebly dim,

lamp

My

? and feel my way like one that's blind;
]
seek in vain with trembling heart to find
1
A better way that leadeth unto Him,

lamp ig filled with heavenly oil,

I said, My

So bright it burned; and then the narrow way
Seemed broad enough and easy; but to-day
I find what then was pleasure, now is toil.

I'll rise and take my feeble light again,—

the way,

Although I know that pilgrims on

In passing me, trinmpbantly will say,
limp

An untrimmed

all his

him

caused

bath

ain,—
Assired "at length, ifx Kingerely pray ve dav
ve
That whenmy lamp goes out it w
amps ~H, (. Hayden.
y
i

Quaint Thomas Fuller says, ‘* Reasons
are the pillars of the fabric of a sermon ;
but similitudes are the windows which
give the best light.” The comparison 18
Often when
very happy anc smpgSsve.
fuils to enlighten our
didactic ‘speech
hearers, we may make them see our
meaning by opening a window and letting in

the

To every

pleasant

of analogy.

light

as

righteousness

of

preacher

Noah there comes the direcwell as to
tion, ** A window shalt thou make in the
You may go round about with laark.”
borious definitions and explanations and
yet leave your hearers in the dark, but a.

thoroughly suitable metaphor will wonderfully clear the sense. There should,
if possible, be one good metaphor even

in the shortest address, even as Ezekiel,
in his vision of the temple, saw that even

to the little chambers there were wine
dows suitable to their size. °
Windows greatly add to the pleasure
HL

and

i,

of a

habitation, -and

so do illustrations make a sermon pleasA windowless
urable and interesting.
chamber attracts no one. Our congregations hear us with pleasure when we give
them a fair measure of imagery; when
an anecdote is being told they rest, take
breath, and give play to their imaginations, and thus prepare themselves for
them

before

the sterner work which lies

in listening to our profounder expositions. Even the little children open their
brightens

eyes and ears, and a smile

their faces; for they,

up

too, rejoice in the
win-

light which streams in through our

spirfual condition. When you country, as you know. It is almost a
ity this custom was not in vogne when
the active organized rewphael
painted his Sistine
Madonba,
form is not mugh more than 50 years old,
you can not buthegnciude that no form of ‘Some profound critic, on that account,has

&--0--0
"+o

.

GATHERINGS.
Rev. Win. Taylor,the evangelist, is Jaboring with great success in Canada.
The aggregate of church debt which Mr.
Kimball has been instrumental in dissolving is not far from $2,000,000.
The Paris Universsays that the Catholic Bishop Reinkens is about to marry in
Boppard.
The number of Roman Catholic missionaries and teachers among the Indian tribes
in the United States is 117.
The great university which the Roman
Catholic church organized and started in
the vicinity of Londou has collapsed. Stu-

dents would not come.
Rev.’Dr. McAnally, editor of the
Louis
abled
pelled
The

A WORD IN SEASON.
Kilstein,

a

pious

German

minister,

once heard a laboring man use the most
awful curses and imprecations in a fit of
assion, without reproving him for it.
his so troubled him that he could scarcely sleep the following night. In the
morning he arose early, soon saw the
man coming along, and addressed him as
follows :
Bon
¢ My friend, it is you I am waiting to
see.”

:

man;

for I never prayed in my life.”
‘“ And yet,” calmly but earnestly
plied

the minister,

‘*if

God

had

Of course, ornament

main point to be

considered,

is not the

heard

but still

* Now, my friend,” continued Kilstein,

many little excellences go to . make up
perfection, and this 1s one of the many,

and therefore it should not be overlooked. When Wisdom built her house she
hewed out seven pillars for glory and for
beauty as well as for the sapport of the
structure ; and shall we think that the
meanest hovel is good enough for ‘¢ the
beauty of holiness”? Truth is a King's
daughter, and her raiment should

be

of

wrought gold ; her house is a palace, and
it should be adorned with * windows of
agate and gates of carbuncle.”
Illustrations tend to enliven and quickWinen the attention of an audience.
dows, when they will open, which, alas,
is not often the case in our places of worship, are a great blessing, by refieshing

‘and reviving the audience with a little
pure air, and enlivening the pour mortals
who have been

rendered

sleepy

the

by

of the meetingstagnant atmosphere
house. A window should, according to
its name, be a wind door, and

the

admit

wind to refresh the audience; even so an
original figure, a noble image, a quaint
comparison, a rich allegory, should open
upon the hearers a stream of happy
thought, which will pass over

like

them

a life-giving breeze, arousing them from
their apathy, and quickening their faculties to receive the truth. Those who are
accustomed to the soporific sermonizings
of dignified divines would marvel greatly it they could see the enthusiasm and
lively delight with which congregations
listen to speech through which there
blows a breeze of happy, natural illustration.

While we thus commend illastra'ions
for necessury uses, it must be remembered that they aro not the strength of a ser-

mon'any wore

than

a

the

is

window

strength of a house ; and for this

reason,

among others, they should not be too
numerous. Too many openings for light
may seriously detract from the stability
of a building. A glass house is not the
most comfortable of abodes, and, besides
suffering from other inconveniences, it is

very tempting to stone-throwers. When
a critical adversary attacks our metahors he makes short work of them. To
riendly rainds images are arguments, but
to opponents they are opportunities for
win-

attack ; the enemy climbs up by the

dow. Comparisons are swords with two
ed@es, which cut both ways ; and frequently what seems a sharp and telling illustration may be wittily turned against you,
80 as to cause a laugh at your expense;
therefore do not rely upon your metaphors and parables.
It is scarcely necessary to add that illustrations must never be low or mean:
They may not be high-flown, but they
should always be in good taste.” The
‘ may be homely, and yet chastely beautiful; but rough and coarse they never
should be. A house is dishonored by
having dirty windows, with panes cobwebbed and begrimed,and here and there
patched with brown paper, or. stuffed vp
with rags ; such windows are the insignia of a hovel rather than .a house.
About our illustrations there must

never

be even the slightest trace of taint; nor
the suspicion of anything that woula

how

good

O

my

tongue.”—0,

H.

‘* Thy

lips,

honeycomb;

and milk are under thy.

honey

Spurgeon tn Sword and Trowel.

e
Ape
Ap
er

A OHANGE OF DENOMINATION,
Ministers and prominent laymen some-

times leave the church in which they
have gained position and influence and
enter other communions. Where such a
step is taken. for reasons of conscience,
the parties merit not censure, but re-

spect.

‘Where the motive

is selfish, as

when the minister is influenced by the
expectation of richer emoluments and
the layman by a desire to attain higher
social consideration, the act merits, and
x

penny

WORDS,

The solid wall that stands in the way of

the State.
A party with an old-lime maJority of sixty thousand, but now reduced
to less than ten thousand, should have its
eyes open to the fact thdt if they continue
the

flee

fourth

373;

anniversary

presented.

Free

was

in the city

breakfasts

and

a

bank are among the aids to evangel-

features of a Pres-

‘Protestant Episcopal,
73; Catholic,
54;
Methodist Episcopal, 50 ; Presbyterian, 41;
Baptist, 31; Jews, 25; Lutheran, 21 ;Dutch
Reformed, 20; African Methodist Episco-

Republican

| tional, 6; Reformed Presbyterian, 5: Uni| versalist, 4;
Unitarian, 4; Friends,
3;

Mr. John B. Gough said, at a reception True Dutch Reformed, 1; Swedenborg; fan, 1; Greek Catholic, 1; miscellaneous,
given him in Edinburgh, the other day :
| 18.
.
I wish to put myself right on prohibiIn California there are in connection
tion.
I am a thorough prohibitionist, for ; with the Cumberland Presbyterian
we mu-t not only abstain but educate thirty-seven ministers, of whom

public opinion to vote right at the

ballot

box on this question.
We often hear it
said that the Maine law is a failure; that
is false, tor itis a grand
in Massachuseuts it has

success.
True,
been reversed ;

but why?
Simply beeause temperance
people sat at ease alter the law was pass- |

church
six are
pastors, four licentiates; 36 churches, 1,124 church members, and 1,258 Sundayschool scholars.
The contributions for
all purposes last year were $15,761.17. of
which $9,064 was for current expenses and
$5,360 for building churches.

Edugational,

ed and neglected to educate the rising generation, so that when the vote came
were in a minority.
Let us sink all

we
dif-

ferenaes, let bygones be bygones, and by

education of personal abstinence for the
individual, and prohibition for the nation,
success is certain.
Rr EMEMBER

Temperance
formers,

YOUR

men,

A should

and.

especially

remember

The Bates Student.

The Dates Student
commences
its
seventh volume with the January num-

i ber, being conducted by the class of '80,
| the board of editors consisting of W.

OWN.

their

rere-

Judkins, J. H.

Heald,

F.

L.

Hayes,

' F, Parsons and E. H. Farrar, avith

H.
J.

IH. L.

formed
byothers, who have just started
out on a new life, and are bravely struggling agajust the prejudice that has markdrinking men. They need all

Merrill as business manager. We are
glad to note the gradual tendency of tke
magazine to become more and more deuragement and assistance you can voted to college news and college interd. Remember them, not only with ests, and the indications are that this
words of encouragement, but with all the tendency will be yet more encouraged
business and patronage you can extend to
them. Many a good man, for a time re- during the present year. We would not
deemed from intemperance, has, gone be understood as disparaging those ‘who
back to his cups because of the cold and had the conduct of the first volumes, for
unfeeling treatment he has received at the the later classes have only had to imhands of those from whom he had a right prove, while the class of '74, had to orto expect help, encouragement and business. The rum-sellers and rum-drinkers ganize and start the publication, and to
are very careful not to extend to these men whom the highest honor due the magaany patronage, but they do look out for zine will ever recur.
1
their own, when they ure not too far gone
The leading article in. the January
to attend to business. Rally around the
reformed

men,

and

show

to

them,

in

something more than words, that you are
truly interested in their welfare, and will
do all you can to help them regain an
honorable standing in the commudity.—
Me. Temperance Journal.

”

A RAPID ADVANCEMENT.

of Boston, and from

Professor Moffat,

misfortune,

igno-

down distributing warmth and

handle their own.

the

men

Catarr

distressing

with

their

fast

by

with pretty bonnets and gay ribbons fluttering beside them.
Very confidential
conversations may be carriedon in a vehicle that seats but two. No matter how
crowded the streets are no one hears but
the intended one. It is Cupid's ‘favorite |
device to place his victims side by side
behind a fast horse that he may bring
them both down with a single arrow.
Noless a man than Dr. Johnson has expressed himselt on this point. < If,”
said he, ¢“ | had no duties, and

no

refer-

ence to futurity, I would spend my life
in driving briskly in a post-chaise with a |.
pretty woman, but she should be one who
could
understand me, and would add
something to the conversation.”
But darkness gathers. The panorama
fades, the colors grow indistinct, the figures flit by and vanish. How short the
days are. Maria, light the tapers and
draw the curtain.
:
And may N.

W.

H.,

173, “continue

In the Editors Portfolio,

are well kept up, and

the

for

instance,

passage :
‘Glass was not used for. window

this

among

we notice that '81 and '82

the

have

glass windows were not common
in
dwelling houses until the twelfth century. Then again glass windows were out
of fashion in England for some time on
account of the tax that was levied upon
them. It is not until very recently, however, that the theory of glass has begun
to be understood. © We have now but to
know the size and quality of window
glass a man looks through from within

to be able to tell

his condition

in

life.

Princeton,and they all bore testimony that As zoologists when shown the tooth of an
genius in their colleges and schools drank animal can tell its genus and habits of
less than stupidity ; that whiskey was pass- life:
The little 7x9 pane is now only found
ing away from the higher order, of ®nind
and was to be found only in possession of in old houses vuilt before this generation
the more. sensual and less bright. Of swung the hammer. And if I were to
course there would be vivid exceptions to tell you my window: pane was one of that
this
generalization, but the fact stood size you would at once locate me in some
that the temperance retormf had reached old farm-house on a country road, nestled
first the minds that ‘were most gifted. at this time of the year, in the snow its
Thus the purified
quality of the pulpit, wooden lips latched to the cold and
the bar and the medical profession and of breathing contentedly through its nose in
the student-life and the scholar-life point the roof. And if you chanced tobe drivout the fact that the temperance reform is "ing by you would doubtless expect to be
a sunrise which touches first the mountain gazed at by pairs of bright eyes clustertops in the world of
mind and slowly ed behind each individual window pane,
creeps down to the hunibler vales of men- a custom religiously observed in the

essential service in these cases.

Scalds.

or Sore

Eyes.

Faceache. when
Wn hia
used hocording
according

to directions its effect is simply wonderful. Bleeding or Itching.

It

Piles, is tho greatest known remedy; rapid:
g when other medicines have failed,

For Broken Breast, Sore

Nipples,

25ic i ceaniy and

efficacious, and mothers who have once used
it will never be without it.

Female Complaints.ik

need be called in for the majority of female
discases if the Extract is used. The pamplist which accompanies each bottle gives
directions how it should be applied.
Any one can use it without fear of harm.
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insist on having Pond’s
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Extract.
you may

$1.00,

PREPARED

OND’S

Brunswick, a paper was read by Prof.
Stanton, on *¢ Ornithology in the Comman Schools,” and

among

many

other

items of interest we can find a ‘place for
only the following :
One of our country
pedagogues, after
readingto his school the story of Pocahontas and Capt. John Smith, required
each of the older scholars to write him a
letter containing what was remembered
of the story they had heard. The following is a specimen of the epistles he
received:
1879.

¢ Mane

Jenery.

12. ithort that
i wood write you

ter A Bout john smith

the

indiens

a let-

took

john

smith to there tents An desidede what they
wood due with him they thort they wold Beat
bis Brains out with A club And Pocohontis

ran and said dont you kill him Kill me

so

old chieve Dident."”

the

magazine, we close by inserting the list.
of ¢ Personals,” therein published :
Morning

Star says:

Given and wife (Greenville,

the tenth

R.

anniversary of their

I.,)

‘“ Rev.

A.

observed

marriage

on

January 1st. There was a pleasant
athering
and some choice presents, among which was a
nice . limp-covered = Bible from
ministerial
friends in the State.”

’67.— Winfield Scott Stockbridge, in addition

to his duties as Principal of Lapham Tustitate,
at North Scituate, R. I., has assumed the pastorate of the Free Baptist church at that place.
769.--G B. Files recently read a paper before
the Maine State Teachers’ Convention, on

‘The

Place of the

Schools.”

Classics

in

the

High
:

"72.—C, L. Hunt has recently been at his old

home in Auburn.
Mr, Hunt is Professor of
Natural Sciences in the Normal College at
Myerstown, Penn.
’T2.~Alonzo M. Garcelon has recently returned to Lewiston to continue the practice of
medicine in company with his father, Governor Garcelon.
milk

’72.—Geo. E. Gay, who has been suffering
from
a long-standing illness, is now much improved in health and is engaged in teaching at
Concord, N. H.
:
’T2.—F. W, Baldwin delivered on the 17th,
one of the lectures of a course, at North Anson: subject, ‘* British India.”
;

?74.—F. T. Crommett is studying at the Bos-

ton University Law School.
"6—A.
. Salley
(Bates
Theological
School, ’79,) is supplying the
pulpit of the
Roger Williams church, in Providence, during
the absence of its pastor, Rev. Mr. Kirkland.
276,—J. O. Emerson is studying at the Yale

Divinity School.
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, elevated above the table, giving space between for the loose portion of the gar-
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The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
ive the

rise

and

progress

of this

body

uf

Christians in New York, till the time of their
union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Christian Baptism
200k of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; postage 3
cents.

“

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first halt century ot our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerably
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$0.75; postage. 10 cents.
Memoir of George T. Day,
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Seemons and Lectures. Price 75 cents.
The Church Jember's Book
is a valuable little work, and every
Christian
ould be benefited by reading it. 25 es postage

3 cts.

:

Butler's

Theology

discusses briefly, but cléarly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.

re-

tions to 700 words; that at the recent
State
Teacher's
Convention,
held in

Instantly

Ulcers, Wounds
y

Street,

HE LAUNDRY

ing.

Syringe is of

locals

cach

ceived a new member this term; that
Instructor Sticy spent his vacation at
the Boston School of Oratory; that the
Faculty have recently made a law restricting the length of public declama-

’67,—The

purpo-

prevalent

editorials

on the success of their first number of the

‘Take,

this

see sights and seniiments out of ‘his window and may the time be when he
will cease to regard it as a violation of
the eleventh commandment to leave. his
window pané uncurtained of an evening,
and when statuary and gilded walls and
fair daughters will give N. W. H. himself a bald hed and gold-bowed spectacles shiuing under the gas jets, Dives and
Lazarus notwithstanding.

by N. W. H., ’73, is very prettily written
and some parts of which are delightfully
fresh reading.

for

Our Nasal

Exchange

is a simple device for holding

Sore

to

Congratulating: the new management

Window

cifie

PORTLAND

PORTLAND,

complaint; q uickl y relieves cold

Sores,

horses,

‘sporting men, young fellows diving

h.

in the head, &o..

Early in the day, wit

of leisure

and

Used as a gargle and also
T h roat. applied et raally asdireeted, in the early stages of the diseases it will
surely control and cure them. Do not delay
ng it on appearance of first symptoms
of these dangerous diseases.
The Extract is the only spe-

and heavy teams dragging about merchandize of all sorts. Slow, plodding,
step by step this work of distribution
to make some part of all the wealth

. 138

has

;
Our Nasal and Fe=-

Diphtheria

IV

METALIC BURIAL CASES

known

male
es and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
:

sunshine,

goes on, and men are toiling and striving

other

preparation

it is invaluable.

lun

are

Pane,”

number before us, ¢“ My

ses until the third century of this era, and

of

and

PLACE

Caskets, Coffins, Shrouds, ete.,

Hemorrhages.

in all, for

party is showing the part of wisdom in
clinging to ale, wine, becr, and whiskey,
instead of the morally upright ofthe State. | pal, 9; United Presbyterian; 7; CongregaPROHIBITION.

Prosperity

CHEAPEST

in all its details. 63
EleEngravin 8, all masterpieces by the world’s
st artists,
The Book
for Holiday Presents. Send for circular and sample e
aving.
P. W. ZIEGLER & Co., 518 Arch St., Ph
w Pa.
BEST CARDS, no 2 alike, printed in CrimHl yson or Jet, 13c. CLINTON BROS., Clintonville,

ever
performed such wonderful cures of
this
disease in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried ev
g else
without relief, can rely u
being entirely
cured by using Pond’s
5
Won
All neuralgio pains of the
Neu ral
ia. head, stomach or bowels,
are 8]
y cured by the freo use of the
Extract.
No other medicine will cure as
quickly.
For
stanching
bleeding, either
1 or internal, it is always reliable,
ext
an isused by Physicians of all schools with
ty of success. For bleeding of the
a ce

gone. This is the pantomime continually in progress upon the little stage my
window overlooks. Itis a busy scene.
The coal carts, day after day, up and

member.
The Long Island Association
maintains ten missionaries .and nineteen
mission stations.
:
The churches in New York number
375

If sobriety is uot worth more
then

No
matism.

FURNISHING UNDERTAKERS.

an

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY
DISEASES
° AND
HEMORRHAGES,

Rheu

& SON,

Magnificent

THE GREAT
PAIN
FOR

of pur-

recognition, a gesture, and the actors

The Baptist churches of Long Island,
during the ecclesiastical year - just closed,
added 531 by baptism to their membership,
so that they now have 10,339 members.
Their total contributions for all purposes
amounted to $185,000 or nearly $18 per

Republican party is atraid to attack the
evil for fearof losing the German vote of

drunkenness,

The

was

ion rolls, and all other
byterian church.

moral and commercial prosperity in the
State of lowa is the liquor interest.
The

than

est.

isters in charge of French congregations
in Canada, with elders, deacons, commun-

The Blue Ribbon News, of Davenport,
Towa, says, in a recent editorial :

from them.

POND'S EXTRACT.

tracts as we purposed, it is much easier
and more to our taste to give the closing
paragraphs of the article entire :
An old cobbler of my acquaintance,
who had spent his life thrusting bristles

S. §, RICH

nt6

ADVERTISEMENTS.

rance and learning, love and grief, and
greed and charity jostle each other soberly and go on their way. A nod of

ism in Glasgow.
The Presbyterians of Canada have gone
into the work of evangelizing the Roman
Catholics of their Dominion with great
earnestness. It is stated that there are
now twenty-one French Presbyterian min-

TEMPERANCE.

Many years ago it was my good fortune
to serve my country by being secretary of
not that window out of which Jezebel is a temperance society, and in that official
looking. Like the bells upon the horses, dignity I addressed letters of inquiry to
our lightest expressions must be holiness presidents of colleges and professors, to
unto the Lord." We will gather our flow- ask what was the quality of the young
ers always and orly from Emmanuel’s men who in those days marred their colland, and Jesus himself shall be their lege course by the use of ardent drinks?
savor and sweetness; so that when he Long letters came from President. Woollingers at the lattice to hear us speak of sey, of Yale, and from Horace Mann, then

spouse, drop as the

were

suffering and patience.”— The Lever.

to pander only to evil the good must

quarter

lately held, and reports of work

it 4s.”

shock the most delicate modesty. We like

* himself he may say,

services.

‘‘ Be instant in season and out of season;
rebuke, reprove, exhort with all long-

VIGOROUS

In the place of making other brief ex-

week.

more dash and speed,the grocery wagons
tear down the street with numberless parcels, and return with empty baskets
sixmonths, 604.
bouncing and dancing about.
The late Hon. Alexander DeWitt,of Ox~
Towards three o'clock in the afternoon
ford, Mass., left to the Congregational
the scene changes. The work horses are
church there, of which he was a member,
a legacy of $4,000; and also $1,000 each to, still tugging away at their loads, their
the American Bible Society, American Home drivers sitting patiently behind them, but
Missionary Society, Boston Seaman’s Friend
the more genteel quadrugels and bipeds
Society, and the Baldwin Place Home for of the town are now astir. The general
Little Wanderers.
movement is faster and the colors brightTheanniversary of the commencement of er. The ladies are out shopping, and
the work: of Messrs, Moody and Sankey-in
carrying on the distribution and exchange
Glasgow is observed every year by special of civilities of the social world.
Gentlethe preceding

‘¢ as you acknowledge it, itis my duty to
beseech you to seek with the same earnestness the salvation of your soul as you
have hitherto its damnation, and I will
pray to God that he will have mercy upon
you,”
From this time the man regularly attend-

*“ A word in season

:

’i.—Died, of diphtheria, nt Mechanic Falls,

ol Ye 21st of Daceniher, John Prince, and on
@
,
Thomas
Rich,~second and third son
.
of Jew, oR] Tmerich.
his studies at
Chase is pursuing
A.
~—J.
the Harvard Divinity Echo, 8
’78.—~C. F. Peaslee is teaching in Augusta.
’78.--J. W. Hutchins, Principal of Lebanon
Aculeny, made us o visit at the College last

suits which people busy themselves
about, and the different means employed
to gain similar endsis of perpetual inter-

denborgian, and the zealous disciple has
published a book in exposition of his Master, and in defense of his tenets.
There have been added, on profession of
faith, to churches under care of the Presbyterifn Committee of Missions for Freedmen during the quarter ending December
“1st, 1878, 231. The number reported for

re-

glass, *

crowded city, the endless variety

total number of members is 68,074.
Rag Bahadoor Dradora Pandurang,
a
noted Hindoo scholar, has become a Swe-

your prayer, you would not be here, but
in hell; for I heard you beseeching God
that he might strike yon with blindness
and condemn you to hell-fire.”
The
mau
turned pale and tremblingly said. ‘* Dear sir, do you call this
prayer? Yes, it is true; I did this very
thing.”

to Christas a believer.

that

es of Germans and Scandinavians.
Of the
929 churches, 623 have pastors, and the

:
dows.
Every architect will tell you that he
looks upon his windows as an opportuni- ed upon the ministry of Kilstein, and ere
ty for introducing ornament into his de- long was brought in humble repentance

sign.

In

tions, with 903 churches, besides 20 church.

mistaken,

size of the window panes in his house.
The philosophy of window glass has not
hi reached that stage of development.
ut it is safe to state that the size of a
man’s fumily is liable to vary inversely
as the size of his squares of window

lington.

he sat at his work to watch the crowds of
people hurrying to and fro past his window seeking the very thing he had found,
contentment. ‘Lo watch all the various
manifestations of life and action in a

State has obtained a membership of 14,207.
Twenty thousand Israelites have been
converted in London to the Christian faith,
under the labors of the London Society for
promoting Christianity among the Jews.
The Society was organized in 1809.
The Baptists in Illinois have 41 associa

and heard you praying.”
;
What! heard me pray ?” said the man.
are

in

proposition : Not that you can tell accurately the size of a man's family by the

'76.—George Fish Adams is studying
medicine at the University of Vermont, 1 Bur-

through awl holes, said it amused him as

Christian Advocate, is partially diswith ‘‘ pen paralysis,” and is comto employ an amanuensis.
Methodist church is getting a vig-

eleven years the Northern Branch

Yes, I saw you yesterday,” said Kilstein, *¢ whilst returning from your work,
“J am sure now that you

St.

orous hold on the population of Texas.

oT

“You aremistaken,” replied the
‘you have never seen me before.”

‘the 1dea uf the cherubs’ heads was suggested to Raphael while passing a country farm-house. This leads us to another

David Swing.

from

both like a decayed garment when they
selfishly give up their old relations. The
confidence of their old friends is sapped
by doubts respecting the purity of their
motives in leaving them; while their
new friends, comprehending their selfish-ness, are slow to admit them to their
hearts. There may be external courtesies shown them where there is little real
cordiality. Hence we have known many,
influential in our church, who sank into
insignificance in the bodies whose communion they sought from motives so obviously selfish that none misunderstood
them.— Zion's Herald.

Jost the opportunity of discovering that

moral good has advanced more fapidly.—

BE

1879.

tal and

generally entails, the contempt of all
thinking men. One thing is certain, the
latter ctuss of persons can never carry
with them the influence gained in their
early associations. The reputation ncquired by years of religious fellowship
in the case of laymen, and by public labors in the case of ministers, drops

12,

$1.60 postage, 12 cents.

The Sacved Melody
is a small book of 225

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpulency. It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.
It acts on the food in the stomach, preventing its con=
version into fat. Taken according to directions, ft
2 to 5 pounds
will reduce a fat person from
a week.
In placing this remedy before the public as a Doal.
tive cure for obesity, we do so knowing its ability to
cure, as attested
by hundreds of jestimontale, of
which the following from a lady in Columbus, Ohio,
is a sample: ** Gentlemen:—Your Anti-Fat was dul
received.
I took it according to directions and
reduced me five pounds. « I was so elated over the re=sult that I Immedidtely sent to ACKERMAN'S drugstore for the second bottle,”
Another, a ghyiclat,
writing for a patient from Providence,
uy sate
“Four bottles have reduced her weight from
pounds to 192 pounds, and there isa general improveent in health,”
A gentleman writing from Boston,

says:

* Without

special

change

or

attention to

diet, two bottles of Allan’s Anti-Fai reduced me four
and onc-quarter pounds,” The well-known Whole=
sale Druggists, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITII, of Bos=
ton, Mass., write as follows: % Allan's Anti-Fat has
reduced a lady In our city seven pounds in three
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Louis writes: “Allan's
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
and altogether 1 have lost twenty-five’
pounds since
commencing its use.” Messrs. POWELL & PLIMPTON,
‘Wholesale
Druggists, of Buffalo, N.Y., write: * To
THE PROPRIETORS OF ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT: Gentlemen,—The following Tepart is from the aay who used
Allan's Anti-Fat.
¢It (the Anti-Fat) had the desired
effect, reducing
the fat from two to five pounds a
week until I had lost twenty-five pounds.
I ho
never to regain what I have lost.)”
Anti-Fatis an
unexcelled
blood-purifier.
It promotes digestion,
curing dyspepsia, and is also a pont remedy
for
rheumatism. Sold by druggists.
P’amphlet on
Obes
Bhsent on seine Jamin.
al
BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., PROP'RS, Buffalo; N.Y.

WOMAN
"

By an immense

sary
sand
ava
tive
To

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

The term, however, 18 hut a feeble expression of
my high appreciation of its value, based upon per
sonal observation. I have, while witnessing its posie
tive results in the special diseases incident to the
. organism of woman, singled it out as the climax or
gem of my medical careers On its merits,
as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and under
all eircumstances, act kindly, I am willing to stake
my reputation as a physician: and so- confident
am
1 That it will not disappoint the most sanguine ex=
pectationsof a single invalid lady who uses it for any
of the aliments for which [recommend it, that I offer
and sell it under A POSITIVE GUARANTEE.
(Fo
conditions, see pamphlet Wrapping bottle.)
The following are among those
diseases in which
my Favorite Prescription
has worked cures, as if by
magic, and with a certainty never before attained by
any medicine: Leucorrhea, Excessive Flowing,
Painful Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from
unnatural causes, Irregularit es, Weak Back, Pro\apsus, or Falling of the Uterus, Anteversion an
Retroversions
Bearing-down Sensations, Internal
Heat, Nervous Depression, Debility, Despondency,
Threatened Miscarriage,
hronic Con
tion, In=
ammation and Ulcerationot the Uterus,
Impotency,
arrenness, of Sterility, and Female Weakness
i
do not extol this medicine as a * cure-all,” but 1t
admirably fulfills a singlences of purpose,
being a
most Poiiect specific in all ehronic diseases of
the
sexual system of woman. 1t will not disappoint, nor
will it do harm, in any state or condition.
Those who desire further information on these sub=
fois can obtain it in Tye PEOPLE'S COMMON SENSE
EDICAL ADVISER, a
book of over 900 pages, sent,
st-paid, on receipt of $1.50. It treats minutely of

hose diseases peculiar to Females, and gives much
RV

advice
ctions.

PrkCR,

in regard

tion

to the

ao) sold

o. D., I ro Rr

b

and Invalids’ Hotel, Buffulo, N. Y.

management

of

-

orld s Dispensary

severe:

75

postage, 9 cents.

The Treatise
contains a brief statement of the doctrines
| held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-bunilding. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
18 a confession of 17 articles of (aith and a tz
sirable church covenant.

Minister’s Manual.
just issued, designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all church membvers. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozes
different meetings ; Formulas and Suggestions,
The Rules of Order

are

comprehensive,

and

yei

very concise and well arranged; stating in fifteer
ages all the important, parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 8
cents;
Rules of Order.
are the

same

:
as

those

in

paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
are for adults and

thé

Manual,

thick

Question Books
children.

LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,J8, postage 0&
STORY of Jesus.
JJ,
fe
02
'WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
02
Commentary

by the same author,—FProt.J.

practice at the World's Dispen-

and

the proceedings of the first sixteen sescicns.

cents;

Butler's

and Invalids’
Hotel, having treated many thous
cases of those diseases peculiar to woman, I
been enabled to perfect a most potent and posi
remedy for these diseases.
designate this natural specific, I have named it

Yluable
08¢

hymns

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
30
cents; postage, 2 cents.
The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace

J. Butler, con-

tains” two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is au
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading.
$1.00; postage, 12 cents.
The Register
.
.
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,

the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tnéir appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their posi-office addresses, officers
of our

benevolent

societies,

an

account

of our

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
isters, &c., &ec.
Price, 10 ceuts a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
Lectures

.

ON THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excellent book for all who would ‘search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; postage, 8
cts.
Tracts
’
.
:
were not stereotyped till within the last few
years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred.

Denominational,
which

contains

a brief notice
ity

and

of our

:
a

historical

statement,

and

doctrinal basis,church pcl-

institutions.

Printing Establishment

:

is a brief historical statement, &c. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and fur
gratuitous distrib ution.
Marriage Certificates,
10 cts. doz.
Steel Engraving of Dr. Day,
0
The above named books are sold by the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with the order,

or on receiving

the books.

Send your orders to

I. D. STEWART, Dover, N, KE,
For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & Co., 46 Madison St., Ctiage, Il
PENFIELD

& Co., Hillsdale, Mich.

D. LortHROP
Mass.

& CO.,

32 Franklin St.,Bostor

[

32

\
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Having arrived he was mobbed
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WEDNESDAY,

a All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
be

on business, remittances of money, &¢., should

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.

- It is with glad homage that fidelity is
honored. The tales of classic Greece
may become threadbare to the modern

ear, but the name of Penelope is an exception. The
faithful one
worthiness of
lose one jot
quality.

world would rather see the
suffer because of the units object than to have it
or tittle of this supreme

Somebody has said that in a promiscuous company the plane of conversation is
never higher than the intelligence and
taste of the average member. How is it
in the prayer-meeting ? Isn't it too often
the case that the interest and spirit of the

meeting are governed by such an unsatisfactory average, as is said to govern the
conversation of the mixed
company?
The prayer-meeting is a place for spiritual
gspiration and mutual profit. The
or

and best that each one has, wheth-

erin thought or experience, should be
expressed there. Ifthis be done,the fatal
effects of dull averages would be avoided,
for each would be prompted to come up
to the highest standard of the most
spiritually enlightened member.
Give
the prayer-meeting the best that you
have.

in Boston

and other cities, and denounced throughout the country. Turned out of his hotel
in Boston he was given a home in the
family of Arthur Tappan, and only by
the coolness and bravery ‘of himself and
friends in this country did he escape
numerous at‘empts to capture, imprison
or lynch him:
Some of the most
thrilling passages in the history of. the
anti-slavery struggle in this country were
enacted during Mr. Thompson's presence,

and in many of them he bore a prominent
part. His friendly offices in England for
the North during the rebellion, and the

honors shown him on his last visit to this
country in' 1865, when Gov. Andrew,
Massachusetts, presided at a meeting

of
in

his honor in Boston Music Hall—the very
Boston where he had been previously
mobbed and refused permission to speak
in old Faneuil Hall—are still fresh in the
minds of many people. Thus does fidelity
to principle bring its own reward.
It is an instinet of the free spirit to
honor these abolitionist fathers. What
noble, stirring thoughts are awakened by
the mention of Garrison's name,
and
Wendell Phillips's,
Gerrit Smith's, and

and Whittier's,
the Tappans's,

Zachary Macaulay's and George
son’s, and hosts of others, men

and
and

Thomp-

and wom-

en who dared all for the freedom of a
race. And itis profitable to engage in
these ceremonies of honor, and to cherish

the reflections that they start. This race
which they helped to freedom, may need
the offices of their sons to save it from
a condition quite as bad as that from which
it has been rescued. The colored people
in the South to-day are not free, as the
intelligent white American citizen is free

—nor even as the ignorant white Ameri-

“affirmed as often of men as of women, but

bring to these people is not clear, but it is
clear enough that the old anti-slavery
spirit ought to be kept alive.

not ofien of either. Revelations and reyolutions of character have been known to
bring tenderness into many roughened
and hardened lives: but gentleness costs
much dearer than this. Human experience and human effort go but a little
way in its attainment; but even the poorest copy of itis worth having. Gentleness not only corrects whatever

is

cffen-

sive in manners, but makes all manners
seem local and
gentle toward

gift.

trivial beside it. To be
al} men,—this is a rich

Tenderness is below it because it

is special,

exercise.

that

is

to

say, selfish

in its

The relish of what is decent,

just and amiable
is said to enter into the
make-up of a gentleman, and perhaps no
better definition can be given of gentleness
itself.
It is an African proverb that a stubborn
man gets into trouble; a peaceable man
is imposed on. Letting alone the stubborn man, how many of us have not seen

the peaceable

man

going

through

life

with one piece after another of imposition
heaped
upon his head, until we cry
out with a hearty good will that patience
does at times cease to be a virtue. A
man who determines to have his way or
make a general rumpus, is pretty sure of
being accommodated, especially in all the
<minor

things of life:

and as

these little

things take up most of the days and years
-of a lifetime, he may be said to have his
way with but very few
exceptions.
But is it _not just a piece of cowardice
tu repeatedly submit fo these little impositions, when, by manfully resisting them
once or twice, they are not likely to occur

often afterwards from the same individual?
Petty tyrants are almost invariably weak
by nature.

- THE

ABOLITIONIST

OLD-GUARD.

The heroes of Abolitionism are passing
away. ‘ The few who remain are whitehaired and wrinkled—venerable with age.
Their fire and courage, humanity and devotion to the rights of men, may well be
imitated by the present and
coming

generations.
J
A meeting in Boston last week, in commemoration of the life and services of the
late George Thompson, the distinguished
English abolitionist,

was

full

of interest

and suggestion. It was held under the
auspices of the ‘* Wendell Phillips Club,”
and called out much of the spirit and
ardor of the old duys. Addresses were
given by Mr. George W. Putnam, who
was several years Mr. Thompson's pri-

vate Secretary,

and

by William Lloyd

Garrison,
and
others, while
letters
were
read from
Whittier,
Wendell
Phillips, Lydia Maria Child, and others,

can citizen is free.

‘What the future ig to

+00
+04

A
has
and
may

TREATMENT OF THE INSANE.
public meeting in Boston last week
called fresh attention to the loose
inadequate rules under which persons
be declared to be insane and com:

pauper

insane,

whose

condition. at

the

present time is absolutely a disgrace to
the State. It was claimed at the Boston

one of the most

abolitionists, and rendered distinguished

Illinois the laws are much better,although

service in preparing

we believe that a husband

Mr.

Thompson

eloquent and

was

devoted

of the

English

his countrymen to

abolish slavery and the slave-trade in the
English domain. His father was for a
time engaged in the African slave trade,
and young Thompson himself went out as
a clerk of one of his

thus gained
. plemented
Secretaryin
sion house,

father's

ships,

and

without a physician of their own sex—
cases that, most of all, would seem to require the sympathy and adaptation
of
women physicians. This phase of the
subject was put plainly before the Boston
meeting, and a resolution adopted to the
effect that the active employment of such
physicians in the female wards of lunatic
hospitals would add greatly to the com-

FEBRUARY

12,
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ment of her insane.”

In New

York

procured

and
the

confinement of his wife a year in an asylum in the latter State because she did rot

believe in a hell.

.It would be fortunate if not only Massachusetts: laws but the laws of many other
States, relating to the insane, could be

an experience which, supby a later experience
as improved. England is a century ahead
the English Methodist Mis- of this country in the treatment of such
where he learned much of persons. There the restraint upon the
the effects of slavery in the colopies, led ‘patient is reduced to the minimum, furhim to devote himself unreservedly to the loughs of three, six and nine months are
In this given them, occupation is made a first
destruction of the business.
work he had 'a most interesting experi- consideration in treatment, and the largest
ence. [At first frowned upon, he at possible distribution of the insane is praclength overcanie the enemies of his cause, ticed, since it is believed there that the
and having escaped nun.erous mobs and massing of patients diminishes by oneattempts on his life was at length honored half their chances of recovery. Scientific
with an election to the English Parliament medical treatment is encouraged, but
and gratified by the complete abolition of quackery is frowned upon and given but
limited opportunities to operate.
English slavery.
Having met Mr. Garrison in England,
A particular hardship in the treatment
in 1833, Mr. Thompson was soon per- of insane persons in this country appears
suaded to come to this country and speak in the case of female patients, who, while
against
“the
accursed
institution.” they may have feinale attendants, are yet

BRIEF
Bishop Simpson

NOTES.

regards

proselyting

one church to another as ‘a species of freebooting, or piracy, which ought to be as
strictly condemned among churches as among
nations,”
:

so-

called Gheel system of building small
cottages for the use of patients, greater
freedom of correspondence and communi-

Persons who may recall incidents of interest in the life of ** Uncle John” Vassar, will
confer a favor by sending them to his son and

fort and health of the

patients.

cation with friends, and the

The

creation,

biographer, Walter B. Vassar,

by

Proof that pastoral work

that

sort,

because

we

ings

the State

and interests without

giving
the

doubtless owes much of his

success as a public man, notwithstanding

now

class,

and then,

by men

who

overestimate

their ability, and thrust themselves forward as representatives of the denomination, to the disadvantage
of
both
themselves and the cause they would
command.
Sometimes one with egotism
enough for a royal archbishop, is without

the capacity to make others appreciate his

Consistency is often a costly jewel, but it is
always worth the cost. A young man in
Providence, R. I., who had been out of work
for months, after carrying his tools half a mile
to do a job, refused it, when he learned it was

President was independent enough to
plant himself on the only right basis in
relation to it,and the Senate has sustained
him. Good citizens will also do the
same.
:
>
+>

>b
*>¢

Let us pray that that * when,” of which the
Tustrated Christian Weekly speaks, may
eventually dawn: ‘ When our public men
humbly and fearlessly seek for Divine guid.
ance in answer to the united prayers of their

constituents, we

may hope that those prayers

may he answered in the purging of our.

lative halls and executive

chambers

legis-

from

all

corrupting influences, and in the exaltation
patriotism, integrity, and righteousness in
the places of power.”

of
all
.

Why

ized, one, two, three, or

four

churches,

has seen a Quarterly and a Yearly
Meeting spring up ‘and exhibit bright
promise,
:
Brother 8. F. Smith is not the only
worker, and by no means all the results,
even humanly, are to be credited to him.
Brother R. D. Preston, and others whom
we

do

not know,

have

shared

in the

work, as they will share in the final
crown of rejoicing. But Bro. S. has been

forward and most active in it, at least in
that part of it nearest us, and of which
we know most.

There is no reason why the same kind

of work and devotion might not result in
similar. results all over Nebraska. There
are few parts of the State in which there
are not as many Freewill Baptist elements
to begin with, and as many favoring cir-

‘cumstances, as were around Fairbury and

the action of some churches, who spend

probably

able, all seem willing to sacrifice to the
utmost, —to *‘ spend and be spent;” but

years

few can devote their time to the
exclusively,—and dividing their
between preaching and secular
is an embarrassment none know

habit of some professors of religion who refuse to identify themselves with any
one

church, but gad about, sponging on the different churches, and sampling the various
of religious bélief and worship in their

ity.

We

have

also

known

forms
vicin-

Sunday-school

scholars to frequently leave their own class
and go a visiting other Sunday-schools, just to

see which they liked the best,

to

hoard

a grand, ripe field for labor, and for success by and by. We appreciate the necessitieg and other

considerations

which

for

justify many of our young preachers
graduating from. the schools in settling
with the larger and stronger churches of
the East, but it is our opinion that others
mistake their duty and their own interests

the prevention of cruelty to children over 600
young persons were rescued from cruelty and
abuse the past year, and comfortable homes in

ing West, shall need for a time to preach
for two or more churches, or to * ride the

which this society had done its work fin the
four precedin g years of its history had left but
comparatively little for

year.

it to

Through the agéncy

accomplish

last

of the society

Denominational Hefos.
Notes of the West.
Iv.

We can not do justice to the subject of
Free Baptist embarrassments in the West,
without speaking of those connected with
the ministry. This is a delicate matter, but if we can avoid being misunderstood, we shall give offense to none.
In-

troductory to this, we ought to speak of
the character of Western Society. Ofthis,
mistaken views are often entertained.
The West has its share of uncultured people, of the rude, crude material—people
who do not so much demand and would
not so highly appreciate a cultured ministry. But the West has its share by no
means small, of the more

cultured

in so doing.

What if a young man

class.

Many a congregation in the smaller villages and country places even, compare
favorably with the ordinary city congregations anywhere, in point of intelligence.
If we concede to society in the older
States more general intelligence, still it
is a fact that a large percentage of their
most intelligent and enterprising people

come West, and * there are more to follow.” Yankees make up nolittle part of the
warp and woof of Western society. Some

years since we was invited fo preach at a

do a good to the cause,and gain a person-

al development, experience sufficient to
richly compensate the fatigues and self
denial incident to such a work, and get a
support besides. We know whole Quarterly Meetings without a single preacher
devoting his time to the ministry. Churches here are famishing, churches made
up of good members, and able and will‘Go West,
ing to give a fair support.
young man,” is a meaning injunction, to
more than those who seek a farm.

And,

as

were. directed

to

a cottage,

or in getting official

used

to be

in

winning

older veteran, . Father

T.

E.

the frontier, and

is now living in

for

service,

and

de-

pendenton friends, He is able to be
about but very little. His old friends
might appropriately remember him, and
with something that would render the
remembrance valuable.
;
A.D. WiLLiams,
Hastings, Neb.

:
aa
= 8

The Central Association.
To the churches of the Central Association :
You have solemnly pledged yourselves
to support Bro. and Sister Marshall as
missionaries in India. Do you intend to

keep your pledge?

. If so why is not the

money forth-coming? Do you expect the
Lord to make money and send it to your
treasurer? God will not thus meet your
obligations. You must pay your debt or
repudiate it.
Which
will you do?
Answer quickly, for $245 must be paid on
the 25th of this month,and $100 is needed
to make-it out.
Yours truly.
:
C. A. HiLToN.

Freewill Baptists in Dover, N. H.
CHARLES

STREET

CHURCH.

to preachers looking Westward, while it
is true that the most competent preachers
would be appreciated, and may do good
here no less than elsewhere, here are ripe
fields for all varieties of men truly called
of God to preach the gospel, and all such
will be welcomed, thrice welcomed.
O. E. BAKER.

Freewill Baptists in Nebraska.

Clerk. Sept, 2, 1827, the Lord’s Supper was
administered for the first time, by Elder E

Perhaps no portion of the West has
received a larger proportional Freewill
Baptist immigration than Nebraska. But
they have settled here and there,in isolated positions, and have been emphatically
sheep having no shepherd.
There are, and have been, quite a
number of preachers in the State; and
those, too,who,under some circumstances,

might have done some good service.

But

they have mostly been superannuated, or
from otherfcauses unable to go ahead and
do pioneeriwork.
J

Both preachers and people have felt as

and their Eastern brethren; and, as a
consequence, some have backslidden, and

was apparent a few years ago. At least,
that
is the case in our own immediate
miles out on the prairie. There we found
our teacher, one of several of the same vicinity.
But still there are a good many localfamily, any one of whom could teach any
ities.
where promising . if not “strong
branch of a full college course.
These facts suggest the -type of minis- churches might be established, with a
try any denomination must bave
in reasonable amount of effort and persistorder to permanent success in the West, ence. Churches will no more spring up
and suggest some of the embarrassments here spontaneously than in other parts ‘of
Free Baptists of the West suffer and are the world.
By the way, we are sometimes amused
likely to suffer without a vigorous effort
| at letters we get from eastern ministers,
to relief.
:
We want preachers adapted to occupy- inquiring for ‘goog places.” We have
ing, here and there, places of chief inter- uniformly replied that as yet we have no
est. Churches are wanted at such points feathered nests here, but have extra good
to give character to the denomination, places formaking them! If any one has
and to collect and save our numerous any facility in that direction, come on!
membership emigrating to such places.
While most have backed out at the idea
we

he.

Some time in or near the year 1824, individuals, members of Freewill Baptist churches
in the main village, and at “ Upper Factory,”
began to assemble at thé latter place for religfous worship. . In 1826, a revival was ‘en Jjoyed.

though they were sadly, if not grievously,
neglected
by the Home Mission Society
sessedof considerable reading and intelli-’

Some of these were living here

upon

brethren,of both East and West, may have

ern college, and hardly a person not pos-

gence.

for many

Davis, had some unfortunate experience

Our Home Mission Societies should
look well to the Western field. Wealthy

a grave duty in this direction.

as

souls.
A still

com-

circuit” of a whole Quarterly Meeting ? If
his talent is adapted to the work, he can

the country found for the most of them.

|-

at making money,

Lincoln, too infirm

childrén-

been

county.” But we suspeet he is not so goed

ministry and churches of the West, this is

that

one hundred pounds of bad books, 475 indecent pictures and 20 pounds of stereotype
plates were captured and destroyed by the
former, and 49 persons were arrested for carrying on the bad business of poisoning the
morals of the young.
The thoroughness with

|

so pleasant

Twenty-

show

been doing good work the past year.

much respected, and has

~ With all” the embarrassments of our

which

by

proper effort.
Rev. Peter Lansing, whom many in the
West and in New York know, is living
near Wahoo, in Saunders county. He is

have

Reader,

to

not

They are, however,

not beyond resuscitation,

plunder,

the societies
for the suppression of vice and for
the prevention ‘of . cruelty

may have something

and Bennett are living, if living at all, at
rather a dying rate.

Men -{ years one of the commissionersof his

Who have suffered the experience.
account for, who have wealth, and

vicinity, when brethren Smith, Preston
and Palmer entered upon their work
there.
The old and first church, at Salem, in
Richardson county, has become comparatively strong, and is exerting a good
influence upon the surrounding ¢omnunity. But the churches formed at Palmyra

it away, when for every four to six hundred dollars,they could pu: a good, efficient
preacher into the field, to the saving of
many souls,

party are you like?
Their recent anniversary reports

|

ministry
energies
business,
but they

his acknowledged great ability,
‘to the and there in cosy cottages and sod houses, not a few have united with other deefficiency with which he has practiced it. and others were there for the purchase of nominations, until it is not certain that
The New York custom house, under its lands and homes. At another time, want- the present presentsas much promise as
old officials,had become the head quarters ing an additional teacherin our institution,
of party politics, and its business interests
were a secondary
consideration. The

Nebraska's broad and fertile acres.

shouldn't he? He is human, and we don’t
see that such things are prohibited to him;
and the acres are here, almost anxiously

highness. Occasionally, preachers come
West, much as ancients used to flee
to cities of refuge, forgetting thatthe pursuer follows to the gate. Of these excepto fit up a liquor store. A job-printer in a
neighboring city, in straitened circumstances, tionable classes, Free Baptists have not a
but a temperance man, has just refused to use larger proportion than other denominahis type in printing labels for liquor casks,
If tions, sometimes indeed seem unaccountthese are straws, they are golden,
: ably favored.
The story of an old lady in a certain city
The great source of embarrassment, to
who never buys any tes, but sponges on the
our ministry, lies in the want of support.
many different stores; obtaining at each a samMost of them are worthy men, many are
ple to try, reminds the Religious Herald of
in sampling the ministry at a trifling cost;
and reminds the Congregationalist of the

of

of this

they employ others, chiefly with a view te
their superficial accomplishments. Many
a defective material hus been sold for its
luster or polish.
Possibly some embarrassment is inflicted,

of the

Mr. Conkling in his - bitter, undignified 4 point far out on the frontier. It was a
and personal fight: against the confirma- marvel to us where the people ‘were to
tion of the New York custom house come from to make up a congregation.
officers. His opposition was generally But promptly at the hour a considerable
understoodto be in the interests of that: congregation were present, and we had
most vicious principle in politics,—that one of the good meetings. A We had presgovernment offices are to be peddled out ‘ent a college preceptress, several cdilege
as rewards
for ‘party service.
Mr. students, a graduate or two from an East-

policy and

take when, instead of men

meet-

name

and taste-

though of limited advantages,
may do good
almost anywhere. Churches often mis-

interests” are equally definite.

know

Conkling is a strenuous advocate of that

and good natural judgment

State in which they transpire, ind so far as
we know, all other ¢ notices of meetings and

Mr.

‘We make no charge

of course,

of

are grouped together under

time had about three times that amount

Barron's death.

much less of the work, than they are capable of doing. The fact is, men ot sound piety

where they transpire.’ Will our correspondent particularize? All items of church’ news

of life insurance, on which he could at
any time have raised much more than
enough to square that account, and without detection either. Besides, there are
liviug persons, any one of whom has’ had
opportunity to do a good many things and
since

others have enjoyed, and ro assume, less,

ed of the old lady who went to heaven, and
‘ saw no negroes there because she didn’t go
into the kitchen.”
:
A cotrespondent makes the following * O'rit-

OURRENT TOPICS.
——WE do not believe that any large
minority, even, of respectable people will
be inclined to accept the shrewdly workedup and in some particulars - ingenious
theory of suicide, which we reported last
week, on the part of the Dexter bank
cashier. Such a violent course on his
part would be at variance with all the
known tendencies of his life. Admit that
the alleged deficiency of $3600 exists in
his account with the bank: he at the same

man,

is.not necessarily

According to our Washington correspondent
there is need of a * fifteenth amendment’ to
the constitution of the
Washington Young
Men’s Christian Association. © We are remind

great reform would be secured.

lay them off upon a dead

Poughkeepsie,

icism on the Star: So many notices

at

of making the nests, one brother is ap-

plying himself right earnéstly and suc.
cessfullyto the work. We suspect that
even he had, and has, an eye to some of

and so are laboring, if at all; within
spheres much less than their capacities waiting for strong hands and a little
demand. Multitudes of preachers of other moneyto come and take them.
ih
denominationg.are laboring successfully,
We haven't seen him since he settled
with much less ability.
| here, albeit he does not live so very far
Again, we have a class of preachers away—at Fairbury, Neb. But,
in spite
who depreciate themselves, and their op- of his acres, he has devoted
himself most
portunities, because they have not been royally to missionary
work, and it is
favored with the cducational advantages prospering in his hands. He has
organ-

band’s other duties, recently raised a subseription of $3000 and paid the debt on their house
of worship,

a

Unable,

think that the times have outstripped them,

New Hampshire,who, in the midst of her hus-

The insane are our most unfortunate
class of people. Every dictate of reason
and humanity requires’ that their treatment should be in accordance with the
wisest and most humane laws. Much is
desirable in additionto what was called
for at the Boston meeting, but if these

or health.

first, to enter the work, they have become
involved in business, or have come to

confined to the pastor is furnished by the wife
of a Freewill Baptist minister in northern

islature.

be carried out,

West for homes

N.Y.
The American Tract Society is to publish the biography.
;

the legislature, of a board of commissioners similar to those in Great Britain, with
power to discharge patients whenever the
commissioners deem it best, were recommended by the meeting and a committee
appointed to present the same to the leg-

recommendations could

- Some such preachers we have, but we
need more. We really have more of this
class than are at work. Men have come

from

When a minister begins to preach on ‘ Odd
Fellowship? is it proof that he has ¢ preached
through the Bible”? ¢¢ Preach the Gospel,” and
not Odd Fellowship, is, we believe, the way
the commission reads.

nothing dbout the facts, but we may be
mitted to-an asylum. The insane laws of | warranted in saying that a good many
Massachusetts—not altogether an inap- people would be as much inclined to look
propriate use of words—were the princi- to the living for. an explanation of that
pal subject of discussion, numerous cases alleged deficiency as to the dead. Bebeing cited of sane persons who had been sides, it is quite as honorable in us, perconfined a longer or shorter time in the haps, to raise such a suggestion with
asylums of the State,—such cases being -reference-to living people-as-it- has: beeneasily possible under its laws. Wendell in others to raise a much blacker one with
Phillips declared that there were twenty reference to the dead. Moreover, the
persons, from wealthy families in Boston, same physician who is now reported as
now locked up in the Somerville asylum,
favoring the suicide theory, had previouswho had committed no-crime but that of ly given his opinion to the insurance
drunkenness. He ‘also related the case of companies that Mr. Barron came to his
a daughter who procured the commitment death ‘by blows on the head and by
of her own fatherto the asylum because strangulation,” and one policy,at least, has
he opposed her marriage. The case of been paid to Mrs. Barron on that belief.
Capt. Holm who has lately been released All that the public wants is reasonably
from the Somerville asylum was cited, clear evidence, and we submit that this
and several other cases of that kind.
late and poorly sustained theory
of
There can be but little doubt that the suicide is not such evidence. Besides, as
laws of Massachusetts controlling the Mrs. Barron has lately written in a
insane might be greatly improved. To public letter, ¢¢If Mr. Barron was a
provide for the shutting up of persons in defaulter, he must be shown as such to
.insane asylums simply on the certificate of his executor and bondsmen, ‘ and let us
two physicians, especially when physi- wait for evidence.” A good life is of too
cians are numerous who
would be great worth to be thrown away on the
‘either careless,
good-natured
or dis- evidence of detectives, who make this
honest enough to sign almost any state- tardy report in place of acknowledging
ment, suggests an insufficient law at the their inability to catch the nsurderers.
outset. This lpogrness in the protection
of persons alleged to be insane, their ex- ——MR. TALMAGE'S crookedness in conclusion in many cases from the world and nection with the payment of the Taberfriends, and the great lack of expedients nacle debt, and a few other things, have
to relieve the nervous strain under which resulted in the appointment of a commitinsane patients suffer, are weaknesses in tee from his presbytery to examine into
the laws that are not. confined to Massa- the truth of the charges. The preamble
chusetts. In New Hampshire the case to the resolutions which called for the
is but little better. Physicians’ certificates committee sets forth that the Reverend
must be procured in this State, but certain gentleman ‘is charged by common fame
safeguards are thrown about such pa- with falsehood und deceit, and with using
tients by the jurisdiction which justices improper methods in . preaching, which
of the Supreme Court are given over tend to bring religion into contempt,” and
them. At the same tilne it is loosely pro- the presbytery therefore thinks the matvided that the trustees of the asylum may ter ought to be sifted. We do not know
“ make such regulations . .
for the how certain acts ef Mr. Talmage in
admission.and care of patients, and the connection with his efforts to raise the
Tabernacle debt could be explained consame from time to time alter, as convenience may, require.” Also the judge of sistent with straight-forward and truthful
probate, upon petition by any person, conduct. At the same time we are not
may commit any one who is ‘‘in such. disposed to anticipate the verdict of the
condition as to render it dangerous that committee that is appointed to investigate
he should be at large"—a most loosely those acts.
drawn and inadequate law; But the se——CANDID people will not undertake to
verest feature of the New Hampshire law
conceal their satisfaction at the defeat of
relatesto the commitment and care of the

meeting that ‘“Massachusetts is the worst
of the whole forty States in the manage-

’ regretting their inability to be present. -

STAR,

T

something very nice about
This inhering virtue can be

There is
gentleness.
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several

I

Sept.

15, 1826, the

First

Freewill

Baptist

Churdh of Dover, was organized, with twenty-five members, at the house of

at Garrison

Hill,

Moderator,

and

Elder

Samuel

Mrs. Webster,

Roger

Copp

wus

Davis

served

as

Place, ' Garrison Hill school-house being too
small for the assembly, they gathered under
some shady oaks near by, The church has enJjoyed the services of eighteen pastors.
An-

drew T, Foss

began

his labors

in 1827, and

continued one yearand a half. Mayhew Clark,
in 1829, short time. Nathaniel Thurston, in
1831, about
3 years. Enoch Mack, Oct., 1835,
to May, 1837,
A. D. Smith, June, 1837, about
2 years. Aaron Ayer, in 1839, about 2 years.

Hiram Stevens, in 1842, about 2 years.
Perkins, in 1844,

some

over

Smith, in 1846, 8 years.
to April, 1852.

1

S.''W.

year.

A. Caverno,

A.

D.

in 1849,

Mooers Cole, August, 1552,

to

May, 1855. A. Caverno, May, 1855, to
1856. J. M. Durgin, May, 1856, to April,
James Rand, Oct. 14,1860, to Sept. 29,
John Malvern, March, 1868, to Sept. 24,

May,
1860,
1867.
1871.

E. A. Stockman, Nov. 15, 1871,

1873.

to Jan.,

Chas, E. Blake, June, 1874, to July, 1875.

E.

'W. Ricker, the present

la-

pastor,

began

his

bors in Feb., 1876. There have been one hundred and twelve additions to the church during the past three years, ninety-three by baptism. Iam unable to give the number of ad-

ditions under each pastor.

The church is well

united and doing a good work for the

Master.

I entered upon my 4th year last Sabbath.
Between

Blake,
months;

the

Bro,

pastorates

Louis

also for

one

of Stockman

Malvern
year,

supplied
from

and

six

’84 to 85,

Elders A. Sutton, Jona. Woodman, Clement
Finney and dthers supplied.
PLACES OF MEETING AND INTERESTING

EVENTS,

Meetings
house, old
in a hall in
unfinished

:

were held in Garrison Hill schoolCourt-house in opposite direction,
Sawyer’s building on Landing, an
room over the blacksmith shop on

the hill, Main St., which

took

the name

of

‘¢ Iron Chapel,” at Dea. Jenness’ vestry, under
3, W. Wendell’s house, corner

of School

and

Main Streets, at the Academy, and in many
private dwellings in the village and at Upper
Factory.
- October 27, 1830, steps
chase a lot and to erect

F
were taken to pura meeting-house on

eee.

\
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.

30th ult., the friends of the Rev. W. Fuller

of Chest(what is now known as) the corner
plished
nut and Lincoln Sts, This was accom
it was
at 4 cost of $2,000, and May 20, 1832,
The
o.
dedicated ; sermon by Rev. A. Cavern

in the

worked

sentiallyin the women, who

Under the | ing Hall

church (now Washington Street).

reclamations.

ed in the ¥ree Baptist church of New York
city, on 25th St. The services were conducted
by Rev. Mr, Colcord, preacher to the Chicker-

a new

of

ing in a division, and the formation

ed.
blessing of God, a precious revival follow

congregation,

evangelistic work

who

doing

nearly

three

A.

Stockman’s

recovered,
August 17,1851, the

measurably

it has

sults.

its

abandoned

society

held each Friday

for a
house of worship on Chestnut Street,
on
$1,600,
of
cost
a
at
new one, remodeled

excellent

earnest,

convincing men whose

names

have
vivals, and many souls converted. 1,600
be
can
as
near
#s
,
church
the
of
been members
r,
ascertained by the records. Present numbe
are
309. Of the original members, only three
Will,
Wendel
a
Vienn
Mrs.
viz.,
now living,

are household

Bro. Gray

Baptist meeting in Dover.

y
E. W. RICKER,

Pray were present to assist.

many souls saved, and the church re-enforced?
_ Elder Randall supplies the church in Gaines,

Eastern.

afternoons, until April 1.
In Fairport there have been union meetings

Rev. Thomas Tyrie bas resigned the pastorate of the Saco church, to take effect in three
months.
.

the

Rev. R. L. Howard, who lately resigned
pastorate of the

St.

Pine

church,

ness and thorough character.

Lewiston,

of Rev. J. Burnham Davis....The work in the
Portland church goes on pleasantly, with a
good degree of religious interest.
Rev. Wm. T. Smith, of Gray, is recovering
from his illness, lung fever, and is hopiag to
be soon at his post againin active service.

The ladies connected

with

the

church

been accepted....J. M. Crandall,

«o+«The Attica church

street church

where

bas

the

recent session of the York Co. Q.M., in good
spirits, and seemingly ready for another cam-

A Free

paign in the service of the Master....
We regret to learn that one of the most devoted und
iiberal members of the Kennebunk
church
has lost almost his entire fortune in the ship
building business, during the last three or four
years. He says, * The Lord knows all about
it, and he doeth all things well.”
New Hampshire.
The Lisbon Quarterly Meeting convened at
Littleton last Friday, Saturday, and Sunday,

at

Baptist

church

an

was preached by Rev,

in-

teresting lecture in the Pittsfield church a few
evenings since on *‘ The Force of Habit.”

Rev. D. L. Edgerly and family acknowl
edge a donation from East Wolfeborough society, and also one from the ladies at East
Alton.

Massachusetts.

One was baptized and three were received to
the fellowship of the Mt. Vernon church,Lowell, Sunday, Feb. 2....0ne

was

baptized

two received to the fellowship of the Paige
church the same day.

and

St.

The church at Block Island has been revived, Meetings were held during the week of
prayer and almost every evening since. And

then Rev. C. 8, Starkweather went to their
ten converts and a large

About

number reclaimed,

among the latter being some heads of families
who had not taken any part in the social meetings for twenty years. The work is still going
on gloriously.::
The meeting-house which was

enlarged two years ago is too. small
ent,

at pres-

;

New

York.

The Byron church is in a healthy religious
‘state, Twelve have been added, and all of
them are the most permanent members

of so-

ciety. The ladies of the church have raised
over two hundred dollars for benevolent purposes: Rev. R, Martin has reeeived from the
church and society one hundred dollars donas
tion and

surprise

party,

for

which

he

will

treasure faithful remembrance.
Rev. J. H. Durkee will close a pastorate of
three years with the Phenix church, April 1,
....The new house of worship at Phenix will
be dedicated in March.
At Stephentown Center on Thursday, the

i

|

persons,

and

it

fut park of the
ed the

3

The meetings

to the church.

of the

account

ued on
McKee.

Q. M.—Held

Rev. Alvah Hovey, D. D.,

its

Dec.

session

the amount to be raised during the two re-

clerk

pro

tem.

was

not

ceipts from last year of $53,285.66.

In

In re-

preachers, 477
1775 ‘baptisms.

Co. Q. M., were with us. The preaching by
Revs. Johnson, Hulse and Baker was deeply

church has no
settled pastor, neither has
North Plato; both churches with a little extra
exertion could sustain a man of God, and
build themselves
up; each of them has a
good house of worship; they are ying. to sustain prayer and covenant meetings.
Rev. J.
P. Prickett,-of North--Kingston has, the past.
summer and autumn, preached at North Plato
once in two weeks as a supply.
Blackberry
church
presented a request for the examination of
Bro. C. A. Baker, and his ordination to
the workof the ministry if thought advisable.
Revs. W. C. Hulse, D. Johnson and J. P.
Prickett were appointed a committee of examination, who reported favorably, and were

at

William

A.

constituted a council

Can-

State.

It

Ohio

to

of

ton’s health is slowly improving, but he
recuperate.

needs

may

his labors, that his powers
We pray God

to

spare

him

CHENANGO

for

25.

joyed.

Kansas.

Rev. Wm. Jones has just closed a protracted

meeting with the Star church, Chautauqua
Co., with good results. There is a general
quickening of God’s ‘people, several conversions and nine additions to the church,...Rev.
N. A. Brewster is holding a series of meetings
A good interest is manifested,

the

in Yoko-

county.

church

being

is

We were glad to welcome

M. Crandall,of the Rochester Q.

fact.

either stand

or

kneel

during

has a very small congregation,
of Greeks and ' Russians who
this country.

J.

church—

the next session appointed with that church,
P.

Poles

there are no seats of any kind.

profitable

at 7,

makes

may

receive

of

the

attend

French

mass

M.

Opening sermon by G. R. Foster; W. R. Stone
alternate. It is desired that each church send
full delegations, and also that each church

clerk present & letter reporting the condition
Let
and needs of their respective churches.
us pray for and expect the blessing of God
upon us, while we go up yonder to worship.
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.

The

the

services,

Father

as

Bjerring

pastor.

The

congregation

French

is

of’

the

Protestants and Spanish

Protestants
have a church
together
at 30
West Twenty-second
street,
but hold
services at different. hours. Both German Cath.

olics

and

Central

Protestants have

several

of

sermons

churches,

and the French ard German Jews
have synagogues of their own, Lastly, the Chinese have a
joss-honse on Mott street, and one on Baxter
street, where they burn little pieces of colored
paper before the figures of their gods of good and
evil, the images of the said gods being worked
hb silk embroidery
on banners, which decorate
he room. Joss-sticks, little
pieces of
perfumed
cedar-wood, are also burned by the worshipers in
honor of their deities, which are numerous and
of unwriteable names.
*
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postage paid, to any part’

ceipt

0

coun-

try, and to submit several recommendations to the next General Assembly for

the better prosecution of the work.”

re-

S., upon

U.

of the

CASWELL

& CO., Boston, Pro-

For sale
by afi Druggists:
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Gospel Hymas No. 3
18A —

Pronounced Success!
Have heen used with great acceptance in
the Sunday Schools, xs well as in Gospel Meetings, Devotional Meetings
and
Temperance
Meetings
all
ever the fand.

Gospel Hymns No. 3
and

and Inspiring Sengs,

will prove a worthy supplement
3 in the
to No. 1 and No.

SERVICE

OF SACRED

SONG.

Booksellers throughout the United States sell the
GospeL HYMNs. Ifyou can not get them in your
Reighibot

shers.

ond, send at onge

Price Music

| by Mail.
per 1003;

.

J0
7.00
1,75
89
35
2.86
1.25
2.25
12.00
10,00
7.00
2.00
500
2.20
76.78
Treas.

to

efther

Edition, $30

John Church & Oe,

k

Cincinnati.

A FRIEND

pub-

35

cts.

covers,

$5

Biglow oN
IN

NEED.

UNEQUALED

IN QUALITY !

EER)

IN QUANTITY !

EMEC

IN STYLE! !

Save

For Salt

ofthe

per 100;

Words enly, paper
6 cts. by mvadk.

Bruises,

Rheum, Burns,

Coxns,

Piles,

etc. Will prevent Hands or Tips fron Ehaphing.
SS.
Price 25 cents. J.J. PIKE & CO., Chelsea;
1643

Agent for Dover,

B. F. RACKLEY,

The Celebrated
Series, 37 vols.

Prize

$300

and

$1,000
\

Ella Farman’s Works.

The

Pansy Books, 31
popularity

increasing

13.20

Gilmore jot .80

50
Treas,

Mission Society.

EM H Biddeford Me for Miss Crawford
Aux Main 8t ch Lewiston Me
Aux W Falmouth Me for native teacher
Children’s Band dofor Miss I Phillips’s salary
A friend do_for For Miss
Aux New Hampton N H
L. A. DEMERITTE,

4.00

-

5.00
10.00
1,00
2.00

10.66

1,00
31.18
0,00
5.00
1.00
21.50

102.34
Treas.

H.

Married

of Balasore, Mr. R.
M. Lawrence, Hf Midnapore, and"
Miss Frank ie Millard, of Pewamo, Mich,
In W. Stephentown, Jan.23, by ‘Rev.1.B, Coleman,

Mr. Edwin E. Cole and Miss Malinia E. Casey, both of
In So.Parsonsfield, Me., Dec. 25, by Rev.F. C,
Bradeen, Mr. Chas. H. Boothby, of Limerick, Me.,and
Miss Emma M. Rickford, both of 8. FP,

In Northwood, Jan. 25, by Rev. H.P. Lamprey, Mr.

'W. H. Kirkland, of Newmarket,and Miss Cora .Cilley,
of Nottingham,
Feb. 1,by Rev. N. Brooks tr: Jos, Hy
In Manchester,
Goule and Miss Martha D, Brown, both ofM.

Durkee,
In Phoenix, N. Y.. Jan. ¥, by Rev.J.C. H,Terpening,

Mr. J. H, McMahon and Miss Carrie
both of Granby.
.

Nos.

k

& €0.,

Beaton,

Catalogues free.

| Flefcher int 40 HN Mooa int 4.006 W

Aux Phitafield Me for native teacher

an

The cheapest and best issuad) are published by
D. LOTHROP

“int |

Aux W Buxten Me
Helping Hands Park 8t ch Prov R I for
Miss I Phillps’s salar
Miss Band Greenville R Ido
MrsJ A Keyes for her family Miss Banddo
Mrs H Keith Minneapolis Minn for For Miss

have

Select Sunday School Libraries,
;
to 7 inclusive, 300 volumes.

2.00
4.0
.40 all int
80

J. W.PARSONS,

vols, which

ter than any ether books.

in This country, nay

for wir] hi

In Midnapore, India, Dec. 17,by Réy, A.J. Marshall

‘the

of price.

prietors.

to this first and greatest duty

throughout

6

Opiates, but give them Slippery Elm Lozenges in
25 cents. Sent by mail,
abundarce. Large boxes,

Dover, N.

presence of a large number of Presbyterian ministers to hold a conference on evangelization. It was arranged to hold a

and

.

Bloodroot,

Jas Smith int 80 W Martin int 40 Jas F

tian church. During the recent Convention in Dublin, advantage was taken of the |

-

dose

Don’t

pess

quills, Ipemonials,

FOR BIBLE SCHOOL IN INDIA.

Chris-

to

ad

children

Rev J B Lash 3.80 Marion ch 3.34

F. B. Woman's

stop
will
Especia 11y

they

are

when

taken:

.

retire
you
your cough.

FOR, MISS.

elle

wanted

Always have thensBy youw-bedside;

OF three pe

WO

FOR ED, S0C.

*

NX
1

traveling,
don’t fail

Iw
ing and healing; use-them freely.
the Church, Concert and Lecture room,

Rev J B Lash 2.00 Marion ch 4.68 Bloom &
Scipio ch 2.00

*

Bt.

Lovenges.

Elm

Caswyell’s SHippery

Rev J B Lash 3,00 Marion ¢h 6,68 Bloom
& Sciplo ch 2.25

Louis Thormann 8 00 Osear Travis
Mrs M E Drake 2.00 Chas Drake
Claudie Drake .40 Raleigh Drake
A H Houser int 2,00 E Houser int

Greenwich

increasing—Agents

continually

Trade

FOR HOME MISSIONS:
FOR

173

_everywhere—bestinducemenge—don’t waste time
— send for circular.
ROB’T WELLS, 48 Versey 84.,N. Y., P. O. Box
teow?
1287

ber says. ‘The Irish Presbyterian church
is giving increased attention to directly
evangelistic work. It is a welcome sign
to see the churches of the land waking up

series of meetings

4t3

—¢Choicest im the worid—Importer’s
prices—Largest Companyin America
—staple artiele—pleases everybody—

E A

Ohio State Association.

Emma

YOUNG,

Is full of New

C. A.HILTON,

Evangelization in Ireland.
~The London Christian in a recent nuni-

of a

I.

For Coughs, Colds,and all affections of the Throat them: 8oothand Lungs. Consumptives will

Association Receipts.

‘

M.

to use them.

North Parma ch col and cards
John Gatley int.
Miss Libhie Cilley money returned
Mrs M A Pendleton int per L A Crandall
Mrs Mary ASmith int
Henry Bufton int
Mrs AL Knowles int
French Creek @Q M enol per W U Edwards
J H Phelps
hig
McDonough Q M eol pe W A Phillips
Niagara Sqr ch per G H Ball
Rev G H Ball int
Rev F Nibecker int
Mrs CL Vail
Rev G W Knapp
.
1
Mra Almira Preséott per Mrs J M Langworthy

Norwegians have a Lutheran

Lutherans, of which the Rev. Mr. Soholm

Providence, R.

Forwardea.

composed chiefly
are traveling ia

church at 56 Monroe street near the Eastriver;
and the Swedes have a small Lutheran church in
East Twenty-second street, which is attended
largely by natives of Sweden, including several
wealthy merchants. The Danes have no church
of their own in New York, but in Perth Amboy,

N. J., there i§ a large Danish

Plans

©. P1178, Clerk.

A Shepard So Ridge Io.
Miss N M Pillips E Liberty O.
E Sanborn Fairbank lo.
R B Hutchins Lexington Me,
Mrs SK Vining
Stone’s Prairie I11,
R W Collins Frost Village P Q. 2.
Steven Thompson Berlin X Roads O.
SB Bean Browautield Me.
Marviu McKim Diseo 111.
Rev G H Howard Ortonville Mich.
* A D Sanborn E Paw Paw Mich,
“J M Keyser Winneconne Wis.
*¢ Tres Marks Rose Creek Jeff Co Neb.
N J Shirey Laurelville Pa.

at

cal Italian; and a chapel of the Greek church is
located in a handsome brown-stone house on
Second avenue. No instumental musicis used in
the Greek church, but the mass is sometimes accompanied by choir singing. The warshipers

formerly of the Whitestown Q. M,—for admission to this was received and accepted, and
21,

a man

into the system with

MUSIC CHEAPER THAN EVER.
We will send to any address FIGHT SHEETS
OF POPULAR LARGE SIZE SHEET MUSIC
for 25 cents, Thisis not am old stock, but one
that we bought at a basgain, and
going to sell it.
within the nest thirty days. “end
in your erder
at once. We pack a list with every order, or for
three cent stamp. Address
_ACMY
STAMP CO., Underhill Center, Vt.

BY MAIL.

the church of St. Stanislaus at the corner of
Stanton and Forsych streets and listen to sermons
in Polish; at the church of St. Anthony of Padua
ia Sullivan street, the sermon is given in musi.

to all who listened. The social meetings, especially the covenant meeting, witnessed an
unusual blessing of God’s Spirit, and all present felt to say, ** It is good for us to be here.”
By a committee appointed at this session, the

Feb.

his nationality,

resident population; the

Norwich, and B. F.
Birdsal Street church,
the
Marsden, of Sherburne, was in perfect harmo-

Friday,

Republican

street attended by the best classes

cheer and Christian greeting added much to
the interest of this session. The word preached by these brethren and by W. R. Stone, of

commencing

Springfield

Whatever

W. Barr, of the McDonough Sk: both forTheir words ef
mer pastors of this church.

request by letter of the Celumbus

The

Libby—A

Books

in New York the ministrations of religion in his
own language. The French Catholics have the
church of St. Vincent de Paul on Twenty-third

M., and J.

ny with the spirit of the meeting and

all relig-

a summary which we quote:

the

brethren

Religion.

politan character of that city more than this

from

by

his ows

ions have places of worship in New
York
city.
Nothing goes to showv the cosmo-

its last session

prevented

Man

left.

Maleham~W E Libby—J
E Moody—J Malvern—DG
Morrell—B McKoon—D C Miller—B ¥ McKenney—O
J Moon—I Marks—E Owen—S88 Nickerson—A G Noble— R Newell—€C O Nute—J C Osgood—E Owen—R
Martin—J W Paysens—S E Odell—H Perry—N E Paine
—V L Porter—J M Purkis—Pendeld & Goodrieh—E G
Page—CF Poney
irs H N Ransen—B S Ro\lins—J
L Siuelair- J N
Robbins—J F Riley—R I News€o-J
C Robinson—J Runnells—A J Robertson—W F Swan—
Miss’ E
Simonds—C L Russell—J H Scott—W RStone
—D M Stuart—A A Smith—J
A
Swmilie—Miss MU
Sanger—P Smith—H B Smith—G Stewart—Mrs R D
Scott—W Sadleir—W
T Smith—D A Tisde}-W J
Twori—J J Tukey—Mrs BR Tripp—C Sweetland—J H
Shipman—J G Tasker—P M_ Wright—W
Wilson-S
Wheeler—M J Wallace—!
Whittemore—W F Yan
Tuvle—D B Washburn—Mrs IL. Wingate—B F Zebl—A
.H Wade—F L Wiley.

largest report ever presented by one Protestant church mission.
Every

by all winisters present.

W E Lawrenee—J

southern China there are 3 central stations,
25 missionaries, 10 churches, 819 members
and
200
newly-baptized
converts,
the

It is almost literally true that

any

or Gent that sends us
their address will, reeeive something of great
value free by mail. Only about two hundred

‘Money Letters Received.

hama,the other in Tokio—with a membership of 50; 4 persons were baptized during the year.
Siam has 6 churches, with
400 members and 8 native laborers; 68
baptism during the year.
In eastern and

ddded

large attendance

In Japan, there

Works,

Mis
EH Adams—A Aldrich—A len Leng & Savage
—H H Acterian—D Allen—J) H Ailen-8 HB Barrett—J
Ashley—Mrs A Beacham—W H Berry—F L Bates—R
C Breneisa—G H Bowie—A F Bryant—E F Bartlett—
N A Brewster- A H Brown—J
Clark—Wm Clement—
C F Calkins—Mrs A A Coburn—J W Carr—E Crowell
—P F Dustin—E A D—A M Davis—F £ Davison—L
Davis—L Dexter- A I Davis—G H Damon—Mrs M
Deuton—B H Fish—G B Foss—M M Foster—M Friok
—E B Fuller—A Filkins- C Farusworth—J George—R
R Gatley—C W Griffin
—N Gammon—H Giknan—A L
Gerrish=Mrs M Hewitt—W D Hardy—M C Henderson
—H Heard—G 8S Hill—M Hutches—J B Holton—M E
Hiltou—R E Jobnson—M H Hunter—J B Jordan—W
Jordan—PM Kinney—W E Lawrence—N
M Leavitt —

preachers,
6 mission-

heavy rain storm of Friday, and the had condition of the roads. But those present pronounced the meeting one of the best ever: en-

Mrs. Olive Knapp, formerly of Vt., and a
preacher inthe Huntington Q. M., is feeble
from age and infirmity. Sheis 91 years old,
and is nearly blind. Her theme is, ‘“ Salvation is of the Lord.” .She is ¢‘ waiting by the
The religion
river? for the ¢ boatman.”
which she recommended to others is her solace
and joy. She has found a home for twentyfive years in the family of Eld. N. W, Bixby.
Rev. A. Palmer will close his labers with
the Horton church, April 15. He is open to
correspondence,
:

same

a

the churches, many

Towa.

the

There was not

native

on

Post-Office Addresses.
Ryv. E.N.FERNALD
(tc whom alt contributions
from the churches for our
Benevolent Sveieties should
be sent) Lewiston, Me.
52

Num-

are

with the Lebanon & Smyrna church, Nov. 23—

the work.”
:
Rev. Joseph Masters has been holding a series of meetings with the Huntington church,
resulting in two accessions to the church and
two candidates for baptism.

with the Bethel church in

Q.: M.—Held

18;

€or,

by ministers present,

central

aries and 2 small churches—one

much to’ the interest’ of the occasion. The
meetings of worship were well attended, esfull.
was
Racially on Sunday, the house
he social meetings were lively and interesting.
Roxt session will be held with the church at
Morrison’s Corner in Clinton, Feb. 28, commencing at 2, P. M.
G. W. FARNHAM, Clerk.
:

Bro. Pos-

see that this interest is sustained.

tism, 250.

WATERVILLE Q. M.—Held its last session
with tha 2nd-Clinton church, at Pishons FerThere was a good attendance,
ry, Dee. 20—22.
the business was done with good feeling, quite
a numberof the churches were represented by
letter and delegates, and there were a number

place

this

1st

1251.

7

by

If you can not get it of y=nr grocer, send. a
Uiree cent etamp to the manufacturers for a sample.
Manufactured according to the directions of
Prof. E. N. Horsford, by the Rumford Chemical

EXETER Q. M. Ministers’ Association will meet at
Hartland village, March 7, at 6, P. M. Order of exercises as follows: A
public sermon on Free Baptist Doctrine, by O. Pitts.
Recitation ofthe Eleventh Lecture’
of Butler's Theology. Reading of the 15th chapter of

41; churclies, 13; membership, 1058 ; bap-

B. F. Mor-

M’s, which

year

numerous outposts.

ber of missionaries,

CHAS. W. CRAIN, Clerk.

of delegates from other Q.

last

comprises

duction of a valuable element
the food of every-day life.”

MONROE Q.M. willliold its next session with. the

The Karen mission

baptisms

than

" Dr.M. H. HENRY,
the eminent New York
Physician, says:
* The use or Horsford’s Bread
Preparation offers admirable means for the intro-

Gaines church the 1st Friday in Mareh,
3
.
A. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.

in Germany had 116

mission

stations, with

Laying on of Hands by Revs. Sweete, Fuller,
and Young.
Covenant meeting led by Bro.
Reeves.
Next session will be held with the Freesoil
church at Wykoff, commencing Friday, Feb.
98, at 2 o'clock, P. M. Ministers’ conference
will meet Friday morning, at 10 o’clock.
;

souls arescoming to the Saviour. Among the
number is Bro. P’s son. “ I was much pleased with this new interest,” Bro. Tibbets goes
on to say, ‘‘ and the prospect for our people to
will be well for the Free Baptists’

the number of
The Assam

Rev. W. C. Sweete, Charge by Rev. C. Young,

is enjoying a good work of grace, and precious

854
bap-

American
teachers,
were
$20,000,
of
which amount the union furnishes $8000;

rell’s resignation as missionary for this Q. M.
was
accepted.
Bro. Reeves reported verbally his labors as Q. M. itinerant in the
Northern portion of the Q. M., and
Bro.
Sweete reported verbally his labors in the
Southern portion of the Q. M. The Q. M.
Missionary Treasurer reported receipts from
all sources, $156.75. Preaching by Brethren
M. Young, C. R. Calkins, W. C. Sweete,P, Fuller, followed by the sacrament of the Lord’s
supper, and ordination ceremonies, prayer by

Rev. E, Tibbets has been spending a few
days of late with Rev. R. J. Poston, of Springfield, and writes that the church in that place

but for our interest throughout the

Sabbath

cheaper

Always uniform in quality and highly racommended by all prominent physicidus.

and what

the East Killingly church, commencing Feb. 26,at 10,
A.M. and continuing two days,
MINISTERS" CONFERENCE will be held the Tuesday
preceding at 2, P. M. - The'programime of the last session wasnot carried out, and it was voted to have
the same for the next session. S. B. YOUNG, Clerk.

‘in Burmah has 394 churches, ninety-six
native ordained and 374 unordained pastors, 19,915 members, 200 village schools
with 4311 pupils,and 1295 pupils in the station schools. The expenses of these schools,
last year, excluding the salaries of the

R00T RIVER
Q. M.—Held its last session
with
the Frankford
church.
Rev. W. C.
Sweete called the conference to order, Rev. P.
Fuller from Winona & Houston Q. M. conducted the opening services, after which Bro.
Joseph Reeves was chosen moderator, and
Bro. Earnest Crain was chosen clerk pro tem.
Letters were read from
the Beaver Lime
City and Freesoil churches.
Rucine Center
und Frankford
churches reported verbally.
Next session of Q. M. located
with Freesoil
chureh. Revs. C. Cain and C. Young were
chosen corresponding messengers to the Winona & Houston Q. M.
A council was chosen to
examine Bro. C. R. Calkins for ordination.
Council reported fuvorably and recommended
ordination of Bro. Calkins, and he was ordained. Bro. W. C. Sweete was chosen Q. M.
book agent. A Ministers’ conference was or«
ganized to meet Friday Torning preceding

Bro.

mission

| during the last year.

M. W. CoLE, Clerk pro tem.

the session of this Q. M.

The

healthier, ‘Detter, and

other Baking Powder known,

WESTERN R. I. Q. M. will hold its next session with

churches, 25,000 members and 2000 baptisms

morning, Rev. W. C. Hulse preached the
ordination sermon, Text, 3d Epis. of John 1:
2, which was received with marked favor, and
very interesting
to all. The ordination exercies then followed by reading a portion of
Scripture, and the consecration prayer and
the laying on of hands by Rev. David
Johnson. Rev. W. C. Hulse gave the charge, and
Rev. J. P. Prickett the right hand
of fellowship.
An interesting communion season
followed, and an evening service closed the
session.
ibook
i
:
Lan
Next session will be held with the Ohio
Grove church, commencing Friday, Feb. 21.

Ohio.

do much good, not only as affecting

of ordination.

tisms.

laborers,
and 5984

Are

ANSON Q, M, Ministers” Qos resin will meet at the
church at East Portiand, M#feh 7, at 7, P, M.
.
B.S. RoLLINS, Clerk.

churches, 27,580 members,
In Europe, five mission-

missionaries,
840 native
churches, 66,899 members,

PASTRY

Brofocr Hoveford's: Bread Preganation

:

ELLSWORTH Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Orland & Dedham ehurch, at the Carter schoolhouse, commencing] Friday, March 14,
i at 1 o’clock.
3
Com.

following statistics:
In Asia, last year,
there were 131 missionaries,
558 native

represented.

AND

Made with

STANSTEAD Q. M. will be held with the 1st Hatley
church at Massaw fppi village, commencing Saturday,
March 1. Conference at 10, A.M,
vo
r
A. A. WOODMAN, Clerk.

re-

gard to the work which has been done by
Baptist missions, the secretary gave the

Revs. David Johnson of the Rock & Dane
Q. M., (Wis.), and W. C. Hulse of the Boone

church.

There has been an advance in

%

ME, F.B: HOME M188, 80C.
All money contributed for mission work in Maine
should besent directly to Rufus Deering, Portland.
Me.
520
Per order of Ez. Com,

maining months of the financial year, $125,895.53.

a

Botiees and Appointments.

96; making a total of $136,490.90, leaving

In the ab-

Weak

Biscuit:

CAKE

Geor

reed organ as the latter wus an_improvement
the old-fashioned wmelodeon or seraphine.

met, $262,339.44.

1879, were,by donations, $77,787.86, legacies, $19,535.18; other sources, $39,217.

view of the cold, bleak and unpleasant weather and bad traveling, not many visiting brethren from sister churches were present. The
church at North Plate

of the Newton

making theliabilities to be

the value of this improvement;

or

y

Bread,

makes it of unusual importance to the gener.
al Jubil, the device used 1s a mest simple one,
making it not only free from ant liability to disarrangement, but also very
inexpensive, thus
adapting it to the wants of the geueral purchaser.
It is certainly an addition of very great value,
adding not only tothe power and. variety. of the
instrument, but greatly improving its quality of
tone; and we imagine that most purchasers of
Parlor
ans will be desirous of possessing the
improved form, as it is as far ahead of the ordinary

$235,844.47; debt of last year, $26,489,58;

order by Rev. J. P. Prickett and Sfgadized b
appointing Rev. David Johnson,of Wis., modCole,

of the

Baek,

Complete History of Wall Street Finance, containing valuable information for investors. Ad.
dress Baxter & Co., Publishers, 17 Wall Street,
New York.
1y42

It deposits thé remedies on

Re
cea tapis
Most
Important Invention.

preciate

Lame

JUST PUBLISHED--SENT FREE

plishing what has been long sought after by organ
makers—namely, the successful combination:of
the Pipe and Reed Organ, and the keeping or the
two instruments in tune. All musicians will ap-

Theological Institute, presiding.
The report of the treasurer shows the amount expended for the year ending March 31, 1879,

regu-

Ld

Woods & Co., of Cambridge,
Mass., the well
known organ makers, have succecded in accom.

The receipts from April 1, 1878, to Feb. 1,

Kingston church.

M. W.

nose.

Plaster.

Hyery one suffering from

;

and cures it. In Consumption it deposits the
remedies on the ulcerations. also, as the vapor
enters the lungs, and is then forced out of the

Boston Baptist Ministers’ Conference, was
‘held in Boston on Tuesday of last week,

sence of the clerk, the conference wus called to
erator, and

tention of invalids.

of For-

eign Missions, under the auspices

@uartgrly Meetings.
Fox RIVER

Bro.

and demonstration

A mass meeting in the interests

More are expected to unite with it
Subsequently brethren Millard and

with the North

represented,

present

Dr.

"1852

tli

Baptist Missionary Meeting.

locate the new

a council

Chose

Beligious Hiscellany. .

A Freewill Baptist church of six members

Thompson were ordained by
larly chosen by the church.

22,

A

was organized by Revs. Wm. and Ives Marks,
Jan. 12, presumably in Rose Creek, hut our

church.
goon.

21,

JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

Sister

of

Nebraska.

informant fails to definitely

churches

gospel with power

Minnesota.

follow soon.

Dec.

discontin-

were

sickness
:

The Lord has revived bis work in the Freedom "church. Four united with the church
the first of Feb., ard others are expected to

and a few conversions have occurred.

a rest from

Rhode Island.

assistance laboring with them a week.

twenty

church,

Porus

Back, Cold on the Chest, Coughs
local pain or adhe should use
Ben.
son's Capeine Porus Plaster and be relieved
t once. Price 25 cents. Sold by all druggies

ll

with

Capeine

Rheumatism,

the ulcerated Schneiderian membrane in Catarrh,

has

was orgsiized

nee.

of the Spirit.
Next session will be held in Virgil, Feb. 22,
23. Conference Friday previous at 6, P. M.
Rev. W. Brown will preach the opening sermon, Rev. C. L. Vail, his substitute.

of about

Indiana.

Willistown, Chester Co., Jan. 27, with eleven
members, to be called the Willistown Free
Baptist church.
The character, doctrine, fellowship of the applicants, and their ability to
sustain a church were considered.
The examination was satisfactory.
The church
then
proceeded to the election of its officers, namely: A clerk, a treasurer,- two deacons, and
Rev. Thomas Armour, as pastor.
A sermon

preach....The June session is to be held with
the Franconia chirch.—F. L. WILEY,
gave

Philadelphia, Pa.

Next session will be held with the Albion
church, Feb, 21.
R. D. PRESTON, Clerk.

Rev. M. R. McKee, has been conducting a
series of meetings at the Union church in
Ripley Quarterly Meeting, The church has
peen somewhat revived with three accessions

trell, of Philadelphia; the Bible was presentJan, 31,and Feb. 1und2. There wasa large at- ed as the only rule of faith and practice, by
Rév. B. H. Fish, of Philadelphia; the prayer
Rev.
tendance and the exercises interesting.
of consecration by Rev. Dr. Wm. A. Cantrell;
M. Atwood represented the Wheelock Q. M.,
the hand of fellowship by Rev. B. H. Fish;
rendered efficient general service and preachbenediction by Rev, Thomas Armour, pustor
Mrs.
ed the gospel with pathos and power.
F. S. Mosher, of Dover, District Secretary of elect. This movement is satisfactory to all
the N. H. Woman's Missionary Society, spoke concerned. A deep religious interest is manifested, sinners are inquiring for Christ;
some
on Home Missions, Saturday afternoon, and
ready for the ordinance
of baptism.
delivered a very able missionary address on | are
The collection which fol
The indications are that, by the blessing of
Sunday afternoon.
Of this, $25.00
God, pastor and people have much to encourlowed, amounted to $38.51.
is to pay for finishing a room in Myrtle Hall at age them in the Master’s work.
A
—Pp
—
Harper's Ferry, which:is to_be furnished -by
Western.
the Littleton church. and known as the Littleton room; and $13.20, Mrs. Mosher’s traveling
Michigan,
«expenses, which she refused to accept as such,
Rivington Lord bas been holding religious
is to be paid toward furnishing her room in
meetings with Rev. A.
A. Myers
at LisMyrtle Hull. The churches were not all repbon, and many conversions
are
reported
those
of
given
were
reports
good
but
resented,
.c..The Hillsdale Herald states that speeial
that were. .. At Franconia,the congregation is
six o’clock meetings have been held, daily, for
a third larger than a year ago, the Sundaythe last’three weeks at No. 8 college hall, with
school is good, and Bro. Pinkham is holding
a steadily increasing religious interest... .Prof.
results....
encouraging
extra meetings with
D. M. Fisk, of Hillsdale College, has been inBro. Minard, of Littleton, is full of faith and
vited, by the lecture bureau of the Y. M. C.
a
with
people
his
inspiring
is
and
works,
good
A, of Albion, to deliver his lecture entitled
hearty zeal for the cause of Christ, His conThree Days of Creation; or What Chemistry
«
ingregaiion sud Sunday-school are on the
Moses,” and will do so the latter part
crease... “Fancaster church is without a pastor, Says of
this month....The friends of Z. F. Griffin,
of
the
hold
to
endeavoring
are
few
devoted
a
but
at Wampler’s lake, lately gave him a purse of
fort in hope of re-enforcements....The church
;of his religious labors
ag Whitefield is thoroughly organized, hard at $36, in appreciation
work and prosperous.... Woodstock is thriv- among them.
We learn that the Lansing church is much
ing under the zealous efforts of Bro. C. E.
The members are well at work
encouraged,
Davis, a young man recently licensed
to

of Concord,

poses.

BACK.

wre the only plosters which relleve pains at

DR. M. W. CASE’Ss ADVERTISEMENT of Carbolate
of Tar Inhalants is one that should attract the at,

sulting in much good by reclaiming the backslidden and the saving of sinners. . . Bro.
Sales, of Plymonth, is now holding a series of
meetings with the Harford church.
Quite a
number have been reclaimed and converted,
embracing both children and adults,
©. Rev.
8. W. Schoonover acknowledges a donation of
upwards of fifty dollars on the 6th inst., from
the Virgil church.
Pennsylvania.

been

laboring a part of the time. Thirty or more
have been hopefully converted and the work is
still in progress. There is no organized church
“in that place,
but there isa union house —of
worship.
,
Many of the readers of the Star will be
glad to learn that the health of Rev. T. Stevens is better. He was in attendance at the

Rev. H. ¥, Wood,

faith. Some of the churches had additions by
baptism.
Collection of $3.60 for Home pur-

preaching.
——
Dea. Crandall, of

We are informed that there is a religious inpastor of the Corliss

is

Sold by drug.

8 Platt St,, New York.
:
21

When death was hourly expected, all remedies
having failed, and Dr. H, James was experiment.
ing with Indian Hemp, he accidentally cured his
only child of Consumption, and now gives this
Recipe free for two stamps to pay expenses.
Address CRADDOCK & Co., 1032 Race Street,

ren were encouraged to fight the good fight of

Dryden

WEAK BACK:

—
etfs

pleasant interview was enjoyed and the breth-

SPAFFORD Q. M.—Held its last session

=

. A Man of a Thousand.

interesting and listened te with close attention.
without
| Religious interestas reported from the differ- aries, 282 native preachers and evangelists,
NL
ent churches not as encouraging as we would 377 churches, 39,309 members, and 4252
Norwich, has
recently desire. There appears to-be a great lack of
baptisms ; making a total of 138 American
held a meeting with the Richford py
reministerial labors in this Q. M. Ohio Grove

Greene have lately given a farmer’s supper to
purchase carpets for their new house of worship.
:
terest in the Ireland district, Bath,

gists and E, H, TRUEX,

REPUBLIC CO. Q. M.—Held its last session
with the White
Rock church, Nov, 23.

Sixteen have been added to the church,

of the Lin-

thirty will probably be added to the

delicate stomach will not reject it.

“1 was glad when they said unto me

LAME

Overwhelming evidence of their superiority
over all other p aster. It {s everywhere recom
mended by Physicians, Druggists and the
Press.
The manufacturers received a spectal awar
md the only medal given for porus plasters at
he Centennial Exposition, 1876, at the Paris
Exposition, 1878.
Their great merit lies in the fact that they

B. McKoon, from Ithaca, was with us. Bros.
Schoonover, C. L. Vail, and McKoon preach-

coln chureh, has received a call from Jackson,
Penn., but has not yet accepted....The Scottsburg church has been enjoying a precious
work of grace under the labors of its efficient
pastor, Bro. Walker.
Some twenty-five or

in

of

GA)
Benson's

Rev. 8. 'W. Schoonover moderator.
Conference
business
was done
with
dispatch.

Some60 or 76
resignation

apt |

gregation

expressed a hope in Christ and others are seeking....Rev. C. B. Hart, pastor of the Penfield
church, has resigned, and his

at

JELLY,

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New Yor,"
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil. The most

Cen-

28th

LIVER OIL

the

work has been a remarkable one in its quiet-

has entered upon the pastorate of the church
in Bangor....There is an encouraging religjous interest at East Dixfield, under the labors

the

COD

menced meetings there on Jan, 18, with a con-

for five weeks, with most gratifying results.
Backsliders have been reclaimed, and many
business men and mature women, young people and children have found
Christ. The

Maine.

Friday,

QUERUS

Rev. L. L. Harmon, pastor of our church a
Hampton, still supplies Organs and Pianos on
very favorable terms, sending them to any part
of the United States. His address is Hampton,
N. H.
6wortf3
al

«| come
to our assistance. Brethren, while this
interest lies near your heart, will you not unite
in prayer with us, that Ged may be honored,

Hinisters and Churches.

let

‘church

Baptist

F.

the

with

united

and one by

. M’s.

covenant .meeting,

Last Saturday at our

Business Hlotices,

i

was

let us go into the house of the Lord.”
F. N. LONGSTREET, Clerk.

31, but the work goes on.
Sunday evening,
Feb. 2, many pressed forward to. the anxious
seats—several, we trust, found Jesus on the
spot. Feb, 16, C.J. Fowler, of N. H., is to

and

last ‘session

meeting

took in five, four on probation

young, and others are rejoicing in Christ.
These meetings closed on Friday evening, Jan.

led the

Wendell

sisters

and

think,

its

Feb. Allare invited to attend. Should be
lad to receive visiting brethren from other

gradually increased so rapidly that for the past
week the house would not contuin the people.

and

The

Next session will be with the Nashville

last Sabbath,

Quite a reviv®l has begun at Murphysboro’.
Revs. J. C. Gilliland and G. A. Gordon com-

ciative. ~ Several intemperate men were converted through the efforts of Sawyer, Hogan,
Russelland King. Quite a number of the

The latter
a Freewill

liam Gray, and Mrs, Dorcas Pray.
gave out the first appointment for

ago

Rev. W. C. Hulse has lately been engaged in

re-

scholarly

weeks

revival work at Cherry Valley.

If it was a treat to listen to Drs, Tyng,

Bevan and Hepworth,

Two

church,

one of general interest,and the presence of the
Master enjoyed.
Harmony and good feeling
prevailed, and we hope and pray that the seed
of the kingdom was sown that shall spring up
to the honor and Kiory of God.
i
‘

Illinois,

church has seen many | ing words.to secure present results. The conseen many precious re- gregations were large, thoughtful and appre-

The
and changes.
trials, but it has also

I

with

with the Elmore

Adam’s Peak. One of them wus baptized two
weeks ago, and two more are candidates for
baptism,

words throughout. the land, it was no less
profitable, perhaps,
to listen to the other
speakers, who sought by earnest and convinc-

or
Charles Street. Since which time, $3,000
s
repair
vestry,
in
ded
expen
been
have
more

meeting,

evening

CHAIN LAKES Q. M.—Held

increasing,

ter church, commeneing

six

years. The singing was led by a well-trained
In 1843, under the labors of Elder Hiram
| chorus choir,and was made prominent throughStevens, the church endured a severe shock
in out the . meetings. Sermons were preached
(rom the intense excitement of Millerism,
away..
d
carrie
was
time
a
for
by Revs. Colcord, McGee, Kirkpatrick, Martin,
which the pastor
It soon recovered, by the help of God, from the pastor, and by Drs, 8. H, Tyng, Jr., Herr,
From the unfortunate Bevan and Hepworth, Gospel temperance
the injury received.
trials of 1872 and 73, near the close of Rev. E. meetings, led by C. W. Sawyer, Esq., were
pustorate,

and

five were baptized, four of whom and one
backslider united with the Mission Baptist
church. One week later, the M. E. pastor
ter.

has been

place

in that

large

Adam’s Peak the past month, resulting in a
number of conversions and quite a number of

¢
an inside page.
On Jan. 19, evangelistic work was commenc-

of

goul

the

factories, who, under God, were

p.
the movement in building a house of worshi
250.
red
numbe
church
the
1834,
In Sept.,
1838-9, was a time. of severe trials, result-

congregations

and quite a number have requested prayers,
There have been union meetings held in

sixty-five cents, which was gratefully received.
»
A brief obituary of Rev. Joseph Hallenbeck,
who died at Corning, Dec. 20, will be found on

es-

was

strength and efficiency of the church

active,

gave him a donation of sixty-two dollars and

12, 1879.

New England Conservatory
Method

for the Pianofarte.

This very popular and good Method had had a
thorough trial 0 the Conservatory, and has been
largely used in other places.

1t differs from other Methods in being composed

of Three Parts or Books.

PART I, Forthe First Grade of Learners, has
kxer72 pages the Elements, Fivefinger and other itself
a
cises, easy Studies and Tunes,
good, easy Instruction Book.

and

is in

II, for the Second Grade, has 83 pages,

PART
and
more difficult Exercises, Scales and Studies, Masa number of Pieces from the works of great
ters.
PART III, for the Third Grade, has 116 pages, ..
Grand Scales and Arpeggios, with a fow good 5
Studies and a few dificult Pieces.

Price ofeach part, $1.50.

Complete, $3.25,

—

mailed
The Musical Record, Dexter Smith, Editor,
Music,
for 6 ots. Circulatgs 20,000 per month.
$2 per year.
News, &c.
anes

Boston.
OLIVER DITSON +& E.C0.,
Ditson & Ce.
Tf

922 Chestnut St., Phila.
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dumb lips to sing, to feel me near?

ty,

light

of

Fain would I turn, impelled by eager

longing,

And seek thee through the wide and
waste,

dreary

:

o’er my path in life at times are throng-

in,
may never

1 may not turn; the stars in their far courses
Sweep ever onward in their shining track,
Little they heed our earthly pains or losses,
They pause not in their march, nor turn

them back.
And I, too, though my heart be full of sad.
ness
"Must follow, follow through the coming
years;
p
1 may not rest content with earthly gladness,

And even heaven is seen
tears.

but

through

my

she

know

what she is doing; she has been used to
it upon every such occasion. . But,Frank,
you know in your heart it isn't right, and
there's no use to make any compromises.
It isn’t right to attend such places,

friends or no friends, and I'm determined
to avoid them.

But, Frank,” he added in

‘I

lost

more

than

you

that night.

Bfit had I yielded, I had

lost—summing everything in a word—
my soul.”
Frank was deeply moved by Linton’s
serious

words,

but

the

Edith

ever-recurring

‘Alcot

mastered

better resolutions, for, to join

phyites was to debar him of
and friendship.

the

her

his
Mur-

society

¢“ Not yet, quite, Linton,

at least not to-night.
to think of it.” And
bade him good-night,
thought of where ene
place his friend. He

I do promise you
regretfully Linton
shuddering at the
step farther might
shut his eyes—ah,

THE LITTLE ROBE OF WHITE.
On a little robe of white;

Hopes for that little one;
And smiled on her baby in happy pride,
As-it-slept in its-eradie by her side;
z
Till the little robe was done.

you wear
*

In a rosewood coffin the baby lay;

Its mother had wept the night away,
== Watching its dying breath:
With it pressed to her bosom

she

prayed

to

"keep
Her darling babe from going to sleep
\

in the garment just

wrought,
‘Whose every stitch held a hopeful thought,
From the loving mother’s sight;
On a marble stone she wrote with a tear :

‘ How many hopes are buried here
In that little robe of white!”
*

In a Saviour’s arms a baby lay,
From its rosewood coffin far away,

*

*

@ircle.

ON THEVERGE.
MRS.

wondered

if

wavered, and he wore

L. X. THORPE.

On the very brink of that fearful
chasm— one step to lead into a dreadful

hope.

prophesied his

early

present wine dotted the rich feast.

Lin-

ten’s cheeks glowed,

look

but he could

at it with a masterly

defiance

that set

one’s heartat rest. * *“ I believe we've got
one of the blue ribbons at our table—
ribbonite,

must come, too, we'll promise not to have
to

look at wine,

Miss

Lane?

said Major

Alcot, lifting a glass, as the dinner progressed.
¢ Oh, the majority rule,” said Edith,
lightly.
‘ The major-ity versus ribbon-ity!”
laughed Frank.
‘ Haven't caught you, then, Frank?
ha! ha!” exclaimed Major Alcot.
I'm not so sure we haven't; I think
Frank will join us soon. I tell you he
needs to—every man needs to uphold such
a cause! We want an army of them—in
this very town!” said Linton, and the
glance he gave Frank set the poor fellow’s heart fluttering again between right

anyway.”

The

company promised and soon separated to
their various duties in the afternoon exercises. Edith sat at the organ, and Frank
with an uneasy conscience sought out his
mother,

and found her a comfortable seat

where the music and speaking could be
easily heard. But he could not enjoy it,

he felt Linton’s serious gaze almost con-

sweet.

Opposite

the entrance hung in

large floral letters: * Welcome Home.”
Other

guests

came,

and

finally

Miss

Lane, escorted by Frank Harper. Linton
could have shouted, but propriety kept
him quiet, and he only mentally ejaculaied, “ Frank's started in the right direction
to-night.”
Bright eyes beamed and every one was
happy, and it was a lively little company
when interrupted by the servant set to
watch for Arthur's carraige.
* Sit down, mother ; you must ; it'll spoil
everything! cried Edith, as her mother
her

son.

The

mother tremblingly obeyed, sitting leaning forward, her hands clasped tightly
together in her eagerness and excitement.
Major Alcot strove to conceal his ownagitation, and Edith flew to the

piano,

and

commencing the pathetic strain, over and
over again she played and sang it... The
company awaited the foot-fall of the
wanderer, breathlessly.

At last it came,

but not quick and firm—a. miserable shuffling and dragging sound and then the

parler door burst open,and a coarse, dirty,
bloated-faced man yelled out: ‘Hi, old

man, hic, ha! ha! hic, can’t you, ha, hic,
ha, come to the door, hic, to the door ?"—

and then he went off into confused drunken gibberish, as he reeled and swaggered
and tried to cross the room. The men
sprang to their feet, and the women
screamed. The poor old mother went
down, fant; in a heap on the’ carpet,
Edith understood

the

matter

at

once,

and had the presence of mind to order some
men to take him to'his room. She went
and wrong.
:
with them, but returned presently to the
¢¢ For my part Ilike to see a man with confused assembly in the parlor. Many
proached and said: “ Come, Frank, go independence enough to stand on his o wn
of them were just preparing to leave, but
with me to our club-room to-night; I feet, instead of being held up by a she begged them to stay and enjoy thempromise you a capital time.” Old and club!” said Edith, sneeringly.
selves just as if nothing had happened—
deep trouble-lines were plainly visible
‘Yes, and your independent young to stay, at least, to supper. Excusing herunder the speaker’s pleasant and hopeful men haven’ the courage to refuse a glass self she went to care for her mother, and
expression ;—it was evident the temper- from you, Edith, when they know it is to then with her father to her brother's room.
ance orators’ pictures were not all imagi- their hurt!
They haven't manliness There was no use trying to restore the
nary to him. He had known the realities enough to sign the pledge!” and Mis
former gayery of the company,and it was a
of which they were but passing shadows. Lane's eyes snapped fire.
relief when, at length, they were sumNinety and nine heard them as almost
‘1 guess my father and brother drink, moned to supper. Edith appeared so pale
flavorless old stories, he was the one to when they please, or they can let it alone, ‘and distressed that everybody pitied her
whom they were ever appalling and nak- as any sensible man eeuld !”
sincerely. The rich and beautiful feast
ed truths. His proud and firm step and | “ Girls, girls!” exclaimed Major Al- was partaken of almost in silence. ' The
determined bearing bespoke a victory. cot, ‘‘ we don’t want. any cold-blooded red wine trembled and scintillated
in the
Now ever on the watch for those who Waterloo affair of this dinner; well light but only served to intensify
the pre. were beginning in the road to: ruin, he | change the subject.”
vailing gloom, and poison would as soon
* was shocked and pained to find his young,
“ Miss Lane is a regular water-Lou, have been touched by that company that
generous - afid pl¢asure-loving - friénd, herself,
he
(beg pardon Miss Louise, I evening.
Frank Harper, was on the very verge of couldn’t help it!)” said some one, laughNeither Major nor Mrs. Alcot appeared,
that pit from which he had so lately, with | ing, and the conversation lagged.
Poor and the party returned again to the parlor,
habitation, down from

God--or one

step

to begin the freedom from that sin that
had not yet shackled body and brain—
stood Frank Harper, and a friend ap-

the help

of the Almighty

Arm,

arisen.

Frank was only beginning,” but Linton
Mills knew too well every step, and now
he was putting forth every possible effort
to rescue him.
’
Frank replied in a careless manner,
* Pshaw, Mills, there’s no hurry about
your club; I've better business tonight.”

:

“ O Frank, are you going to Alcot's
again? You know as well as 1 that they
will have wine—and make you take it,
too! It was at that party at Alcot’s,
Frank, that I saw you drink your first
glass of wine ;—you went there, bearin g

a loving mother’s warning in your mind,
pure from the awful taint, and, Frank,

was dead, and there's nobody

to

go

to—

you will help me, Mr. Mills you will be a
brother to me now and help me, won't
youg”
“My dear Miss Alcot, tell me what 1
can do; 1 will be all a brother could be,
and you need not be afraid

to confide

* 0, Mr. Mills,” exclaimed Edith

with

J tears, “ may God forgive me! I hope I
shall never see wine again !”
They went to Arthuc’s room, and Linton
remained with him that night and the following day. * * »

Miss Lane was going home.

Her visit

had already been extended once or twice,
and now she declared she must delay no
longer. Her home was some twenty miles
distant from the city and she was to take
the evening train. She was to start from
the Alcot’s, and Linton had come in to say
‘¢ good-bye,”

too. ‘‘Louise,

we'll

you, lady—and I presume the next you
hear from Frank he’ll be in the asylum,”
said Arthur Alcot, half jokingly. * For
my part; I shall never be able to repay
Your kindness to me, yours and Linton’s.”
—*¢ And Itell you Arthur, you are not the

only one—Heaven

knows I would

have

been in the pit long ago, if it hadn’t been
for Linton Mills I"—¢ Boys, it was not
I nor Louise, it was’ the power of God;
—and,boys, what hasn'the done for me”
and Linton held the hands of his friends,

while emotion kept him silent.
* +o

HOME TOPICS.
TETE-A-TETE. Light tortoise-shell ornaments are worn with dark velvet dresses
in Paris.—Flowers made from odds and
ends of fur are the latest.-——Moss, wood-

brown, gray and black are the colors of
the new
spring
goods.——Chinchilla
stripes on bright grounds form the pattern of swnmer silks. —-A

vest of duch-

esse lace affords an admirable means of
changing the whole appearance of a dark
silk costume.——Adelina Patti has a sealskin jacket that is worth $12,000.——The
sash has utterly disappeared.——A lady
bought five pairs of stockings for $50, the
other morning, at a Winter-street shop.
Hard times '—Plain gros-grain ribbon
with flowers outlined ,upon it in gold
thread is a pretty novelty.——Flat head
bands, with pendants of coins

or jewels,

are rapidly coming into favor.——Bracelets and rings of plain black enamel are
worn to set off the

hand

and

wrist,——

Black kid gloves embroidered with colored silks, and having numberless buttons,
are worn in full dress.——+¢ I never shall
invite Ler to visit me again,” said an English girl; ‘she shut herself up in her
own room the whole morning while she
was with us, and copied all my towels.”
Here's a new social sin; civilization
grows more complicated daily,——Wine

color is even more popular in Paris than
it is here,

and

it seems

possible

that

it may be worn next winter, even by those

Who are not compelled to appear in it because they must wear out theirold gowns.
——Butterfly, peacock and swan
dresses
are made by
French houses. They are

where Edith begged them to remain and

tween two fires—this way, on the verge;

tertain you in my place ;—oh,you know we their colors are those of the creature repbands of striped velvet
could not have thought of this—it is awful ! resented.——The
used to trim children’s costumes are put
I'must go to my brother,” and Edith, the on straightwise instead of bias,——Suithaughty lady, Edith Alcot, shut her lips ings for boys have dark gray
or drab
basket-palterned gronnds, sprinkled with
firmly over a sob, while her eyes brimmed
with tears, us she bowed herself out of little dots of red, bright blue and orange.
No trimming is required

—oh, if Linton was ‘only out of sight,
and that pretty, quiet, little Miss Lane.
But Edith was lifting the glass—which

way should he step! Mills looked at-him
so forbiddingly. He stammered out a
refusal, and blushed.
«“ Now, Mr. Harper, this is the
time, I believe, you ever refused

These Murphyites have

scared

you

first
me.

out,

have they? I thought you had more courage, Mr. Harper.”
‘Ido not want it, Miss

can take it to please you.”
“Just as

I told

Alcot,

you!” Louise

but I

Lane

Composition,”

and

** Science

With Portrait en Steel.

New

enjoy themselves.

“Miss Lane will en-

the room.

embroidered in suggestive

except bindings

designs,

and

with these suits
of . coat braid.—— The

new goods for spring wear have what is
ton went to Frank who was gazing in a "calle the flannel finish, that is to say they
are slightly rough, have no luster, and
lost way at some spot on the carpet, for- are soft. Some
are plain, others in nargetful of the company, his countenance row stripes of two colors, and others
still
in basket weaving.——The pointed waists
drawn into wrinkles of severe thought.
“You: must be quite fond of music, have been revived in Paris or very young
and dispute the possession” of the
Frank, judging from your abstraction ?” | ‘ladies,
field with the plain round ‘“ Josephine.”
‘“ Linton Mills, this is too much!
By —DBoston Transcript.

- Miss Lane was at the piano, when

Lin-

household department,some funny paragraphs,
some literary notes, and a paper on “Reform.
ing the Theater,” On the whole, we think we

York: Sheldon & Co. 16ni0. pp. 234, ($1.00).
This is the first volume of what ought to
prove an entertaining and desirable series of

books.

liked the weekly paper

The author’, Prof. Hill, is 4 gentleman

of repute as'a compact and
agreeable writer, his two

It is always

agreeable

a'thors

Hawthorne, Prescott, Motley,

Cooper,
each

by

Long-

ceiving

his

adventures,

& blessing

Washington,

for

at

the

whom

dnd

re.

band of General

he had

The second chapter takes

his

him

been

named.

ucress the At-

lantie, records his travels and pleasures in various parts of Europe, his meeting with Alls
ton and with several celebrities at Rome and
in London.
After two yeurs abroad, he re:
turned to New York, and a description of his
literary life in that city and vicinity, from 1806
to 1815, occupies the third ehapter.
During
this period he was admitted lo the bar, wrote
his humorous * History of New York,” did

his part of *¢ Salmagundi”

two sketches and tales.

and ‘wrote one or

The touching incident

described in this chapter.
In chapter four,
Irving appears in Europe again, where he remained from 1815 to 1825, engaging in business
with his brother, mingling m society, making
literary acquaintances, writing * Bracebridge
Hall,” ‘“ The Sketch-Book,” and some ** Tales

of a Traveler,” and making various gay tours
about the country.

The next chapter describes

his life and labors in Spain from 1826

to 1829,

where he gathered material for his “ Life of
Columbus,” and where his residence
in the
old Moorish palace, the Alhambra, formed one
of the most romantic episodes in the life of
any author.
While here he was appointed to
a diplomatic
position at the Court of St.
James, and arrived in London after an adventurous journey in 1829, where he remained
till 1882, receiving literary honors, doing liter:
ary work, and undergoing the vicissitudes incident to persons in political life,
Chapter six

closes with his return to New York, and chapter seven gives an account of his life in - America during the ten years from 1832 to 1842. The

publication of * Astoria,” ** The

Crayon

Mis-

cellany,” and his presence at the Dickens

din-

ner where he broke down in trying to make a
speech, belong to this period of his life. Haying been appointed to the Spanish mission in

1842, he proceeded at once to Spain, and chape

ter eight describes his life and experiences during the four years

that

he

remained

abroad.

Chapter nine reveuls him at his home in Sunnyside on the Hudson, where he grew old

amid the love and esteem

of a nation,

ing his time in literary work,

occu py-

mingling in so-

cial life, and making his name a synonym of
kindness, affection and genial companionship

wherever his influence fell.
1859.

He died

Nov. 28,

The closing chapter is a critique on the

man and his writings, by Prof. Hilt.
nology of [rving’s life and an index

that oceur in the bopk are convenient

A chroof

names

and use-

ful features of the volume.

home and social singing. It is edited by Rev.
Dr. Deems and Theodore E. Perkins. ‘It is
claimed for the collection that it contains more

old hymns'that the world will

not

suffer

to

die, and more new ones that deserve trial,than
any other book extant. Without expressing an
opinion on that point, it may be truthfully said

that the collection, which embraces about one
hundred and fifty hymns, includes us a rule
for ‘themselves

wide

favor by the purity, sweetness and grandeur of
the sentiments that they embody.

._ We missed the initial number of the Golden

Rule Magazine,~which isn’t exactly the name

of it, nor the description of it, for it is really
the old Gfolden -Rule,—and not very. old,

either,~folded in the shape of a quarto magaweekly paper.

D.D.;

“ The

Flight

the

features

of

the

It is to be issued monthly,~we

St

by C. Y. Swan, D.D.; ** The Relation of Chris-

tianity to Intellectual Culture, ” by C. N. Sims,

D.D.; “ Sinia Sends Sinners to Calvary,” by
Theodore L. Cuyler, D.D.; “Destructiveness

of Skepticism,” by J. L. Burrows, D.D.;

Translated Bible is the

Word

Thomas H. Skinner, D.D.;

Time,” by R. Storrs,

“ A

of God,” by

* Redeeming

D.D.;

the

Children’s Serv-

fice: “ The Best Robe,” by Rev. David Winters; Anniversary Service: ** The Elements of
Grandeur in a Church,”
by J: M, Buckley,
D.D.
In addition tothe above there is an
able paper on * Expository Preaching,” the
first of a series, by William M. Taylor, D. D.,
whose sermons ably illustrate the *‘antages

of this msthud of sermonizing;
also, s
Study,” by Dr.

of Christ.”

Geikie,the author

“The

“ext

of the “Lie

Preacers

Exchanging

Views” Department is of special interest, as
several of our leading clergymen tell how they
prepare their sermons and give other bits of
experience.
The ** Suggestive Commentary
on a Harmony of the Gospels,” by the Editor,
is continued.” Under ‘‘ Sermonic¢ Criticism"
wehave ** Elements of Power in Dr. Storrs”
Oratory,” and a remarkable interview with a
business man, who severely criticizes clergy-

men.—New York: The

Religious

Newspaper

Agency.

The early numbers of thé second

volume of

the “History of the City of New
York) by
Mrs, Martha J. Lamb, are now in press, and
will be issued shortly. The volume will contain sixteen parts of 48 pages each. This work

is sold by subscription only.

The first volume;

which brings the history of

the

city down

to

the year 1774, and is essentially the history of
Early New York, has already been taken by
almost all the representative descendants of the

early settlers and
ond

their

successors.

volume will bring

the

the present time, and

will

New

New

York.

Modern

The sec-

history

relate

down

to

to

modern

Yorkers will

be

specially interested in this record of the doings

of their contemporaries snd of the material,
social and political events which mark the

progress of the city during this period. This
work will be a desirable addition to private
and public libraries in all parts of the country,
as the growth and development

of New

City is a matter of interest and pride

York

to every

American citizen. Owing to its beauty, typegraphically and in point of binding and paper,
a subscription to this work will serve as a
most acceptable
gifi to send to
friends
athome and abroad. The publishers, Messrs.

A. 8. BARNES & Co., New York, offer to send

descriptive circulars, giving prices, testimonials, and styles of binding, on application.
Although the work is sold by subscription, the

publishers will fill orders sent directly to them.
Canvassers are wanted,
Beware
pew

af Strong

temperance

Drink

concert

is the title of a

exercise

recently

published by the National Temperance Society,
(New York) and admirably adapted for use hy
Sunday-schools, juvenile organizations, etc.
The same Society publishes another of Canon
Farrar’s addresses, entitled The.Duofty
the

Church. It is an able presentation of the
duty ofthe church of Chr ist in relation to iutemperance, and the drinking customs which
Every minister and every tem
lead thereto.

perance worker in the

land could profitably

reud it.

‘The February number of the Magazine of
American Historyis exclusively confined to
unpublished Washington matter, comprising
original documents, letters and notes. It opens.
with ¢ Washington’s

of his general

opinions

officers,” a document recently acquired by the
State of New York, and now among the treasNext follows a
ures of the State Library.
tabulated statement of Washington’s household

expenses in 1789, from the original (also in the

New York State Library), which was drawn

to serye as a

up with scrupulous minuteness,
basis for a compensation

the United States.

to

President of

the

A fac-simile page

accom-

editor

The

panies each of these papers.

con-

tributes a brief sketch of the ‘ old yellow
house,” known as Washington’s [Pompton
headquarters, the scene of many a festive scene
during the days of the New Jersey campaigns.
It still stands on the old road—the thoroughfare of the revolution—from New Windsor to
Morristown, A fine view of the house illustrates this article. The title ** Original Documents” begins with a genealogic account ofthe,
Washington

family of Holland and

Germany,

Washington’s great-grandfather,

John Wash-

ington, the first emigrant of the name to Virginia. Second in order comes the proceedings
of a council of war, convened at New Windsor
June 12, 1781, the commander-in-chief presid-

ing, when arrangements were made for the
campaign whicl terminated in the capture of
Next we find the
Cornwallis at Yorktown.
most important contribution made to the history of

Washingtor

since

the publication ‘of

Spark’s edition of his writings in the seventy
letters now first printed, covering a period
A steel plate
from 1754 to the close of 1779.

engraving of Fraunces’ ‘taverh, still standing,
and a view of the long room where the meetplace

are

appropriate

illustrations.

Under the head of Notes, the editor contributes a carefully prepared itinerary of Gen.
Washington, from the time when, at Philadelphia, he was appoiiited commander-in-chief,
June 12, 1775, to the day when, at Annapolis,
he resigned his commission, Dec. 23, 1783.

An

additional form of sixteen pages is added

to this number, notwithstanding which

sion the editor announces that

exten--

the amount of

are reminded to say these things by the advent
material contributed has so far exceeded his es
of the February number,—and is intended to timate that he will later ‘publish a second
supply the literary and social wants,—so fur | Washington number, with an equal number of
as a monthly publication can,~of “the average original letters of Washington and other rare:
American family,” in town and country,
This
papers illustrative of his life and character.—
February number contalus a sermon by Mr. ! New York: A. 8. Barnes & Co.
\

Tl

of

“ The Astonishment of Nebuchadnezzar as He
Looked into -the Fiery Furnace,” by Rev.
Joseph Elliot; “ Ingersoll’s Attack on the Bible,” by 8. V, Leeth, D.D.; * Weak Points;
or,Leakages of Power in State and in Church,”

ing took

a

zine, and preserving all

Newman,

founded in the middle of the seventeenth century by James Washington, brother of Gen.

A.S. Barnes & Co.
(New York) publish
Coronation Hymns and Songs, a collection
of sacred music for praise and prayer-meeting,

only such as have won

P.

D.D.; * Light in the Clouds; or, Comfort for
the Discouraged,” by Wayland Hoyt, D.D.;

It is proposed to make each vol-

boyish

J.

Time—A New Year's Sermon,” by C. H. Hall,

of whom

ume a personal, literary and anecdotal biography of the person who is the subject of it, the

reading,

table of con.

tents: * Making All Things New,” by Theodor
Christlieb, D.D., LL.D.; * Christ at home,”

will be the subject of a volume in this series,
will be among the favorites of a large number

of readers.

Monthly for

February presents the following

as Bryant, Poe,

fellow, Whittier and Emerson,

Homiletic

the

deal

it never-

Boston: The Golden Rule.

The Preacher and

to read about one’s favorite authors, especials
ly if they have been treated by a sympathetic
and appreciative writer, And it may be taken
for granted that such

than we do

of pleasant and profitable reading in

theless.

Rhetoric having shown him to be » person of
excellent literary taste,

better

monthly magazine,—but this has a good

at the same time
recent works
on

of Miss Hoffman’s deuth, his beloved, and the
miss “gri
that filled
efhis heart at this loss, are briefly

Frank, he knew he would be offered wine,

and what should he do? Tt was being be-

in

hetoric and

of Rhetoric.”

stantly upon him, and he felt that he had me ; I.shall be only too glad to help you.”
wronged and injured him, whom he knew
“To-night I want you to stay with volumes to be of such size as to invite a readto be his true, noble friend. Brooding Arthur. I dare net leave him alone, and ing, and at the same time so compact as to
muke x reasonably complete biography.
.over these thoughts they grew in his mind I dare not stay there myself. O Mr.
The volume before us is calculated to give
till he could scarcely think of talking Mills, you must save him. Can't you save the series a favorable introducti
on. It is neatwith Linton again, and, meeting him next him? you look as if there was no hope. ly and tastefully made, while the subject of it
day on the street, would have passed with Is there none? Is it true that once over- has a large place in popular favor. Irving was
the futher ofelegant American literature. Who
a mere recognition, but he was not to be come--there ¢s mo bope ?”
that has read his “ The Sketch-Book,” “Bracethus passed by, and grasping Frank's
*‘I can not save him, Edith, but God
bridge Hall’ * Tales of a Traveler,” ‘and the
hand with boyish heartiness he exclaimed, can. There is hope ;—Edith Alcot, where charming
“ Tules of the Alhambra,” not to
—* Old fellow, we are not at outs, are have you seen me 2”
mention the historical and biographical works
we? Iwould like to walk with you, if
Edith answered as if she had been of which he was the author, does not recall
you please.” Frank could not refuse; it commanded to: “I saw you lying in them as among the most delightful und enterwas more than he could think of to slight rags, almost filthy and dead-drunk, by a taining of books? Interest in those volumes
him again. Well, the walk was long, tree, between the foot of Main street and will win attention to this biographical sketch.
It van not be said that the volume at hand
and the talk ditto. Linton was terribly the bridge, Lorris Moore I and.”—
presents anything
really new.
That could
in earnest, and he succeeded in geting
‘ And do you know, Miss Edith, I heard hardly be done in the presence of the * Life
Frank to promise not to touch wine at and remembered what you said as you and Letters” of Irving by his nephew. Prof.
Miss Alcot’s supper.
passed? you said: ¢ Why, Lorris, there’s Hill makes no claim to the presentation of new
A low strain of meli.dy reached Linton’s Linton Mills " and you seemed so horrified and original matter. He acknowledges his fu.
debtedness to the *¢ Life and Letters,” but at
ears as he approached the home of the she laughed and asked you what of
it, and the same time claims, what all will cheerfully
Alcots upon the evening of Arthur's ex- said: ¢ He's only an old sot, whoever
he agree to, thathe bas here put the substance,
pected arrival. At the door he was met is? and you said: *He used
to be one the flavor, the essence of those four volames
by Edith herself, arrayed in her most be- of my best friends, Lorris
;’ and she said: within the limits of most people’s means and
coming attire.
¢ Well,you'll never speak to him again, of time. It is particularly desirable that young
people should find access to such volumes as
*“1f [ am not mistaken, Miss Alcot, you course? and I did
not hear your reply. 1 this, ‘They rarely
have the inclination to be.
were at the piano a few minutes ago,” ,
became sober enough to ponder over gin the reading of large
octavos.
By means
“Yes,” Edith interrupted,
‘I
was
these words, and I began from that hour these handier volumes, their reading may of
be
practicing a little ‘Do they miss me at to look up ;—I sought
the help of God, directed into such channels as will contribute
Home?’ piece, that I mean to be singing and clinging to his powerful
arm I climh- to the improvement of their taste and give
them a
and playing when Arthur comes. You ed out of the pit, and your
brother can do American more finished style of expression.
people, and especially their
see we've got it ail arranged, and I'm go- the very same. We must do all in
our representatives, know little enough younger
of such
ing to keep on singing till he comes clear power to help him, but, Miss
Alcot, you writers as Irving, Hawthorne and others
into the house, net one of us even mamma
will have to dispense with wine; when 1 piviosy lubirs have given such value to Ameriis to go to the door to meet him, and then thought to renew my friendship with you, “can liferature. It is au excellent thing to put
in their hands such volumes as will make up
the room will be full of his‘ old friends, and was striving 10 avoid or over:
i
and, oh, I've such a beautiful supper! "come
every
temptation, you always this series.
The contents ofthe volume on Irving must
Come, look into the dining room, Mr.
offered me wine and even urged me be hastily
summarized.
Mills.” The table was elegant indeed, to take it—when one glass would have ters. The first describes It contains ten chapthe parentage and
and the floral decorations ingenious and been my utter ruin.”
early life of the future author} his passion for

down- | involuntarily rose to meet

fall.
:
:
Gleaming in the out-door light, the ever-

And how's this about wine?”

The angels a garment had folded about
Its little form, which will never wear out—
A seamless robe of white.
_—The Home Garden.

BY

He

pleasure, and continaed his intimacy
with the Alcots.
Some weeks later both Frank Harper
and Linton Mills were invited to dine
with the Alcots at a picnic gathering,
and Linton, who was planning day and
night to rescue Frank, hoping to influence him, or perhaps warn him, ‘accepted it. Frank remembered his resolution
not to enter in the way of temptation,
and secretly gloated over Linton’s weak-

what, two? you a

“In the realms of love and light;

Family

she

However, he selfishly indulged his love of

ness, and

In the cold, cold arms of death.

*

see

that proud badge—surely he could

That Iittle new robe,” said she.
*

himself.

now his step never

Then she folded up the cambric and lace,
And Kissed the little one’s chubby face,
That smiled in its infant glee;
She tossed it up and down in the air—
“¢ How pretty you'll look, little babe, when

*

could

drink had not already the power over
him. Heremembered Linton had arisen
from the very depths. He remembered
him lying senseless in the street—and

That loving mother fastened a thought—

They buried the babe

he

ling wine or fair ladies, could induce him.

yet master

In every stitch of the garment she wrought

*

sorrowful smile, and

had been weeping, and he knew she did
not want him togo to Alcot’'s, and he
wondered how gay companions, spark-

thoughts kept pricking away at his heart,
and perhaps kept him from extreme dissipation. In the morning he felt a keen
remorse ; he knew he was a step farther
over the verge—he wondered if he could

One foot on the rocker, she hoped to keep
Her frolicsome baby fast asleep,
’
To finish her work that night.

*

makes home homé;—1'm fearful hungry,”
he said, seating himself at the inviting
table. She answered him with a kind of

He went, and again he drank, but these

Ina rosewood cradle a baby lay;
Its mother was stitching, stitching away

*

below! He went to his pleasant clubroom, and Frank entered his own home,
made so pleasant and comfortable by his
dear, aged
mother.
‘¢ Mother always

to so pain her and disgrace himself.

0-00-50
0

I want

any more quarrels, and I see you are not

does

the crumbling ground !—ah,the blackness

The iid, which thou, perchance,
taste.

Sacramento,’'and

afraid

thoughts of

And must thou ever thus go on unheeding?
Am I, too, forced to yield to Fate’s behest?
Stall naught save echoes answer to my pleading?
Can I not lure thee from thy far-off quest?

invitations, I'm

said Linton, ¢¢ but little

‘dreamedof when I refused Edith Alcot

.
by

out

th

waiting

writing

for

wis

“Mr. Mills, I am in trouble, would you
be so kind as to remain a little while?”
He assented, and when they were alone
she said, ‘‘ You see how badly: I need a
friend—some one to advise me; ma and
pa are both mourning over Arthur like he

know,

word

ot

Linton was going, she said in a low voice,

of his weakness,

you

and his glance fell from the honest, sincere eyes of Linton, overcome by a bitter sense of his guilt.
‘ Miss Alcot is an accomplished lady,”

a lower tone,

With sun’
iby bowed
head unkissed
Ld

*

to

have alot of his old friends, and a nice
supper to surprise him. You Murphyites

voice

a good

—

wert

And'now thou strayest far from paths of duty,
Because I failed and left my part undone;
How can I set my face towards heaven’s beau-

‘When

home from

ashamed

}rank’s

speaks

seed

For my

thoroughly

how—"

notice,

WR

Or, standing in the darkness, sad and lonely?
I might have sung one song of hope and
cheer;

thou

faltered, he would have added: * could
anybody refuse Edith Alcot?” but he was

going to invite you all to come to our
house next Tuesday evening,” said Edith
after a little ; *“ brother Arthur is coming

Linton,

we

whist-playing.
There is ulso a biographical
sketch, with portraitt of James
Freeman
Clarkes two or three original poems, several
leve-verses applicable to St. Valentine’s day, a

Yee

er
;
Led thee afar from me by trackless ways.

which,

WASHINGTON IRVING. [American Authors].
By David J. Hill, Professor in the Universi
ty at Lewisburg, author of ** Elements of

Gee

But shrinking hands were folded, while anoth-

Linton

Yee. un vm

maze;

fist came down hard on his knee.

Murray, some chapters of one of his Adirondack stories, and some editorial articles, one of

RY

I might have stretched a hand to help thee,
brother,
;
‘When thou wert halting mid life’s tangled

Fiterary Bebieto,

never

eRe

Its weary weight ; now, I can give but tears.

I will

Oe

lifted

God,

VT

I might have warned thee, from thy heart have

the help of Almighty

take another glass of wine!” and Frank's

Tver

far adown the reaches of the years;

looked plainer ‘than words, as Frank
drained the glass. Another step—and
Linton involuntarily shuddered.
“Just to save me a great deal of trouble,

grasped his hand and could not speak.
Edith entered to bid them good-night.
The ladies kissed her tear-stained face
and the gentlemen shook hands, for sympathy was stronger than formality. As

me—and,

I might have spoken ere thy soul had drifted

that

refuse—why

Sh

TOO LATE.

How could I know
only

could

couldn't you?”
¢ Linton, you know I refused again
.and again till Miss Edith pressed it upon

BY EDWIN F. NASON.

So

power,

CRUSE

demon’s

TON

"| while I, who have been so helpless,in the

RP

Poetry.

1
iY

:

THE MORNING

STAR.

FEBRUARY

12,

1879.

v

Burns called himself at this time the story, except for the immortal works his
homeliest and most awkward boyin the later years produced, is a tale of deep
parish, which could hardly have been sadness.
Having settled with his publisher, in
trne. To give his manners a brush he

- Biterary Miscellany,
THINGS TO REMEMBER,
' THE WINTER FIRE.

went to a dancing school.

‘We piled with care our nightly stack
Of wood against the chimney back,—

The oaken log, green, huge and thick,
‘And on its top the stout back-stick;
The knotty fore-stick laid apart,
near,

brush; then, hovering

Feb., 1788,

he found

himself master

time he labored in the fieldas heretofore,

his father paying him and his younger
brother Gilbert seven guineas per annum

penses. To his brother Gilbert, whe had
faken upon him the support of their aged
mother, and was struggling with many

The year he was nineteen Robert

after discharging

of

nearly £500,

apiece.

And filled between with curious art

In the day-

difficulties on the

farm

all ex-

at Mossgiel,

he

We watched the first red blaze appear,
Heard the sharp crackle, caught the gleam
On whitewashed wall and sagging beam;

attended school a few months at Kirkaswald where he learned mensuration and
surveying.
:

Burst, flower-like, into rosy bloom,
— Whittier.
LIFE,
“

The town was situated on a smuggling for life in the occupation of agriculture,
coast and he fell in with some of the bold and took the farm of Ellisland, on the
characters of the contraband trade. This banks of the Nith, six miles above Dum-

The ragged

Until the old, rude furnished room

Life! we've been long together,
Through pleasant and through cloudy weather ;

*Tis hard to part when friends are dear;
Perhaps sew] cost a sigh or tear;
Then steal away, give little warning,

Choose thine own time,
Say not good-night, butin Song brighter clime

e good mornin,
8 ars. Barbauld.
BM weg
Mount upward! heaven is won by prayer.
Keble
Be sober, for you are not there!
Love

is

lowliness;

on

wedding

the

ring

sparkles no jewel.— Richter.

:

Faney runs most furiously when a guilty con-

science drives ite—Zhomas Fuller.
All other knowledge is hurtful to him who
has not honesty and good nature.— Montaigne.

Admonish thy friend! It may be he hath not
said it, and if he have, that he speak it not
again.—Jesus,son of Sirach.
Let friendship creep gently to a hight; if it
rushes to it, it may soon run itself out ol heath,

;

—

Fuller.

the
béau-

As a countenance is made beautiful by
souls shining through it, so the world is

tiful by the shining through it of God.—Jacobi.

Often the grand meaning ot taces, as well as
written words, may be chiefly in the impressions of those who look on them.—George

Eliot.
There are two kinds of ambition, that which
has a specific object—the ambition of practical

men; and that which is general—the ambition
of dreamers.—Bovee.
:
The unbeliever is he who deliberately de-

enlarged his knowledge of human nature,

Correctness of conduct is very frequently a synonym for want of heart. A strictly
correct woman does not listen to her

immedidtely advanced £200. With the
remainder he resolved on settling himself

fries, on which he entered at once.

A

though otherwise the acquaintance could few months later he married. Jane Arnot have proved beneficial. He also in- moar, to whom he had long been attach.|
creased his reading by the important ed..
Burns's great desire now was to sucaddition of Sterne and McKensie, Thomson's and Shenstone’s works. Three or ceed as a farmer. . He loved agriculture,
four of his minor poems were written at and was accustomedto the labors of that
And as a farmer he -might
this time, namely: The Dirge of Winter, industry.
The Death of poor Mailie, Mailie’s Elegy, perhaps have secured, in time, a compeand Joha Barleycorn, in which he dis- tence. But his appointmént,in 1789,t0 the
covered that deep fountain of pathos and office of exciseman in his district obstructhumor which afterward rendered him ed his agricultural pursuits. He was
unable to reconcile the business of the
famous.
In his twenty-third year, Robert and two occupations, consequently the care
his brother took a farm at Mossgiel, with of his farm was, in a great measure,
a view of providing shelter for their abandoned to his servants, while he was
parents, declining years. They toiled ftke engaged in performing his official duties.
galley slaves, but a life of intensest labor The sum derived from his office, never
andseverest economy scarcely enabled above £70 a year, but ill repaid him for
them to keep their heads above water. But the time its duties cost, and the dangers
however profitless in other respects, his of that unsettled, convivial life to ‘which
toil in the fields had a brightening influ- his excitable nature was thus exposed.
ence upon his muse.
The tender heart After struggling some over three years
of the poet
plowman
swelled and with the sterile soil of Bllisland,and vainly
bubbled into seng with every flash of sun- tryingto raise good crops while he looked
after the whiskey stills, he gave up the
light, rustle of leaf, or ripple of water.
A poor wee field mouse,

frightened

from

farm, and in 1791

his home of leaves and stubble on a cold where

removed to Dumfries,

he supported

himself .and

his

heart,

or

even

to

her

conscience,

portunities to Qo good.

but

overns herself according to her
ginterests and the world’s prejudices.

own

(From

SOIENCE.

the Am,

Cultivator.)

;

Some wasps sting twenty-four hours aft.

er they

have been cut in two.

of organ-

ic forms in the air we breathe.
Insects have no lungs,
but breathe
through spiracular tubes in their sides.
Iron is as necessary to the growth
of
plants.as it is to the growth of human beings.,
The number of chemica! rays varies
throughout the day, reaching the maximum

\

at noon,

It is well
shocks

to

remember that repeated

of electricity will revive a person

dying from an overdose of chloroform.

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The 8
Term
wi 11 open March 11, 1879, and,clig To 20.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 27. Co mime! neement Thursday, May 29. For camiote address
the Secreta
M.

contaifs

70,-

000 insects boiled to death; 700,000 pounds
are annually used for scarlet and crimson
dyes.

;

Ridgevie: Indiana.

away in peace jonving to mourn his widow,
who is in feeble heal sy with other relatives.
ALMON SHEPHERD,
W.

Moore,

died

at

From that time, until Jesus said, “ It iy
enough, come up higher,” she was an active

ILTON

worker in the Lord’s vineyard. Previous to
her marriage to Brother Moore, in 1860, she
was a worthy member of the M. E. church.
and then both united with the Union Grove F.
B. church near Lebanon, Ill. Sister Meore
was one of those active and fearless advocates
of Christianity, ever ready to

Master,

speak

So earnest

a

were

G

word

to build

Crystalized sugar melts
F., and

at

a

higher

for

at 356

him a

degrees

temperature

begins

INSTITUTE.—Wil-

yet so gentle and impressive, that the bitterest
enemies of Christignity would remark, ‘She is
a good woman if any such live,” Although under the influence of a stupor several days previous to her death, yet just before the messenger came, she aroused to full corsciousness
and exclaimed, * Glory, Jesus is with me.”
With this breath, she left to join the church
triumphant.
‘Thus falis another of our faithful members with a dying testimony for Jesus.

REEN

MOUNTAIN

X TERBURY

SEMINARY,

Wa-

CENTER, VT,

Winter term of twelve weeks beging December
3d, 1678. Two courses of study.
Instruetiond
thorough. Expenses low. Students in this vicin.
ity giveus your patronage. For further informatoin address,
LizzIE COLLEY, Principal,

her

songs and conversation,
and

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B., Principal, with au
complete board of assistants. For further partic
‘ nlars address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Sec
retary.

The leg of a ‘‘Granther Graybeard”
(which is a species of spider) retains its Great, indeed, is the loss of such # woman to
vitality one or two days after being severhusband, chiidren, community and the church,
Not only do the church, but all of the memed from the body.
bers of the Lebanon Q. M. who are acquaintThe human system receives: its sulphur ed
with her.feel this luss and sympathize with
from the fibrine of flesh, the albumen of the bereaved family.
M. A. SHEPARD.
eggs, and the casein of milk, from the vegMrs.
ELLEN
RICKER,
wife of Edmond
etable fibrine of corn, etc.
Ricker, died in South Berwick,
Maine, Sept.
Sugar contributes to the formation of 13, 1878, aged
50 years. Sister Ricker became
fat in the human system and lactic acid,
a Christian at Springvale in February, 1848,
supplying material for the maintenance of under the pastorate of Rev, G. P. Rumsey, by
respiration, and by its oxidation it far- , whom she was baptized, and united with the
Freewill Baptist church in that place. Movnisnes heat to the system.
ing with her family to South Berwick, a few
‘Prof. Swift, of Rochester, N. Y., has years ago, she united by letter with the Freebeen for years carrying on his astronomical
will Buptist church
here. Bodily infirmity
observations in an old cider-mill, but the -confined her to her home for many months,
citizens are now about
proper observatory.

COLLEGIATE

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa. Special arrangements for the coming
year. Winter term
ns
Dec. 10, 1878. For i
ars address the Pr ncipal, CLARENCE E. BROCKWAY,or A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, lowa.

By her earnest prayers and influence. ber husband was brought to the Saviour abeut 1863,

for her blessed

HEED,

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This schoel was never in better condition for dothg thorough work in Academic Instruction. No primary instruction. With three carefully arranged courses of study. The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full catalogue
address the Principal.
:
IRVING B. SMITH

Melissa, Texas, Jan. 2, aged 52 years. she
was born in Delaware, and at the early age of
twelve sought and found the Saviour precious.

petijions, prayers,

Molasses consists of the drainings from
raw Muscovado sugar. Treacle is the syrup which drains from refined sugar.

Every pound of cochineal

r to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

utor to all of our henevolent institutions, apd
at the last
gave to the church at East Mtdolsh

MRS. MARY, wifeof J.

Science enumerates 5568 species

WEE
VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circu-

and to the
I". Baptist Society at Kast
Brooke
field,a parsonage,and one hundred dollars,each
to Home and Foreign Missions. He passed

* ro

POPULAR

When a few years ago

e removed to East Randolph, he did not slack
his hand until infirmities and poor health compelled him to do so. He had
been a subscriber
to the Star for over fifty years, and a contrib-

preventing her presence at 1he meetings of’ the
chureh only occasionally, yet her interest in
its welfare was constant.
Though not as well
as usual for a few days before her death, she
was not considered in a dangerous condition
until within a few hours of her deceuse.
But
more than thirty years of Christian experience had so matured her trust in God, that
though life wus desirable for the sake of ‘her
family and friends, she had no fear to depart
and be with Christ.
A husband and six remaining children deeply feel their bereavement.
Inthe absence of her pastor her funeral services were conducted from the church
on Sunday, the 15th, by Rev, Geo. Lewis ot
the Congregational church.

Winter Term commences Tuesday,

Dee. 3, 1878¢

Northwood Ridge, N. H., Dec. 2, 1878,
EBANON
ness,

ACADEMY-—Puplls fitted

scientifie

schools

or

Fail ‘term begins August 20, 1878.
INS,

A.

address

Be

Principal.

the

See. Trustees.
W. Lebanon,

principal,

For

the

further

or

for busi-

best

colleges.

J. W. HUTCH-

ELIHU

particulars,

HAYES,

;
Me., July 25, 1878.

;

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.~—The special work
LN of the school is to prepare the students for col
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
A
YNDON

A. M. JONES,

LITERARY

Sec.,

Lewiston, Me.

INSTITUTE,—J.

BS.

4 BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants,
|
Winter term begins
Dec. 3, 187%

as-

Spring term begins

Mar. 11, 1679

Fall term begins
August 26, 1879
A first-class school.
Three complete courses 01
study,—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English,an

Classical.

Send for Catalogue.

Address,

I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & T'reas.,
family on his official stipend, and by to give off water and to suffer decomposiLyndonville, Vt.
November day, by the ruthless plow, or a
tio n. If the heat is still more increased,
|
random
contributions
to
several
Scottish
trusted to himself.—Samuel Johnson.
it loses its sweetness and becomes bitter,
crimson tipped daisy, crushed beneath the
ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
forming caramel.
—For further information address the Pres.
Every
good and holy desire, though it may
upturned furrow, draws from the gentle magazines.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FUL.
lack the form, hath, in itself, the substance and
A third edition of his poems, enriched
Mr. Bellerophon, after a course of obLONTON,
D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
;
heart
sweet,
compassionate
laments
and
force of a prayer wi th God, for he regards ns.
:
:
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
with the inimitable Tam O'Shanter, and servation extending over four years, has
yrayer the moanings and sighipgs of the exquisite comparisons.
Poems like those
APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. J.
es1t.— Hooker.
the beautiful domestic picture of The been led to believe that visitations of chol«era follow in the train of great battles, or
to the Mouse and the Daisy have the true
This Institution enters upon fits fortieth Sear
Cotter's Saturday Night,appeared in 1793. in thatof sodden and wide-spread mortaliScpt. 2, 1878. For further particulars address
beauty of wild flowers, adorned with a
the
Principal.
W. 8. STOCKBRIDGE.
ty among cattle.
SOME LATER ENGLISH WRITERS.
No Scituate, R. I.
3
0. T. MOULTON.
fairy grace and breathing a delicate fra- But the sands of his life-glass were nearly
Dr.
Wollaston
has
inferred,
from
obrun.
His habits of intoxication,
debs,
: Robert Burns.
grance that far surpasses the blossoms of
EDWARD A. GRAY, only child of Edward
servation
made
byhim,
that
the
direct
the proud man’s contumely,andill health, light of the sun" is about 1,000,000 times T. and Deborah W. Gray, of Boston, Mass.,
ADVERTISEMENTS.
BY FRED MYRON COLBY.
cultivated plants.
undermined
his constitution, and he died more intense than that of the: fall moon; died in Lebanon, Me., June 28, 1878, aged 54
x.
The yearsot Burns's residence at Moss- atthe early age of thirty-seven. During ‘and therefore very many millions times years, ‘Thrown upon his own resources when
but a child, and exposed to the temptations of
Robert Burns was an Ayrshire plow- giel were among the most fruitful in
his last illness the door of his humble greater than that of all the fixed stars lite in the city, but few go through life with so
man, But though born in a humble poetry of all his life-time. The neighbortaken collectively.
clean arecord.
He lenves a wite, three sons
home was besieged by a throng of eager
station in life, he raised himself, by the hood was the scene of The Holy Fair and
The recurrence of a flour-dust explosion and one daughter to sorrow for their great
Johinson’s Anodymne Liniment will posimere exertion of his mind, to the highest of the Jolly Beggars, and there dwelt visitors, desirous to learn his condition. in a mill at Minneapolis has naturally excit- loss. The pure in heart shall see God. e OM.
tively prevent this terrible disease, and will posied the attention offire-insurance companies.
pitch of intellectual - greatness. Beneath John Dow, Nance Tirinoch, Daddy Auld, His funeral was a public one, attended by Experiments
tively
cure nine cases in ten. Information that
by
two
distinguished
proDEA. SAMUEL THOMAS died in Biddeford,
vast multitudes from all parts of the
will save many lives sent free by mail. Don’t dethe ** hodden gray” of the peasant's dress and other characters that figure in the
fessors have established not only the ex- Me., Jan. 10, 1879, aged 76 years and 6 months, lay a moment. Prevention is better than cure.
country.
A monument,
erected
to his treme inflammability of this dust, but also
Bro. T. was a good man.
He experienced
re- For sale everywhere.
Fr
there gleamed poetic fire as pure and poet's writings. Only two miles distant
1 ligion about thirty-seven years ago, was bapI.S. JOHNSON & CO., Bangor, Maine.
honor
by
the
Scottish
people,
stands
at
that
of
the
dust
of
sugar
and
starch.
bright as the world has ever seen. Ne are the Braes of Ballochmyle,near which
tized by Rev. Charles Bean, and
united with
the ¥. B. church in Saco.
When the F. B.
poet has ever been more deservedly popu- were the residences of Dr. Stewart and Ayr.
ABBOTT'S LARGE TYPE (Illustrated)
meeting was opened in Biddeford, he became
HAYES'S TITLE.
lar than Burns. The originality of his his celebrated son, Dugald Stewart, to
deeply interested, united with the church at
NEW TESTAMENT.
EXPENSIVE FUNERALS.
However varied may be the opinions its organization, and was elected one of its
genius, the energy of his language, and both of whom Burns refers in his poem |
His house haz ever been a home for |. WITHNOTES, is a splendid work for Agents.
We do not know as any comments are concerning the validity of Hayes's title to , deacons.
Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Adthe richness of his imagination, have entitled The Vision. The Doon which he
the faithful minister ef Christ. Ie died very
dress
H.S. GOODSPEED & CO., New York or
procured him admirers in all lands. No rendered famous is a picturesque little necessary in connection with the follow- the Presidency, there is not a question in suddenly—was sick only four days, with lung Cincinnati, O.
£6145
the
minds
of
either
Democrats
or
Repuband typhoid fever, followed by un apoplectic
the
Cincinnati licans upon one important point, viz: the shock. He was
man ever had greater power over the stream near Ayr, which widens consider- ing paragraph from
a strong anti-slavery man in
human heart,and to-day the spirit-stirring ably upon its approach to the sea. In ‘Commercial :
unquestionable right of Dr. Pierce's Fam- those days when it cost something to speak for
the oppressed, and was ever active in the
A few months ago a funeral - came ily Medicines to the title of the Standard cause
magic of his songs spreads its enchanting this vicinity are the localities indicated in
Railway
of temperance,
He has left a widow
under
our
observation.
The
husband
and
Remedies
of
the
age.
Listen
to
the
voice
and
children to mourn their loss. When the
18 THE
a
influence into every home, not in Britain some of Burns's best known poems. From
head of the house had died. It was a of the sovereign people.
trying hour came the ungel of death found
Oldest.
Best
Constructed,
Most
Progressive,
only, but wherever the English language Ayr southward to the * Brig o’ Doon" is very moderate cottage,in which husband,
him ready, and he peacefully passed away to
.NEW ORLEANS, June 10th, 1878.
Best Equipped,
his reward.
He wus a constant reader of the
is known.
He had traly,as has been said, the scene of the famous right adventure wife and children had lived for some
Dr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N. Y.:
Morning Star and hailed its weekly visits
HENCE TH
** an inspiration for every fancy, a music of Tam O'Shanter. Halloween§-and the years, toiling hard, for they were induswith
sweet
delight.
L.
H.
WITHAM.
Dear Sir:—Your Pleasant Purgative
MOST RELIABLE RATRWA * CORPORATION
for every mood.” No other lyrist goes Castle of Montgomery adorn the stream, trious people, for the sheérest necessities Pellets seem to be particularly adapted
DANIEL SWANE died in Strafford, N. H.,
Of the Great West.
=
of life. But being
dead, it seemed to
home to the hegrt as straight as he.
and above all in its tragic interest the the wife that her late husband must have to the wants of the people in this warm Dec. 3, 1878, aged 79 years. He experienced
It is to-day, and will long remain the
religion
and
was
baptized
by
the
writer
when
climate,
where
bilious
affections
are
parA clay-built cottage two miles south of memory of Highland Mary. No episode as grand a funerul as her more opulent
he was about sixty years old,and Las,as far as
the town of Ayr, and in the vicinity of in the poet's mixed career was brighter, neighbors. So there was, in addition to ticularly prevalent. I regard them as the I know, lived a good Christian life ever since,
best
cathartic
I
have
ever
tried.
and died with a good hope.
the Kirk of Alloway and the * auld brig o’ sadder, or more unsatisfactory than his the minister and undertaker, a band » and
It embraces under one management
Yours truly, = 40HN C. HENDERSON.
JOHN JENKINS died in Alton, Jan. 1, 1879,
2,168 MILES
OF ROAD
Doon,”
was the: birthplace of Burns. connection with this poor girl. Her name twenty hacks, and a concourse of people
ased
20
years.
He
died
of
quick
consumpBOSTON, Mass., May 14th 1878.
drawn together to witness the funeral of
and forms the following Trunk Lines:
tion.
:
Here on the morning of the 25th of Jan- was Mary Campbell, and she was a dairy- a man who had not in all his life attracted Dr. R. V. PIERCE, Buffalo, N. Y.:
DANIEL CANNEY died in Farmington, Jan.
« Chicago, Council Bluffs & California Line,”
nary, 1759, the great national poet of maid at Cailfield, the residence of Col. as much attention as in going out of it.
¢ Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line,”
Dear Sir:—Your Golden Medical Dis- 28, 1879, aged 82 years and 9 months, He had
“Chicago, Clinton,Dubuque & La Crosse Line,
lived
destitute
of
Christ
and
salvation
until
Scotland ‘first opened his eyes to the Hugh Montgomery, afterwards Earl of the hats of the ‘pall-bearers had the covery has curec my boy of a Fever Sore
“ Chicago. Freeport &
Dubuque Line,”
one year since, at the funeral of his
hands were of two years’ standing. Please accept about
¢
Chicago,
La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line,
The cottage still Eglinton. There was a mutual attach- regulation crape, and their
‘light, a tiny babe.
wife, Sept. 24, 1877. Over her dead body he
¢ Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line,”
covered
with
the
usual
black
gloves.
our
grati‘ude.
Yours
trnly,
prayed, “Lord Jesus have mercy on me,a poor
stands in good preservation, and is a ment between her and the poet, but the
¢ Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line,”
There were flowers, too, and whatever
HENRY WHITING.
old sinner.”
Lust winter he sent for me to
“ Chicago, Green Bay & Marquette Line,”
sort of museum, where the visitor may
come
and
see
him,
ashe
was
distressed
on
acwas
needed
to
give
to
the
faneral
the
details of their relations are rather mixed
TST
=
count
of
his
sins.
Oa
the
15ta
of
Feb.
1878,
see the furviture of the household as 1t and uncertain. Her death,which occurred proper exaltation us a social event.
Bat
1
3
I called to see him. He prayed and cried to
was in the early days of the poet, with while she was absent in the north on a us the heavily-plated casket, borne by the
God for mercy, after which he sung an old
came
across
the
hymn. . We trust he found pardon.
He died
many other souvenirs and relics. The visit to her parents, prevented their mar- stout pall-bearers,
threshold of the door into the street, one
very suddenly with a shock on the brain.
house contains but two rooms, with bare riage. How this sad event affected the was involuntarily attracted by the rusty
PARTICULAR
NOTICE.
Obituaries
should
be
D. L. EDGERLY.
stone and clay walls ; the humblest home sensitive mind of the poet is forcibly sign of ¢¢ Washing and. Ironing,” which BRIEF and for the public. For the excess over
in New England is far more comfortable demonstrated in those two exquisite and was nailed to the side of the house, and ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by perhad not been taken in.
sons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
than this could ever have been.
inimitable poetical gems Highland Mary,
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
Br
1.)
en
Ll hspp
Burns's parents were peasants of the and To Mary in Heaven.
clines to speak whathe thinks, or to trust humanity with what helpful truth has been in-

DIPTHERIA!

CHICAGO & NORTH
- WESTERN

Loading Rallvay ofthe Woot & NorthWest,

®btuaries.

Goucational,

humblest class,

but honest,

diligent

and

respectable. They eagerly desired the
moral and intellectual improvement of
their children and lost no opportunity for
supplying them with the rudiments of
education. Going to school when six
years old, Robert battled his way stoutly
through the mysteries of English reading, verbal conjugation,the multiplication
table, and ether sorrows of the young
pupil, until at eleven years of age he had
acquired a very fair degree of elementary

knowledge.

This was all that his good

father could

give

him,

and

what other

education he acquired was secured in the
interval of driving the plow and other
farm work, or an occasional winter

evening. He had a fondness for reading,
though his range of books was limited.
“¢ The two

first bovks

he ever

read in

private,” he says, * and which gave him
more pleasure than any he ever read
afterwards, were the Life of Hannibal and
the History of Sir Willam Wallace.”
Afterwards he read the Spectator, Pope's

Poems, Shakespeare,

The

Bible,

on the understanding, and

Locke

the poems of

Allan Ramsay, which completed his little
library, if ve

except

some

agricultural

THE
The ill success of his farming discouragThe amount
ed the poet so much that he formed the
projeet of going to the West Indies where by Secretary
he hoped to ubtain a stewardship on, some January rose
sugar plantation.
the needful

funds

at

4 PER OENTS.
of 4 per cents disposed of
Sherman inthe month of
to the enormous total of

$148,360,000, enabling $150,000,000 of 6

Desirous both to raise per cents to be called in.
and

to leave behind

some lasting memorial of himself, so that

his name might not be entirely forgotten
in the land of his birth, he had six hundred copies of his poems printed at Kilmarnock, and scattered among the shops
of a few booksellers. From the sale of
these he received about £20, after paying

the expenses of publication, enough to

Considering
the low rate of interest and the fact that
full par value and cash payment are required at subscription, this operation exceeds any of thé French popular loans
which it is the custom to magnify as the
hight of financial engineering. Moreover,
many of the
great French loans are
rendered attractive by lottery attachments
of a falsely s
ye character. As the
6 per cents are
n and paid as fast
as the 4 per cents
ued,it can not be
alleged that this operation turns capital
away from basiness to a fixed invest
ment. On the contrary, by reducing the

secure him a passage from the Clyde to
America. . His chest was on the road to
Greenock, and he had breathed a farerate of interest on the fixéd investment,
well to the bonnie banks of Ayr in the it must make the capitalist seek for some
touching song, *‘The Gloomy Night Is business venture which will give a highGathering Fast;” when a letter from a er rate.—Springfield Republican.
L
friend arrested the execution of his pur7
.

pose and. changed the current of his life.

PARIS PARAGRAPHS.

This letter gave such praise to his poetry

. (From the New York

as the modest rustic had never

dared to

hope for and advised him to visit Edinburgh.
True to his impulsive soul Burns turned

his back

at once on the

Clyde,

and

In some people mountains develop logs,
in others wings.
/
He who travels alone is dependent on
nobody and at the mercy of everybody.
There is only one thing less: endurable

traveled to the Scottish metropolis, where than a fool's folly—to wit, a wise man’s.
he arrived in November, 1786, with a It is a little queer how giving the law

Mossgiel, amid the birds and wild-flowers,

recommendation to win a friend. But
he did not need one ; his book, which was
there before him, opened the doors of the
most fashionable mansions to the peasant
who had so sweet a note. Proud earls,
grave historias,
moral
philosophers,

under the summer

sunshine

and

in the

winter storms, he learned his finest lessons.

The muse grew to strength within

him, nurtured by the beauties of a Lowland farm.

He

was sixteen

“made his first attempt in

when

verse:

he

It was

while he lived with his father on the farm

purse

and

to the ort I fashion consoles us for no
not a single letter of longer
giving it the law in anything else.

popular novelists, becameat once his
friends, listened with applause to his

The most intolerable of traveled folk
are those who have
come back from

everywhere

without

having

been

any-

sn

where.

An Englishman never travels without
his field-glass, a German without his
spectacles, or a Frenchman without his
eye-glaeses.,
Real distinction is to be obtained. not
by doing anything different from what
your neighbor does, but by doing everything better than he does.
Shun beautiful landscapes, ‘the classics

fresh and brilliant talk, gave him costly
as the poet calls her ina letter to Dr. dinners, and subscribed for the second
Moore, who was coupled with him, after edition of his poems. For more than a
the Scottish fashion, in the labors of the year he was admired, feted and flattered
hay harvest, awoke his early inspiration ; as few men before him had ever been. of nature.
There the commentary robs
and thus he began, as he continued, his The new life marked thie date both of his you of all enjoyment of the text, and what
success and his ruin. The rest of his life | you are shown spoils all that you see.
literary career in poetry and in love.
at Lochlea ‘¢ A bonnie,sweet;, sonsie lass,”

[

rate

ot

VERSES

FOUR

CENTS

PER

LINE

ot eight

are inadmissible.

[PAID.]
MRS. SUSAN L. CralN, wife of Rev. H. K.
Crain, died at Vewport, N. H., Jan. 6, 1879,
after a linvering illness of eight years, aged 50
years und 6 months. At 18 Yours of age, Mrs.
C. embraced religion, united
with the F. B.
church, and remained a faithful, useful member of the same till calied to the church triumphant.
April 29, 1847, she was married to
Rev. H. K. Crain, and fog, more than thirty
years cheerfully and faithfully bore the burdens, cares and toils of * a minister’s wife.”
Mrs. Crain was a woman of a good mind,
iio understanding, generous impulses and
rm principles.
She was also very prudent,

and conducted all her affairs with

discretion.

‘An affectionate companion and mother, fondly
attached to her home and family, yet she was
ever ready, with ministering hands and gentle
words, to relieve the Résdy and comfort the

sorrowing hearts

about

her.

‘ The

kindest

woman [ ever knew,” was the testimony of a
bereaved neighbor at her funeral. She was a
devoted woman, a holy Christian. Next to
her Bible, she prized and eagerly read her re-

ligious paper, the Morning Star.

Its weekly

arrival was hailed with joy, for through its perusal she obtained a clearer view of Jesus,
** The Bright and Morning Star,” A short

time before her death, with heavenly compos-

World.)

and theological works.
Nature was Robert Burns's best teacher,
and out on the fields of Lochlea and

light

the

words.

ure,. she selected the place of her burial, and
made a careful Sisposition of such personal

effects as

she

desired.

With

her

‘‘ house”

thus * get in order,” she Saietly awaited the
Master's call, ** Come home.”
e patient one

has not long to wait. In the midst of her suf
ferings and distress for breath, she hears the
gentle call. Heaven dawns, the angels are
there, and to her beloved companion, her

two

sons—s0 dear to her heart—standing on either

side of their dying mother, and to other wee
ing friends, she utters her last words, bids
adieu to earth,and passes with the shining ones
to her heavenly rest. Faithful, patient, trust.
ful to the last, seldom are the words of the
funeral text, *¢ She
hath
done what she
could,” more appropriate.
She leaves a husband, two sons, one step-daughter, and many
other relatives and friends to mourn their loss.

May they all meet her in heaven, beyond tears

and

partings.

.-
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EW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—New Hampton, N. H.
Rev. A. B. Meservey, Ph.
D.
principal, with eight associate teachers. Regular
courses of study fpr both sexes. Connected with
the Institution 1s the best commercial college in
New England,
Telegraphy a specialty.
Best
teacher of Penmanship
in the State. EXpenses
less than in any other of like grade. Four terms
of 10 weeks each. Winter Term begins Nov. 1b,
1878. Spring Term begins Feb. 3, 1879. Summer
Term begins Apr. 21.
Summer Term closes June
26. Send for Catalogue to
REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
Mine

CENTRAL

IV

Maine.

cal,

Scientific

Full board
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— Pittsfield,

of study
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term Deging Monday
begins
Monday, Jan.

for

Expenses low.

Nov. 4,
27, 1879.

sexes.

Winter

1878. Spring term
Summer term be-

fins Monday, Apr. 14, 1879. Fall term begins
onda , Aug. 18, 1879. Send to the Secretary for
a Catalogue.
ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
Rev. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical
and Scientific course of study for both sexes. The
boarding house is being repaired, and no expense
will be spared necessary to the comfort and well.
fare of the stndents. Board, including room rent,
from $2 to $2.50 per week.
er term.
Winter term

Rooms from
begins Nov.

pring term begins Feb. 18, 1879.
formation address the Principal.

For

_Whitestown, Oneida

ILLSDALE COLLEGE.—Michigan. Collegiate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
partnents. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
st of religious inFinest college
fluences.
Thorough and cheap.
buildings in the
Northwest.
Tuition, incidental
and

lib:

fees,

only

$15

a

year.

Board, $2 to

$2.25 a week. Room, 40 to 75 cents a week. Schol.
arship for Commercial com se, unlimited time, $30,
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
Fall Term commences Sept. 4.
For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich
|
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Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

Institution is
the thorough
ted,
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mer following, they were baptized and united

Fall

term will
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27,
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This

new
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manner in which instruction is imcourses of study are the Normal,
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courses, viz. : €lassical and ScientificBoard, (including room
t) from $2 to $2,50
er week.
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lia Co., Ohio.
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the

Westing-

Brake, Miller’s Platform and

are equipped

with

Couplers,

and the latest improvements for comfort, safety
and convenience.
{
.
5. 1t is the only Road in the West running the
celebrated Pullman Hotel Cars between Chicago
and Council Bluffs.

6. It is the only road Running the Pullman
ace Sleeping Cars either way between
Chicago and

St. Paul,

Green

ort, La ‘Urosse, Winona,

Bay,

Pal-

Free-

Dubuque, Mc-

regor, Milwaukee.

3

7. No Road offers equal facilities in number of
through
trains, equipped with Pullman Palace
Sleep ng Cars.
8. It makes connections with all lines crossing
av intermediate points.
:
Tickets over this route are sold by all Coupon
Ticket
Agents in the United States and Canadas.
Remember,
you ask for your Tickets vik
the
Chisago & North-Western Railway, and take none
other.

For information, address any agent of the Com-

Co., N. X.

with the Free Ba tists of East Brookfield, and
in a few years after he was chosen deacon,
which office he filled with honorto himself and
good satisfaction to the church.
His Christian
character and life were without reproach.
His house wus always a home for the servants
of God.
He constantly contributed for the
support of the gospel,
and always sought op-

80

in: Christ, Jan.’

4. Its trains

house Air

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spring term begins: Mar. 24, 1879. This Institution is one of
the largest and best in the State. Terms moderate.
| Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Riiudpal,

10 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
Co,, Ohio. The college year’ consists of four
terms of ten weeks each.

He experienced a hope

points.

VW

20, 1822, and March 31, 1823, was united m
marriage
to Miss Abigail Trask. In the sum-

old.

2, The greater part of its lines are laid with
Steel Rails; its road bed is perfect.
3 le is the short line between all important

further in-

years

Yio Jan. 3, lacking 20 days of Yeing

connections.

$2 to $4
28, 1878.

wmilies at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
English and Classical.
For further information
address the Principal, Rev. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M.

DEA. SIMEON LIBBY died in East Randolph,

The advantages of these Lines are
1, Ifthe Jasseuger i8 going to or from any point
in the entire West or North-West, he can buy his
tickets via some one of this Company’s lines” and
be sure of reaching his destination by it or its

pany,

or

Marvin Hughitt,

=~ W. H. Stennett,

Gen’l Mavager, Chicago, 111.

Gen’l Pass. Afe Chicago, Ill.
1vSeow

|.

Wingo, Bulngen and Quincy Bad Bod
EAST AND WEST,
Running Through Cars Fronw

CHICAGO TO COUNCIL BLUFFS & OMAHA.
Connecting with
THE UNION PACIFIC RAIL ROAD
For all points in Nebraska, Colorado and California. Through Cars to Kansas be
Topeka,
Atchison, St. Joseph and the Short ‘ine to all
oints on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, and
Bouston & Texas Central Rail Roads. Pullman
Palace Sleeping Cars and the C. B. & Q. Palace

Dining Cars by this route.

4

All
information about rates of fare and sleeping
car accommodations will be cheerfully given by
applyingto
C. W. SMITH,

Traffic Manager
Chicago.

JAMES R. WOOD,
Gen’l Pass. Ag’t,
Cbhicage.
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Helos Summary.

Beyond the introduction of several bills and
resolutions, there was no business of importance transacted in the open session of the Senate, Monday.
There was a protracted executive session, however, at which the President’s
nominations for collector of customs and naval

CURRENT EVENTS.
During

the past

week,

the

Potter

sub-

committee have been examining witnesses
in New York in regard to the famous cipher
dispatches printed in the N. Y. Tribune.
Smith
. actors

officer at New York were considered

admitted in the progress of his testimony
that the cipher dispatches as published
were substantially correct. He also gave

an account of negotiations entered into by
Tilden for

curing, beyond question, the

se-

electoral vote

of South Carolina for the Democratic candidate. Mayor. Edward Cooper, of New
York, testified in this connection, and his
belief appeared to be that the proposed
trade with the South Carolina returning
board was engineered by Colonel Pelton
without the knowledge of Governor Tilden.
Colonel Pelton, the nephew of Governor
Tilden, testified at length regarding the
negotiations for the purchase of the South

Carolina

returning board.

The

distinguished

levee bill by a vote of 155 to 73.
As passed,it
provides for the appointment of a commission
to examine into the whole question of improvements, and to report the results of their labors

expected
the national Democratic committee would furnish the necessary funds
10 carry the bargain into effect. Manton
Marble, ex-editor of the New York World,
narrated at great length the part he played
in the Democratic negotiations for purchasing Southern returning boards. His
confession,

though,

perhaps,

somewhat

more guarded than that of Nephew Pelton,
«liscloses that he early set about the work
of securing, by purchase or otherwise, the

votes of certain States for Mr. Tilden.
‘While denying that he made any direct
pecuniary
propositions
in the bribery
vusiness, he admitted having freely communicated with Pelton and other parties
on the subject of the contemplated trade.
In a conversation with the Washington
correspondent

of

the

Baltimore

Gazette,

the other day,Senator Lamar declared that
it was impossible for him to save any of
his salary.
‘‘I never paid a cent beyond
livery hire and a few little kindred items
of election expenses in my life, and I have
been in politics a long time. 1 could save
$1000 a year if I would do certain things,
but I do not think my conscience would be

satisfied

if I did.

For

instance,

I pay

about $300 a year for newspapers,

I like to

read them.
I have passes over railroads;
I could travel all over the United States
free, but I pay my fare. It costs me $57
for each member of my family every time I
cqme and go between here and home.
I

News.

Potter

sub-

ed all knowledge of the cipher dispatches, and
averred in positive terms that he never entered into any competition or bargain for the procurement of electoral certificates by venal in
ducements.——A definitive treaty of peace besween Russia and Turkey has been concluded,
The Turkish war indemnity to Russia is fixed at 300,000,000 paper rubles, the conquerors
to evacuate Turkish soil within forty days after
the ratification of the treaty.——The English
government has prohibited the landing of live
cattle from the United States at its ports after
the 28th inst., and the Dominion authorities
haye prohibited their importation into the
provinces for three months from the 16th inst.

make a prop-

osition to that effect when he can get a
chance. . The correspondent thinks that
the conscience of Senator Lamar should be
embalmed, and adds:
‘The dead-teading
business is carried to such extremes that it
is nothing unusual to see a street-car filled
with
Congressmen
about the time the
House adjourns, all presenting passes to
the conductor to save the paltry. sam of
five cents.”
Failures and strikes, the two chief signs
of commercial depression, continue to be
reported from England.
As regards the
latter, a cable dispatch says that ‘¢ nearly
37,000 men are now

on a

strike

at

——A telegram from Lansing, states that the
resignation of J.

was.

mobs

Schliemann

the

Sandusky, O., city

council last Saturday

for

using

profane

lan-

Gold tothe aggregate

L

value

of $23,000,000

‘be $30,000,000.

The socialist organ

Freiheil

published in

London by Johann has been forbidden

admis-

sion into Germany.
Miss Ida Lewis has been appointed to the
keepership of the Lime Roek light, off Newport, R. 1., at a salary of $1000 per year.
Tne Bank of California has sold the Gov-

fine palace in Athens. He is on good terms
with the King, and would gladly give his
«wervices gratuitously, besides doing all he
‘could for the United States in the various
arch@ological explorations
now
going
on.
Lh
;

ernment 200,000 ounces of silver, deliverable
in San Francisco, at 109 1-4.

. This winter there have been,

The 50th anniversary of the elevation of

for

the

first

the Catholic Arch-bishop Henni to the
priesthood was made the occasion of a
Zolden jubilee at Milwaukee, Thursday.
Archbishop Purcell preached the jubilee
sermon to an audience which included nine
bishops and two hundred priests.”
What
would seem a novel feature to any Protest-

time in thirty-five
years, fourteen consecutive
days of skating in
Regent’s Park, London.
Diphtheria is: prevailing in Patchogue, N.
Y.,tosuch a degree that the public schools
have been closed; at last accounts there was
100 cases in the village.
A
It is reported that Rev. Mr. Hepworth, who
has been a contributor to the New York Her-

ant denomination, was
a torch-light procession in the evening joined in by five

visit Egypt as the special correspondent of that

over tlie passage of the bill in both houses
of Congress

have been,

‘‘ that any woman

a member

who

of the

highest court of any State or

shall

bar of the
Territory or

Districtof Columbia. for the space of three

years, and shill have maintained a good
standing before such court, and who "shall
be a person of good moral character, shall,
on motion and the production of such record,

be admitted

to

Supreme Court

practice

of the

before’ the

United

States.”

Mrs. President Hayes sent a boquet to
Senator Hoar in token of his efforts in behalf
of the bill.
$4
prvsian Molin

Public opinion: ought

to be

stirred up

sufficiently to enforce the

wise

regulation

which Cincinnati has just made,in forbid-

ding future édndidates for municipal offices
from *‘ treating” voters under penalty, $50,

10 days iu jail and

right

tions.

to

44

vote
!

«5

The lawyers

enough

not

at

the forfeiture of the

future ‘municipal elec-

Lidl AL iy

b fa

sn

don

Ry

fg

om

of ‘Glasgow * were sharp

to be

caughtin

the

great

catastrophe which overtook the City of
Glasgow Bank: Of the 450 lawyers in
‘that city
not one held stackin that con.

to

only one or two of tne 270 public

all of them may

as

his

fin-

sulphur

ald for some time, will soon go abroad

and

paper.

does

he had been called just in the nick of time,

Re

when the fungus was too nearly closing to
allow the gargling, he blew the sulphur
through a quill into the throat, and after
diphtheria.

‘women.

y

One-half the poll taxin Louisiana goes to the
Charity Dospital,one-fourth to the school fund,
and one-fourth to the State University.
Out of
$180,000 that should have been raised last
Tear from this source only $8147 was return-

ed.
i
William Heath, auditor of St. Louis

7
Coun:

ty, Mo., for ten years prior to 1876, was convicted on Friday of embezzling $143,000 of the
county ‘and township school fund.
His sentenge is ten years in the penitentiary.
This
was his second trial, and ‘another is to'be ask-

ed for
¢
:
The monument to Victor Emmanuel

which

Italy desires to raise will cost,it is estimated,not

less than $2,000,000. It is to consist of a
Glessal equestrian statue mounted on a tri-

the Vegetine.

Rheumatism,

He never lost a patient from
gargle,

been at $650 @ $825
LLL. Winter
tents continue
to range from $6 @ $7

attacks of cold in the head, chest, etc., at
any time, and is recommended in cases of
consumption and asthma.— Transcript.
Or...
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ed far down
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more
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liar form of the disease could only bave been
i ndicated by observing the symptoms accurately, and knowing the precise treatment and
condition of the horse previously.

, apoplexy,or spinal meningitis,

are indorsed and approved by the most eminent medical and scientific authorities in
—the world, by the Faculties of France, England, Austria, Prussia, Belgium, and America, and by well-known writers, who refer to
the extraordinary cures effected by Pulvermacher's Electric Belts and Bands, in upwards of one hundred medical and philo-

THE HARP-ETTE is a new instrument which
meets a want long felt by the public,
The delicious-music-of the HARP-is-here-produeed-by—anv
one, man woman or child, even though entirely
ignorant of music.
The strings are numbered
from one to ten, and the music which accompanies
the instrument is numbered in like manner, instead of being printed in notes.
Thus, if you wish
to play * Home, Sweet Home,” or auy other tune,
you have only to glance at the music to ascertain
the number of the note and pick the string which

75¢ is a top

him-

The disease was doubtless some af- |

PULVERMACHER'S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

The Great MUSICAL INVENTION of the AGE

‘he

wus the disease and the remedy #”

profession, who very frequently prescribe its
use to their patients.”

89 In writing mention that you saw this adver.

a

‘the disease ‘as he confessed. The case seeming hopeless, I had the animal killed. What

“Reply.

Encyclo=
Law and

HARP-ETTE.

and
18 @

¥ 1b, good average weights, *and sowe extrg
heavy 5% ¢ ¥ 1b. City dressed 5 @5% @ 5c # 1b.

proper order.
Te
never broken loose
nothing

An
of

tisement can

1 375¢.

LARD.—City 7 @ 7)¢

upon

ain‘ remain

. He knew

Month.
Pedia

times cost.
Selling fast.
Send for Circular and
Terms.
BP. W., ZIEGLER
&
C0.
1000
Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
1v24

¥ 1b is the lowest price named.
Western steam
has been selling at 7@ 7c ¥ 1b.
DRESSED HO0GS.—Western in car lots at 5 & 5%

The best ¢ horse doctor’ in the coun-

i uw was summoned.

N

enjoyment, and a new lease of life through
its beneficent qualities, but by the medical

WANTto $125 a.

‘orms. For Business
Men, Farmers, Mechanics, Property Owners, Tenants, everybody, every business. Saves many

PORK.—$925 @ $9 50; mess at $10 50 @ $11.
Western clear at #11 50 @ $1175; and Boston
clear at $12 @ $13 ¥ bbl, including backs.
BEEF .—Western mess and extra mess $9560 @
$11; and extra plate $11 50 @ $12 # bbl.

moved on the floor. His limbs and other extremities were warm ; he breathed freely and
naturally, ' seemingly suffering no pain. I
before.

AGENTS
ED.
$50

wus

self into a balf-standing postive ssid

think his'bowels were in
was very docile, andl had

E

10

Spring

raised from the floor for him it wonld swing
back and forth at his right side.. His legs were
almost powerless, hutby mere bodily exer:
falling back his head woul

justed so as to cover the parts affected. The
Pulvermacher Electric Belt, and its perfection, has been hailed with delight, not only
by the sufferers who have regained health,

Mid-

Spring Lambs, common to good # 1b.....5 @
eals, Choice ¥ Ih. ..c.ccoveensnsssesnsr, 8B @
Faif
to goods..oe...
“6 @

presYeen

some times almost throw

St.

ICAL

@

Do.

couple of weeks,
Please tell me what to do
for said mare.”
Reply.
Give the mare one ounce of hyposulphite of soda daily for ten days, then reduce
the dose one-half, and repeat for ten days
more, and wash the neck where the eruption
is found-with a solution of carbonate of soda.
‘Wash the boils every evening with earbolic
soap and water, then wipe dry and apply a
small quantity of a mixture of one pint of gly«erine with one dram of carbolic acid, er rub
it well into the skin.
+

tion he would

outside, precludes all possibility of any injury being done to the patient, as an external
remedy is universally acknowledged to be
safe. Another advantage is the facility with
which the progress of the disease and cure
can be watched, and if the Belt be not quite
in the right place, it can be very easily read-

Beef, hind guarters,
choice, #

AND

Common.

it

sons: First, for its wonderful properties for
the cure of diseases of the kidneys, stomach,
liver and blood; secondly, for its extreme
simplicity, and the fact of its being applied

3

at $15 @ #16 ¥ton.
Low and medium grades $10
G $14 ¥ ton, Rye Straw £11 @ $12¥ ton.
FRESH MEAT.

Worcester

when

“The Pulvermacher Electric Belt is recom-

mended to general use for the following rea- -

distinguish the genuine from the spurious.

D>
Do

prevent

[Extract from the Baltimore “American,”
December 21, 1878.]

SERVICE

ECONO

top and side of the neck under tbe collar. She
also has the ¢ scratches’ and when I drive her LA beautiful work of 700 Pages. One Colored Flow-

and

VOLUNTARY
TESTIMONY.

as ever been published. No training is required.
It can be played upon at once as well as after
months of practice. Everybody appreciates the
music of the harp. Itis the king of musical mstruments, and this is a perfect harp in miniature--the
same delicious tones—and should be in every family in the land. Any one who can read this adver-

Do

healing.
It would he well to procure some
‘sulphate of copper (blue-stone or blue vitriol),
powder it finely, and dust the sore with it. A
scab will form over it, which should not be
broken, and a new skin will grow under it in
time.
:
DISORDERED BLOOD.
A subscriber, Lansing, N. Y., writes: ¢
Ihave a mare, 8 years
old, she looks and feels middling well,and is in
good rig, but is troubled with little ¢ boils’ on

had no control of his head;

Indigestion,

And other chronic ailments.

popular airs of the day, or in fact any music which

HAY

To HEAL A SORE Spor. W. C. D., Collinsville, Conn., writes; “ A seven-year-old
mare has a sore on her breast which I find
difficult to heal. I have washed it with cold
water and then used tincture of arnica. Any
‘advice will be thankfully received.”

neck was bent to the form of an arch, and

. DUNN.
3t6

BIGLOW & MAIN,
73 Randolph St. |’ East Ninth

7

Paralysis,
Sexual Exhaustion,
Spinal Diseases,

Sent by Mail on receipt of 15 cts.

$160 ¥ bu is an outside for choice
Yellow Eyes £1380 @ $1954 bu. Red

choice lots command

do

until within

Epilepsy,

Meets All the Demands~of Sunday School Worship.

OXloss~Western at and $3, Northern at $3 50,
¥ bbl.
- GREEN . APPLES.~$1 @ $1 25 ¥ bbl, and some

HORSE NOTES.

feeding oats in place of carrots

Deca Ys.
Spermatorrhoea,

two

VANGELICAL

price at the close. Seedlings are selling at 5 a
80¢, and Peerless at 75 @ 78c ¥ bu.
Chenangoes
command 75 @ 80c.

Herald.

six or eight miles she ¢ scours” Iam at
ent feeding hay and carrots, but have

villages,

rm
—

nothing has

including Northern and Eastern, but

ornamental

tends to

two

adapted to the

Kidneys
#225 a $250
bu.
:
POTATOES. —The best Mame
Central Rose are
selling at 90c, and 93¢ is an extreme price for
choice Houltons.
Northern Rose have settled
down to 80 @ 8c # bu.
Eastern Prolifics ranze
from 85 @ 90¢c, but it is hard to make sales at over
83¢ # bu.
Jacksons have been selling at 70 @ Soc,

Caution is always the parent of

Washing a sore

near

Tl-Health,

160

INTERNATIONAL LESSONS,

BEANS.—Choice Mediums $1 40 bu; and fair
to good at £1 30 @ 1354 bu.
Pea have been mov.
ing fairly with sales ot choice Western at 21 50 &

(Fromthe N, ¥Y.Times).

Reply.

Nebraska,

and

in the South.

:

22¢ ¥ dozen.

of

and

wood,

Costs only $10 ¥ 100 Copies.

extra white;
34c
bu for No 83 Whue

EGGs.—Eastern 20c; Northern 27 © 28c;
Western 26 @ 27c ¥ dozen.
Limed command

boiled oil is a very great convenience, but
it is better to use a small bit of flannel,
and after using it once burn it up, so that
mischief.

of

fruit,

Itls situated

With 115 Hymns and Tunes, new and old,

§3 for the bulk of the Cheese arriving.

few

A bottle

. Female Complaints,

Every Sunday School can afford this
NEW SONG BOOK,

creameries have been in good request, and readi.
Jy command 25 & 30c¥ 1b.
CHEESE.—Most of the business continves to
range from 8 @ £Xc¢ # 1b, and it is hard to get over

drops of spirits of ammonia rubbed on will

take

m
dney nly

Hymn Service.

fresh made Western, ladle and dairy packed, with:

It

a

is

hands for sale, or exa first rate farm of

well,

or less, if taken soon.
i
Hillsdale, Mich, Jan. 27, 1879,

track at deep

BARLEY.—The market is quiet and

floor.—

furniture

on

been done.

niture and leaves an unsightly spot on the
polished surface. This can be easily removed by wetting a bit of soft flannel in
alcohol and rubbing over the place briskly.
When the marks areall effaced take another
cloth with a drop of boiled linseed oil and
rubover it lightly and thesharpest eyes can
never see a vestige of the stain. In case
stain

there

Railroads, Grist mills, School-houses,
urches,
&e. It was estimated at $25,00 an acre, but can be

BUTTER.—Fine falllots of Vermont are taken about
as fast as offered at 22 @ 24¢, and New York at 20
@ 23c# 1b. Dairies that are good enough will
readily command 17 @ 20¢ # 1b., but only a few
come up to this standard.
Most of the sales of:
dairies have been from 13 @ 16¢ ¥ 1b, but except
the lot is pretty good it ts difficult to get over 15¢.
Occasional lots of Northern Winter Butter run up
to I3c, but most of the receipts have been run of
ordinary quality, and range from 14 @ 16 ¥ Ib.
There continuesto be a good demand for choice

frequently happens that a cup or bowl of
hot water is set down
on varnished fur-

a black

is offered

FEED.—Shorts and fine Feed,
dlings $16 @ $17¥ ton.

explode.

FURNITURE.

I consider

purchased for $20.00 an acre, upon ten Jeary time,

wheat
pa50 ¥ bbl

Ryg.—60¢ & bu,

lighted

or roll upon the

46ic

0ATS.—33 @ 38¢ No 1 and
for No 2 whites2)s @33¢c4
and No 2 mixed.

Keep the can closed and in a safe place.
Never potir oil on the fire. If burning oils
get upon the floor, smother with woolen
blanket, rug, carpet or clothing. If the
clothing takes fire, wrap a blanket or rug
about the person,

getting along first-rate,

J EERE is left upon my
change for a smaller

rite and fancy brantis $5 @ 5 50 ¥ Lbl.
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.—#1 90 @ $2 ¥ 100 lbs.
CORN. —48% @ 602 @ bu for mixed and yellow,
and 47% @ 48% for steamer.
For export
lots of

lower-priced varieties are apt to be more
volatile and explosive.
Have your glass
lamps securely huang.
Select those in
which the end of the burner is elevated
considerably above the body of the lamp.
Lamps to be carried should
be of metal, have handles and be of some ** safety” pattern. Fill the lamp by daylight,
and never while lighted.
If obliged to fill
them at night, have the light at least a
yard off and not in a current of air. Lamps

should be filed

now

No. 16 Lagrange St., South Salem, Mass.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS,
1yeow?

FLOUR.—There is a steady demand from the
trade, but the transaction s have not been to any
extent, and prices remain unchanged. The sales
of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota brands have

A bill of the detectives for investigating the
Barron murder, amounting to $3000, was presented inthe Me, oa
dy which rill ok

the

Iam

Farm for Sale!

Report.

me
alent and’ afflicting, It
purifies the blood, purges out the lurking humors

a good deal of dissatisfaction on account of the
manner in whieh the detectivesthad conducted :

|

SATURDAY, Feb. 8.

be

to

the Vegetine.

and still using

MRS. L1zzIE M. PACKARD,

rted by HILTON BROS & €O., Commission
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and.
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3

fection of the mervous system in which the
bruin was involved. It may have been epilep:

‘umpbal arch, and the competition is
‘thrown open to all the world.
i

ing ever did me any good until I commenced using

Are self-applicable to any part of the body,
for the speedy and effectual cure of

take a live coal, put it on a shovel and
sprinkle a spoonful or two of flour brim- Winter wheafs continue to demand full prices.
St. Louis; #520 @ $625 including medium and
stone at a time upon it; lét the sufferer in- choice
brands; Illinois and Indiana from $5 @ 86;
hale it, holding the head oyer it, and the and Ohio and Michigan $475 @ 25 25# bbl. Min.
fungus will die. If plentifully used, the nesota extras range from $425 @ 550 4 bbl, in.
whole room may be filled almost to saffoca- clutling choice bakers’ brands; and Wisconsin
at $4 @ $4 50 ¥ bbl. Western common
tion; the patient can walk about in it, in-- extras
extras#3 75 @ $4 25; and Western supers $3 @
haling the fumes, with doors and windows
$3 26 ¥ bbl.
CORN MEAL.—#$230 @ 82 40 ¥ bl.
i
shut. The mode of fumigating a room
RYE FLOUR.—#3 25 a 83 50 # bbl.
y
with sulphur has often cured most violent | OAT
MEAL. ~Western, at 8450 @ 475, and favo.

KEROSENE

AND BANDS

Scrofula,

Quincey Market, Boston.

to allow of it, then

If the patient can not

Produce

with

nothing equal to it for such complaints. Can
heartily recommend it to everybody. Yours truly,

THE MARKETS.
Boston

Ihave been troubled

Canker and Liver Complaint for three years. Noth-

benefit.

An Extended Popularity —Each year finds
* Brown's Bronchial Troches” in new localities, in
various parts of the world. For relieving Coughs,
and Throat Diseases, the Troches have been
proved reliable.

The western extension of the Indianapolis,
NERVOUS DISORDER IN A HORSE.—J. W.
Bloomington and Western railway was sold 4 Johnstown, Penn., writes: “I had a horse
Thursday under a degree of the court to'# comthat seemed to be healthy and in: good spirits.
mittee of the bondholders for $165,000.
One morning on going to the stable, I found
San Francisco’s first female lawyer, Mrs.
his halter torn and the horse lying hind end
Clara 8. Folz, is an Indiana lady, twenty-eight |
foremost in his stall, and unable to get up. His

jours old. 8he has never been. to sehool, hat
as educated herself, and is retained mainly by

be used with

not readily amalgamate with water. When
the sulphur was well mixed, he gave it as
a gargle, and in ten minutes ‘the patient
was out of danger. Brimstone kills every
species of fungus in man, beast and piant,
in a few, minutes.
Instead
of spitting
out the gargle, he recommended the swallowing of it. In extreme cases, in which

had shrunk

Dear Sir:

The Russian court invited Dr. Ayer and his family to'the Archduke’s wedding in the Royal Palace. This distinction was awarded him not only
because he was an American, but also because his
name as a physician
had
become favorably
known in Ruseia on its passage around
the
world.—Pueblo (Col.) People.

spoonful of flour of brithstone into a wine-

glass of water, and stirred it with

NOTHING EQUAL TO IT.
SOUTH SALEM, MASS, Nov 14, 1876.
Mg. H. R. STEVENS.
;

or soft cow

———————

ELECTRIC BELTS

THE GREAT Brood PURIFIER

dung, or by soaking the hoofs in warm water
and then rubbing them with glycerine. Any or

every

CONTRACTED HOOF. A reader,Huntingdon,
case and the amount of the bill.
Penn., asks: * Is'there any sure way to tell
3
accountants in the “e€ity lost money by
Bangor people fear a repetition of the great when a horse’s navicular bone is affected in a
the failures? sy
Giza
pian
vate
tof
freshet of 1846: in the spring, as the Penobscot | contracted hoof. 1fs0, what is the remedy ir
Men
é;
Men are aralways
getting | into ruts. There Silver is frozen for ten miles, in some places to any ? Also what is good for a contracted
ie depth of from ten to twenty inches, and
"is Stanley who can not seem to be easy
‘hoof
Ri
some method for clearing the stream of anchor
unless he'is
ing
somebody into the ice
Reply. When the navicular bone is affected,
below the city is proposed.
depths of Africa.
The report is confirmed
the horse raises the heels of the fore feet,pointsThe Russian provincial chambers petition with
the toe, and keeps one or the other foot a
that the Belgian exploring expedition to the
czar
for
constituti
onal
rights,
few
stating
inches in advance.
that
In founder,
Afrieais to be under his charge.
their members in their present degrided po- or inflamation of the feet), the horse (lammitis
sition feel themselves entirely powerless to re- the fore feet and rest them upon theadvances
It is worth
noticing that five members
heels.
of the new
French Cabinet are Protest. spond to the
government’s
Contraction results from various causes.
eal fi
It
against the nihilists,
opped
may
ants.
:
be an effect, or simple idleness in the
for a

cern, an

fore feet in a puddle of ¢lay mud

He put a tea-

either to shelves or walls.—XN. Y.

and over, was mined in Russia last year,
Greece has established a vigorous
quarantine, both on land and sea, against the plague.
Ifour whole debt should be refunded at four,
er cent., the annual saving in interest would

Athens. ‘The N. Y. Tribune says of him,
«He is an enthusiastic
American, has
married a Greek lady, and is building a

thousand of the laity.
The woman’s rights advocates are happy

patient without exception.

safety, and an oiled rag is not

N. B. Dowing, London, paper manufacturer,
has failed; liabilities, £80,000.
¢ Mark Twain” is expected in Paris next
month, on his way home from Germany.
Five hundred trains from Willerden every
twenty-four hours.
;

is ambi]

tious to be United States Consul General at

Senator

Miscellaneous.

have terrorized the

was rag-

accompanied

witness the so-called ‘‘ wonderful cures”
which he performed, while the patients of
others were dropping on all sides.
The
remedy to be so rapid must be simple. All
he took with him was powder of sulphur

For ¢ Educational” see an inside page.

laborers at Queen, Nelson and Brambymoor
docks.

It is said that Dr.

as

in the hands or

expelled ' from

guage.

‘unloaded her cargo, extinguished the fires
in the donkey engines and cut the hoisting

Smaller

Christiancy

Gov. Crosswell, to take effect last Monday.—
During afire at Emery Bros’. candle and oil
warehouse,
Cincinnati, Monday
morning,
thieves broke the windows of Steinan Brothere’ jewelrystore,
Fourth street, and robbed
them of $1500 worth of watches, rings, ete. At
the same time, Cosliss’ trusss store, was entered, anda quantity of trusses carried off. Loss
to Emery Bros’. about $1000.——E. Stanley

pool, and the demeanor of the crowd
Thursday was most threatening,
the sailors
having joined them. The laborers employed in the provision trade have also
struck.
At Waterloo Jock the mob broke
up the staging and did much damage/and
after having been driven off by the
police
they endeavored to storm the gates. At
Prince’s dock,a mob numbering 3000 boarded the bark Cora from Wilmington, N. C.,
gear.

P.

from Michigan,’
was placed

Liver-

diphtheria

a gentleman

A

while partly empty.
Never carry a glass
lamp lighted. A lamp with the wick turn-

them.
I do notthink it would be right. I
can send anything I please over -the sx-

secretary, and he intends to

DIPHTHERIA.

the celebrated Dr. Field on his rounds,

the gargling.

Ex-Govenor Tilden, before the

Some Senators use all these privileges of
dead-heading, and they say it is right. I
think otherwise.” But Mr. Lamar thinks
that every Senator should have a private

FOR

when

ing in England,

the fungus

Latest

press lines, yet I pay my express bills.” I
spend my salary and never have any money.

few years ago,

olutions were presented in the
Senate, Thursday, and the bill providing
for taking
the
tenth and subsequent censuses was passed. In
the House, the bill making jappropriations for
the payment of claims, reported allowed hy the
claims commissioners, was passed, and in committee of the whole the Banning amendmentto
the army appropriation bill (re-organizing the
army) was adopted by a vote of 101 to 91.——In
the Senate, Friday, the bill extending the provisions of the act of June 8, 1874, in regard to
prize money to all fleet officers was passed, as
was also a bill for the admission of women
to practice before the Supreme Court of the
United States. In the House,the Senate araendments to the naval appropriation bill and the
conference committee’s report on the Indian
appropriation bill were agreed to.——The Senate on Saturday passed the Indian appropriation bill ano also the bill providing for paymento officers and soldiers of the Mexican
war, of three months’ extra pay provided for
by the act of July 19, 1848. In the House, the
army appropriation bill was passed,the amendment transferring the care of the Indians from
the Interior to the war department being defeated. The amendment for a re-organization
of the army was adopted by a vote of 116 to 92.
The authority to have troops at the polls to
heep the peace was rejected, 110 to 95, as was
also the power to establish government buildings us military headquarters in time of peace.
The bill to make silver coin exchangeable for
greenbacks was tabled by a vote of 127 to

use

teiegraph passes, but I never

CURE

to the next Congress.——Several bills and res-

committee in New York on Saturday,disclaim-

have

Surpnur

shaped shoes,

Any ofthese causes may prevent the
operas
tion of the natural function of the foot and the
due growth of
horn.
The treatment for
contracted hoof consists of removing the shoes
and leiting the frog down to the ground by
this, or by poring the cdge of the crust judiciously, or by using
a bar shoe not nailed at
the quarters; by standing the horse with his

THIS AND THAT.

ger instead of a spoen,

of the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments to the
Constitution. The House,after cutis out the
largest 3ppropriations, passed the Mississippi

3 stall; from rasping the hoof tvalls and weaken
ing them ; from excessive paring of the heels,

or from the. use of improperly

reports on the Corbin-Butler contested sems
from South Carolina were presented, and the

army
appropriation
bill.——The
Senate,
‘Wednesday, after a protracted session, passed
the Edmunds resolutions declaring the validity

uncle,and

Domestic,

and a quill, and with these he cured

the debate. The House indulged in an interesting and somewhat stormy debate on the

witness,

wt

rearages bill, An effort to set apart Saturday
next for the consideration of the sugar duties
bill was also defeated by a vote of 130 to 98,——
In the Senate, Tuesday, Jor ity and minority

the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth amendments to the Constitution
were
discussed,
Messrs. Bayard and Edmunds participating in

sponsibility of concluding the arrangement,
to his

con-

Edmunds’ resolutions Jselaring the validity of

according to his story,assumed the sole reunbeknown

and

firmed. In the House, a large number of bills
were introduced, and
ineffectual attempts
made to suspend the rules and pass bills making silver interchangeable with gold, and for
the issue of $40,000,000 of 4 per cent. bonds to
pay the claims arising under the pension ar-

M. Weed,
one of the prominent
in these disgraceful proceedings,

certain friends of Governor

Bural

Congressional.’

eis

Practical and Analy ting vor, Mass.

|

an

Dr. M.W.

RO

phia.
em

Absolutely
| The Royal Baking Powder 1s a

POWDER

pure
of Tarter
is Groin
powder direct

Pure. .
owder,

made from pure Grape Cream

Tarter, imported exclusively for
district of France. An old exerienced house-keeper writes that, althou h she 3% pom y © a wine
few pennies more for the ‘ Royal,”
nds it goes much farther and works much
tter than saleratus, soda, or cream of tartar.
Most of the Cream of Tartar of commerce, , is adultrated with A lum, Terra Alba, ete,

Doctors pronounce Alum most dangerous to health; it costs but two cents a pound,

Cream of Tartar over 80 cents.

The Royal Baking Powder is recommended for its wholesomeness

Dr, Mott,

by such eminent chemists as-

New York; Dr. 8. Dana H ayes, Boston. Sold only in cans.’ All G:
BAKING POWDER should never be sold in paper packages, ag TOCers
it becomes
deteriorates upon exposure to the atmosphere,
:

stale and

°

